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Abstract 
The literature on the pricing of equity and credit securities developed more or 
less independently. Only recently have the two strands merged in the valuation of 
convertible bonds (corporate bonds with embedded stock options). The subject 
of our thesis is to describe hoNý both credit and equity securities can be priced in 
a consistent way so we can enlarge the information set of one market using the 
information set of the other. Chapter 2 extends the building blocks of Ericsson & 
Reneby (1998) to the case of exponential barriers and derives a number of simple 
claims; using these, it is possible to nest five classical structural models and 
derive an extended version of the Leland & Toft model (1996). The following 
chapter provides the option pricing extension for the models in Chapter 2 by 
extending the conditional building blocks in Ericsson & Reneby (2003a) and 
the extra ones presented in the previous chapter. Chapter 4 presents a simple 
structural model with jumps - similar to Leland (2006) - which features closed 
formulae for equity option prices. Chapter 5 investigates the effects of different 
capital structure specifications on equity option prices: we confirm Toft and 
Prucyk (1997) theoretical links by employing a more sophisticated model and 
also look at other usually neglected variables (e. g. debt growth rate) in the 
option literature; we also test the information content of structural models and 
find that even the simple Merton model is able to correctly rank firms according 
to their credit quality; we then investigate the relationship between CDS spreads 
and volatility smiles for four companies extending the empirical analysis of Hull 
et al. (2005); in addition, we study an equity-credit hybrid security - an Equity 
Default Swap - and its links with the more established Credit Default Swap. The 
final chapter concludes. 
... E li uomini in universali zudicano piu' allz occhi che alle mani; 
perche' tocca a vedere a ognuno,. a sentzre a pochi. 
NiccolO' Machiavelli, 11 Principe 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Equity and credit derivatives markets have experienced a strong growth in recent 
years. Whilst the first was established long ago with exchange traded equity 
options already existing in the early 1970's, the second market was introduced 
only later and still remains an over-the-counter (OTC) market. In particular, 
credit default swaps - which account for more than two thirds of credit market 
volume - were first traded in the mid 1990's by investment banks that wanted to 
shed part of their (and their clients) credit risk to improve their Basel I capital 
ratio. Since then, credit derivative markets have seen the highest growth in OTC 
volumes and, according to the Bank of International Settlements, their notional 
value outstanding reached $28.84 trillion at the end of December 2006 surpassing 
the notional of OTC equity derivatives ($7.48 trillion) as well. CDS indices - such 
as the iTraxxl have also been created. 
Both debt and equity are ultimately claims on the same firm's assets and cash- 
flows, yet practitioners use different approaches to price corporate securities (and 
their related derivatives). This apparent inconsistency has led to a recent renais- 
sance for structural models: although classical structural models are not accurate 
in predicting credit spreads, they are very effective in predicting defaults (see for 
example Chen et al. (2006)) - even the simple Merton's model is able to out- 
perform financial ratios analysis like Altman's z-score (1968) - and some authors 
(e. g., Ericsson & Reneby (2005)) also claim that structural models are better at 
capturing the (credit) quality of corporate securities than most commonly em- 
'The IG version, for example, consists of 125 European invest ment-grade names chosen 
mostly according to their past 6 months liquidity. 
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ployed reduced-form models. In addition, in corporate finance, structure models 
can also guide decisions about optimal amounts (and features) of debt and equity 
for a firm (see Section 5.1). 
As in structural models, by modelling the cash-flows process of the firm (or 
equivalently its assets value) one is able to obtain derivative prices that are con- 
sistent with both equity and debt values: there are no arbitrage opportunities 
arising from assuming two different exogenous underlying processes for equity and 
credit derivative prices. This also leads to a natural framework for identifying 
possible mispricing within a firm's security prices (capital structure arbitrage). 
We extend the modular approach introduced by Ericsson & Reneby (2003b) 
and, assuming that corporate securities consist of three different sources of value 
- final, periodic payments and default values - we are able to replicate them with 
a portfolio of simpler claims (building blocks) which represent these sources or 
components. The approach is then expanded to replicate equity option prices 
with easy to interpret formulae; the equity volatility is endogenous to the model 
which is able to explain the leverage effect observed in practice: a share price drop 
increases a firm leverage which, in turn, increases its riskiness and, therefore, its 
equity volatility. Our option formulae are also easy to implement making it possi- 
ble to infer the parameters of sophisticated structural models from equity markets 
-a calibration method suggested by Hull et al. (2005) - and thus overcoming one 
of structural models major difficulty: estimating infrequently reported and often 
off-balance sheet liabilities. 
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
We provide extensions for the building blocks of Ericsson & Reneby (1998) 
to the case of an exponentially-increasing (rather than constant) barrier and 
derive new basic claims that replicate different interest rate and dividend 
payment profiles. 
We show that the building blocks make it straightforward to nest different 
structural models - including sophisticated ones like Leland & Toft (1996). 
We also derive an extension of this model which avoids the unrealistic sit- 
uation of leverage ratios declining to zero because debt is not assumed to 
increase as time passes by, whilst the assets value does. 
9 We also extend týhe conditional building blocks in Ericsson & Reneby 
13 
(2003a) and provide the conditional versions for the new basic claims men- 
tioned above. 
Using these conditional claims, we nest two existing option pricing exten- 
sions for structural models' - due to Geske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk 
(1997) - and present option extensions for three more. Our formulae allow 
us to link option prices to sophisticated capital structures and make Hull 
et al. (2005) calibration easy to apply. 
With the help of our building blocks, we also derive a simple structural 
model with jumps - similar to Leland (2006)- and provide its option pricing 
extension with closed-form solutions. 
We study the link between volatility smiles and capital structures: we con- 
firm Toft and Prucyk (1997) theoretical predictions using a more sophis- 
ticated model and we also examine usually neglected variables like debt 
maturity and debt growth rate. 
We extend the analysis regarding the empirical relationship between Credit 
Default Swap spreads and volatility smiles (level and slope) presented in 
Hull et al. (2005). We also indirectly support the theoretical relationship 
between volatilities and the (credit) quality of a firm implied by structural 
models: we find that even the simple Merton's model, when used as a 
screening tool to select good quality firms, can outperform a benchmark 
index. 
We study an equity-credit hybrid product - the Equity Default Swap - 
and add some insights to the analysis of Albanese & Chen (2004) by a 
comparative analysis with the more established Credit Default Swap. 
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 derives the building blocks 
that are used for replicating equity and debt values for a range of classical struc- 
tural models, including the extended version of Leland & Toft model. Chapter 
3 provides option pricing extensions for five structural models by extending the 
building blocks of the previous chapter; Hull et al. (2005) calibration is also dis- 
cussed. Chapter 4 presents the simple structural model with jumps. In Chapter 
2Thm is, we provide formulw for call option prices. 
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5, we apply our option formulge to investigate the effects of capital structure spec- 
ifications on Black & Scholes implied volatilities; we then test the information 
content of structural models and study the relationship between CDS spreads and 
volatility smiles; finally, we we deal with Equity Default Swap features. Chapter 
6 concludes. 
Chapter 2 
Nesting Structural Models 
This chapter introduces the theoretical models which link debt and equity values 
of a firm. We use the modular approach due to Ericsson & Reneby ((2003b) 
and (1998)) and, by deriving a number of extra claims, we extend their approach 
to encompass rich structural models, including Leland & Toft (1996) and Le- 
land (1998) models. We also extend the Leland & Toft model to the case of an 
exponentially increasing barrier (and debt). 
The modular approach exploits the possibility for a corporate security to be 
decomposed - as already suggested by Black & Cox ((1976), page 353) - into three 
different sources of value': 
1. its value in case of default (a lower barrier is hit); 
2. its value at maturity if no default happens earlier and 
3. the value of periodic payoffs during its life up to a possible earlier default 
time (e. g. dividends or coupons). 
Though the first two sources are mutually exclusive, both contribute to the value 
of the security since they represent possible outcomes given the initial informa- 
tion. Assuming the absence of arbitrage, we note that the price of a security 
is equal to that of a portfolio consisting of simpler claims which replicate the 
'We do not consider here a fourth source of value which is stated in Black & Cox: the security 
value if an upper bound barrier is hit. Such source replicates bond call provisions which are 
empirically influenced by interest rate movements rather than by default probability changes. 
Such upper barrier is also present in Leland (1998) model, which we ignore by presenting a 
'restricted' version here. 
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Figure 2.1: Building Blocks overview. 
payoffs in the above states of the world (sources of value). We, therefore, simply 
need to value the following claims (called building blocks thereafter) in order to 
obtain the price of more complex corporate securities; in formulaý, the value of a 
corporate security CS (e. g., an equity share or a coupon-bearing bond) at time 
zero is: 
CSO =a OTP(-) + ci EDDO 
(') +Z Ci CDO (*) 
ii 
where are a, b and c are constants and the basic claims 2 are: 
*a Down-and-In American Digital option - OTP(. ) - that pays I monetary 
unit in case of default'; 
a Down-and-Out European Digital - EDDO (') - which pays I monetary unit 
at maturity if default has not occurred yet and 
a Down-and-Out European Call - CDo(. ) - for equity-like securities paying, 
also conditional on no previous default, an incremental value (e. g., over 
2For all claims labelling, please refer to Figure 2.1. 
3 Note that it is the time that is random, not the amount received which is instead constant. 
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debt principal reimbursement) at maturitY. 
In addition, since we work in a continuous time, the operator E in the above 
formula is also to be intended as f if applicable - closed formulae for such claims, 
called stream claims, are also provided: 
a Down-and-Out Digital Stream claim, DSDO('), i. e. an integral of Euro- 
pean Digital options spanning the security life, which replicate debt pay- 
ments (coupons and principal reimbursement) and 
*a Down-and-Out Asset Stream claim, ASDO H Je. a sum of European Call 
options struck at zero spanning the security maturity, which replicate, after 
multiplication for constant amounts, the asset pay-outs (dividends). 
All the above claims are derived under the assumption of an exponentially- 
increasing (rather than the usually assumed constant) barrier. This is to avoid 
unrealistic situations that cause defaults to be mostly short-term events: firms 
are indeed expected to grow since nominal interest rates are positive 4; if debt does 
not grow as well, then leverage (debt/asset) ratios would tend to zero, which is 
clearly not a sensible choice when pricing longer maturity securities. 
The first section contains graphical representations and prices for the building 
blocks; we also provide extensions for the basic claims presented in Ericsson & 
Reneby (1998) as well as new ones. In particular, we derive different types of 
OTP(. ) and DSDO (*)to incorporate different capital structure assumptions like 
declining interest rate payments. For an overview please refer to Figure 2.1. The 
second section introduces first the simple structural model by Merton (1974) 
and then five first-passage-time models; the last four models incorporate taxes, 
bankruptcy and debt issuance costs. We show that the modular approach make 
the models easier to derive - e. g., we are able to extend with little effort Leland 
& Toft (1996) to the case of exponential barrier - and strongly increases the 
economic interpretation of complex formula-e as well. 
2.1 Building blocks 
We start by defining the asset process dynamics and the default event. We then 
state a few important propositions that will be used throughout the proofs. The 
-1, Nlarkets go tip and inflation inflate'. 
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idea is to use the barrier technology, following Toft and Prucyk'(1997) and Eric- 
sson and Reneby (1998). The (real-world) asset process dynamics is a diffusion 
(Geometric Brownian Motion): 
dAt = (p - O)Atdt +07AdWt 
where A is the asset value, tt the asset drift, ý3 is the asset pay-out rate, 07A the 
asset volatility and dWt a Brownian motion under the physical measure. All the 
standard Black & Scholes assumptions also apply: 
9 no transaction costs 
9 securities are perfectly divisible 
* no short-sales restrictions 
* borrowing and lending at the same, constant, riskless rate 
Moreover, in case of default, the distribution of remaining asset value to the 
various claimants is independent both of time and the asset level A or, in other 
words, recovery rates are constant. This is for simplicity, to avoid recoveries 
determined by strategic games between claimants (see Mella-Barral & Perraudin 
(1997)). 
As already noted in Ericsson & Reneby (2004), there is no need to assume 
that assets are traded securities; actually, such assumption would be inconsistent 
with the presence of traded equity shares and bonds. Though, by definition, 
the assets value is equal to the value of all traded firm's corporate securities 
(e. g., shares plus debt), the existence of an asset security (being this a claim 
on all assets) would imply that profits generated by the firm are paid twice: 
once distributed between shareholders (dividends) and creditors (coupons), and 
again to asset security holders. The only assumption we need (which also makes 
economic sense) is that at least a firm's securities is traded (e. g. shares). Under 
such framework, even if assets are not traded, their value can be replicated'. 
5 Toft and Prucyk do not actually include any proofs but only state that they applied "tech- 
niques similar to those used to price barrier options". 
6Assuming a geometric Brownian motion (GBM) for the firm's cash-flows and a share process 
which is function of these (itself a CBM), it can be shown that the the assets value - i. e., the 
(risk-neutral) expected value of all future cash-flows - follows indeed the process in equation 
(2.1) (under the risk-neutral probability). 
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Default can happen either when the asset value, A, hits a barrier level, H, 
or asset value at maturity is below the debt face value D. Formally, the default 
time 7 is: 
-r = inf ft>0: At <- Ht v AT < DI (2.2) 
In the following sections, we will first use a constant barrier, i. e. Ht =H Vt, and 
then a time increasing one to account for the asset growing rate. 
Note that - as per example similarly done in Black &Cox's original article 
(1976) - the default time could have alternatively been defined as follows: 
inf It >0: At < De-d (T-t) 
where d is a constant'. The barrier can be interpreted as the face value of debt 
discounted at a continuously compounding rate. We will use a similar definition 
when extending structural models to the case of stochastic barriers. 
Both definitions above avoid the problem of economic inconsistency pointed 
by Reisz & Perlich (2004). When, indeed, the default is simply defined as the 
first time the asset is below a constant barrier: 
inf ft>0: AT < HI 
such a definition may not capture the situation when the firm is in a default 
state because at maturity the asset value is below the debt face value, i. e. AT < 
D, though the running minimum was above the barrier until maturity 8. Our 
definition (2.2) simply incorporates either events, whilst Black & Cox implicitly 
make the barrier a deterministic function of the face value, such that at maturity 
the two are equal. 
In case of default, the asset value is distributed to the various stakeholders 
according to some pre-defined constant proportions' 0. Formally: 
0< 0' <- I: proportion of defaulted assets assigned to holder of securitY x 
7 That is D= HT, making redundant the last condition in (2.2). 
8This is because usually the barrier is assumed to be below the debt face value (we will 
indeed set that at maturity K= HT, whenever it is the case that K< HT). Such intuitive 
assumption does not seem, however, supported by more complex models. More on this later. 
91f equity holders receive nothing in case of default, we are assuming what in literature is 
defined as "the absolute priority rule"; otherwise we are in violation of such rule. 
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2.1.1 Relevant event probabilities 
We now state three relevant event probabilities under different martingale mea- 
sures with proofs or sketch for them. These are standard results see, for example, 
Ericsson & Reneby proof (2003b) and (1998). We indicate by B the classical 
risk-neutral probability, that is the martingale measure with the money market 
account Bt = exp(r t) as numeraire'O. We also derive the same event probabilities 
using the asset value, A, and the One Touch Put" option, OTP, as numeraire. 
We start from the the simplest event: the probability that at maturity the 
asset value is above a certain value, given it has not touched a constant down- 
barrier up to that time. This probability can also be interpreted as a survival 
default probability Q(T > T). 
Lemma 2.1. IAT> K, mint<, TAt > HI 
Let A be the asset value followZng the process M SDE (2.1), a constant bar- 
rZer H with AO >H (down-barrZer), then the probabilffies for the event 
IAT> K, Mint, <T At > HI under different measures - B7 A and OTP - are: 
N(dT' (Ao)) 
K 
Ao -2 p'lu 
2 
H) 
A 
N(dT' (2 )) 
AoK 
where mE (B, A, OTP) and 
dr(x) = 
ln(x) + Am t 
UA V/t 
2 
r 
O'A 
2 
2 
+ 
O'A 
2 
OTP 2+(. [3)2 
A- 
ý27'07A 
Set K= HT above, whenever K< HT. 
Proof. To simplify and generalise the proof, we define a new process (like in 
Ericsson &-- Reneby (1998)): 
xt :: = 
In AtIH 
07A 
1OThe filtration is the one generated by the Brownian 'Motion driving the asset value. 
"This claim will be defined later. 
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which can be interpreted as the log-distance to default. We associate with such 
a process a measure Q' under which the process is a martingale: 
dXt - dWt' 
and Xt - X0 is a Gaussian process - N(O, Výt-). Then we have that 
ED AT> K, minAt >H t, <T 
PfXT> Kj 
IP JXT- Xo > K,, - Xoj 
N(- 
K, - Xo 
VT 
XT> ln(KIH)IUA minXt >0 
ývoý,, t<, T 
=K, 
IP j XT > K, min Xt <0ý by complementarity t, <T 
P IXT <2*0-K,, j by reflection principle 
N(- 
K, + Xo 
VIT 
We now need to change the measure, from (Q' to a generic (Q'. We rewrite first 
the above expression in integral terms and change the integration variable from 
the standard normal z to a realisation of the process dWT, i. e. dw' =z výT-: 
(ýO (, 
_ 
(wx)2 (wx+2X0)2 ) dw' 2T 2T 
--, 72-7rT 
£-xo 
then we multiply the above by the Radon-Nykodym derivative - exp(A,, WT' - 
1/2 /\ 2 T) - and complete the square in both addenda. We have: M 
XT> K, min Xt >0 t, <T 
N'(0,1)ds 
N(- 
K, - XO - A,, T 
VIT- 
e -2, 
\,, Xo Jý N'(0,1)ds 
-2, 
K, + Xo - A, T e \mXoN(- VT 
We are left to determine A,,. From Girsanov's theorem, we know that 
dXB ý ABdt + dll 
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and noting that under the measure B, the process in equation (2.1) is given by: 
dAt 
= (r - O)dt +6AdWB At 
applying Ito's lemma we finally have: 
dXB UA/2)/gAdt + dWB (2.3) 
=AB 
This concludes the proof for the measure B. It is now easy to obtain the other 
measures from B. For example, by a special case of Girsanov's theorem, we know 
that 
d(Q' ATIAO 
-. 
jOF2 T+OrA WB 
d(QB erT11 
=e 
and therefore dWtB- dWtA + UAL Inserting this into equation (2.3) we get AA: 
AA AB + 07A 
12 This concludes for measure A. AOTPis derived similarly. 
We now provided an extension of the previous lemma to the case of (determin- 
istic) exponentially increasing barriers. An slightly reduced version (for measures 
B and OTP only) is present in a subsequent paper by Ericsson & Reneby (2003b). 
Corollary 2.2. f AT > K, mint, <T At > Ht I 
Let A be the asset value in equation (2.1), and Ht and exponentially increasing 
barrZer - Z. e. Ht = Hoec" - with AO > HO (down-barrier), then the probabilitzes for 
the event IAT > K, mint, <T At > Htj under different measures - B, A and OTP 
- are: -2 2 
N(dT'( 
Ao 
aT 
(Ao)-2(p')/oA 
N(dT( 
Hý' 
-aT)) Ke Ho AoKe 
where now pB = 1_jB a (= r-0 
2 
-A- 2 a). The other two drifts szmply follows 
from this. As before, set K = 
HT above, whenever K< HT. 
Proof. By noting that the probability of the asset value, At, hitting an expo- 
nentia-I barrier, Hoexp(nt), is nothing else than the probability of Atexp(-at) 
12 The Asset process numeraires A used here is e, 3', 4t. 
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hitting a constant barrier HO. We simply repeat the steps in lemma 2.1 to get 
the result. F 
Comparing the above lemma and corollary, it is evident that the two proba- 
bilities only differ (for the B and A measures) in the exponent of the first factor 
in the second addendum: the change in the drifts is indeed cancelled out by 
the change in the argument of dm(-), leaving therefore the argument in the two t 
normals, N(-), of the corollary unchanged with respect to the ones in the lemma. 
To simplify the notation in what follows, we define the event in corollary 2.2 
as below: 
KA 
T T> K, minAt > Ht t <T 
I 
2.1.2 Basic claims 
We are now able to define a series of building blocks that will be used for express- 
ing the value of equity and debt in the next sections' models. For a graphical 
representation of payoffs for the three basic claims, please refer to Figure 2.2; 
prices will be provided starting from the exponential barrier extension, since the 
base case of constant barrier is nested in these (simply putting a= 0). Some of 
the following expressions are due to Ericsson & Reneby (1998). All prices are at 
time zero, if not otherwise stated. 
1 
AT 
C,, 
o 
K -------------- --------------------------------- 
Ao 
EDo 
Figure 2.2: Basic claims: potential payoffs. 
Lemma 2.3. Down-and-Out European Call 
A Down-and-Out European Call on underlying A with strike K, matun'ty T and 
(exponenhally increasing) bam*er H ts a vanilla call, i. e. it pays (AT - K)' at 
0T 
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maturity, as long as the underlying does not touch the barrier; otherwise it ceases 
to extst (see Figure 2-2). Its value zs given by: 
CDo (A, K, T; Ho, a) = e-OTAo(QA (TK) - e-rTKQ B(TK) TT 
where Q', '(TI) values are gZven in corollary 2.2. T 
Proof. The proof is based on standard martingale arguments: 
CDO -rT EB [(AT- K)RjyKj 
-rT B )(QA (QB (-f K)) [E (AT (T TK)-K T 
e -, 
3T A O(QA (-f K) -rT KQ B (T K TT 
El 
Lemma 2.4. Down-and-Out European Digital Option 
A Down-and-Out European Digital Option on underlying A with strike K, matu- 
rZty T and (exponentially increasZng) barrZer H is a option that pays I at Maturity 
if (i) the underlying Zs above the strike at maturity and (ii) it never touched the 
barrZer up to (and included) maturdy (see Figure 2.2). Its value i's given by: 
EDDO(A, K, T; Ho, a) = e-TQB(-yK) T 
where QB (-f K) value is given in corollary 2.2. T 
Proof. The proof is simply the second addendum of the previous lemma 2.3: 
EDDO -rT EB [RfyK} 
T 
-rT(QB K (^f T) 
0 
Lemma 2.5. One Touch Put (or Down-and-In American) Option 
A One Touch Put Option on underlying A maturdy T and (exponentzally in- 
creasing) barrier H is a option that pays I as soon as the underlying touches the 
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(down) barrZer before (and including) maturity. Its value is given by: 
Ao 
OTP(A, T; Ho, a) =A 
(i 
- 
QOTP(-f HT)) (Ho T 
OTP(A, oo; Ho, ce) 
where Q"'(T'ffT) value is again in corollary 2.2 and T 
AB_A 
OTP( 
PB + 
ý2ro-A2 
+ (/_iB)2) 
We assume that the quanhty under is positive. 
Proof. The proof is via integration of the first passage time density to zero, 
fB (XO' t), for the process Xt defined in the proof of lemma 2.1 : 
T 
OTP(A, T, Ho, a) =EB ýJ-r<, T}) = 
Jo 
e-rs fB (Xo, s)ds 
see Ericsson & Reneby (1998) or Reiner & Rubinstein (2001) for the constant 
barrier case. The exponential barrier case works along the same lines. Here we 
provide a sketch for an alternative proof and an interpretation of the formula. 
To ease notation, let r indicate the first time the asset touches the barrier. For 
an infinite maturity claim paying 1 upon default (asset touching the barrier), we 
have: 
OTP(A, oo; Ho, a) - EB(, -r-r) 
AO 
Ho 
For a finite maturity claim: 
OTP(A, T; Ho, a) = EB(e-rT ýfT, <Tj) = EB(e-rT) 
(I 
OTP(A, oo; Ho, ce) e-, 
T EB (OTPT (A, oo; HO, a) ff f -r>Tl 
) 
OTP(A, oc; Ho, a) e-, TE 
B (OTPT (A, oo; Ho, ce)) E 
OTP (ff 
17->T}) 
OTP(A, 00; Ho, a) 
The second equation derives from a change of measure. Noting13 that: 
E OTP = QOTP(-f 
HT) (ff I-r>Tl) T 
1313ý, OTPT we indicate the claim that starts from T rather than time 0. 
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we finally have the result. 
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The claim can be interpreted as the difference between two infinite maturity 
claims: one that pays 1 Euro upon default and another that pays 1 Euro if the 
default occurs after time T. 0 
The OTP option is a claim that pays I monetary unit upon default, its value 
is therefore in the interval (0,1): it tends to I when the asset value At approaches 
the barrier and to 0 when the asset instead tends to infinity. The importance 
of OTP is that it can be used to represent the expected value of a security in 
default, as we will see in the next sections. 
Remark 2.6. In the probability measure (Q"', the numeraire OTP is the one 
with infinzte maturity, as shown in the proof of lemma 2.5. 
2.1.3 Stream claims 
We now provide the price of stream claims. These derive from the basic claims 
presented in the previous subsection and are economically interpretable as port- 
folios of those. 
Only formulae for their constant barrier version are provided in Ericsson & 
Reneby (1998) 
, we extend them to the more general exponentially 
increasing 
barrier case. 
We start from a Down-and-Out Digital Stream - see Figure 2.3 for a possible 
payoff- which is a claim that pays I until default (the complementary event of 
T Ht t) and zero thereafter. This claim is useful in representing a stream of coupons 
subject to default risk, or - in other words -a down-and-out stream of continuous 
coupons. 
Lemma 2.7. Down-and-Out Digital Strearn 
A Down-and- Out Digital Stream on underlying A, maturity T and (exponentially 
increasing) barrier H is a claim that continually pays I until the underlyMg does 
not touch the barrier, up to the claim maturity. As soon as the barrZer has been 
touched, the claim pays zero thereafter (see Figure 2.3). Its value is given by: 
DSDO(Aý T, Ho, a) (1 - EDDO(A, HT, T; Ho, a) - OTP(A, T; Ho, a)) 
wherc the EDDO and OTP expressioiýs are given in previous lemmata. 
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Ib 
T 
Figure 2.3: Stream claims: potential payoffs. 
Proof. A Down-and-Out Digital Stream is a portfolio of Down-and-Out European 
Digital EDDO spanning the time period [0, T]: 
T 
DSDo (A, T; Ho, a) = 
10 
T 
= 
Jo 
EDDO(A, Hs, s; Ho, a) ds 
e-rs(QB (TH,, )ds 
s 
-rs TT 6- -rs fB (Xo, 
n 
_(QB(f 
H,, 
_I s) ds s )]o r0r 
(I - EDDO (A, HT, T; Ho, a) - OTP (A, T; Ho, a)) 
r-I 
The lemma is very similar to the constant barrier case one provided in Eric- 
sson & Reneby (1998), with the basic claims EDDO and OTP replaced by their 
exponentially increasing barrier versions. 
The Down-and-Out Digital Stream can be interpreted as an infinite maturity 
annuity, 1/r, less the discount due to finite maturity (assuming no default), the 
EDDO term, and the discount due to default risk (annuity knocking-out), the 
OTP term. 
Remark 2.8. Since for a= 
EDDO(A, H, s, Ho, 0) =e -rT [1-F 
B (Ao, T)] 
where F' (AO, T) is the cumulative distribution function of the first passage time 
0ri 0 
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of A to the constant barrier, we note that Leland and Toft ((1996), page 992) 
derived a I(T) claim: 
I(T) 
1 
e-"F B (A0, T) ds T 
10 
1_ 
e-rT B =- (OTP(A, T; Ho, 0) ýF 
(Ao, T» 
rT 
which makes a constant barrier case (i. e., a= 0) version of DSDO above equal 
to: 
(I 
_ -rT -T- I(T)) r 
in their notation. Lemma 2.7 can also be interpreted as an extension of the I(T) 
claim. 
The next lemma is for a Down-and-Out Asset stream. Such claim will be used 
for expressing continuous dividends subject to default risk, i. e. a down-and-out 
stream of asset payments subject to default. 
Lemma 2.9. Down-and-Out Asset Stream 
A Down-and-Out Asset Stream on underlying A, maturity T and (exponentially 
increasing) barrZer H Zs a claim that continually pays the asset value At until this 
does not touch the barrier. If the barrier is reached the pay-out stream becomes 
zero and stays there until maturity (see Figure 2.3). Its value is given by: 
ASDO(A, T; Ho, a) (Ao - CDo (A, 0, T; Ho, a) - Ho OTP'(A, T; Ho, a)) 
where the CDO and OTP' expressions are given, respectively, Zn lemmata 2.3 and 
ý?. I 
Proof. A Down-and-Out Asset Stream is a portfolio of Down-and-Out Call Op- 
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tion EDDO, with strike K equal to zero 14 , spanning the time period 
[0, TI: 
T 
ASDO(A, T; Ho, a) 
10 
CDo (A, 0, s; Ho, a) ds 
T 
e-"E B (A, RITol)ds 
o 
JT 
e-"E 
B (A, )E A (RITo})ds 
os 
T Jo 
e-13'Ao (QA (To, )ds 
= Ao 
[-e, -, 
es 
QA (, r0)] T- Ao 
T 
e-, esf A (X0, s)ds 
13 
s0 
10 
0 
The first addendum is equal to: 
Ao[ - 
e-os(QA(,,, O)]T (Ao - CDo (A, 0, T; Ho, 0s0 
and the second term (extending Ericsson & Reneby) is: 
A0fA (XO, s) ds H, e-rsf B(XO, s)ds by square completion 
fo JO 
T H0 
e(a-r)sf 
B(XO, 
s)ds ý3 
JO 
Ho 
OTP' (A, T; HO, a) 0 
Note that the OTP' is an exponentially increasing OTP with the same growth 
rate a as that of the barrier; its expression is provided in Section 2.1.4. El 
2.1.4 Exponentially in-/decreasing claims 
We now extend two claims provided in Ericsson & Reneby with infinite maturity 
only. We also generalise the exponential growth rate for these claims' payoff to 
be different than the barrier rate. See Figure 2.4 for their graphic representation. 
Lemma 2.10. Exponential One Touch Put Option 
14Such cla, im is nothing else than a Down-and-Out Asset claim. 
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Figure 2.4: Exponential claims: potential payoffs. 
An Exponential One Touch Put Option on underlying A, maturity T, (expo- 
nenhally increasing) barrier H is an option that pays exp(b, 7-) as soon as the 
underlying touches the (down) barrier at time r. Its payoff size (not only its 
timing) now depends on the default time (see Figure 2.4) and its value is given 
by: 
b 
0 pb 
Ao -, 12T (I 
_ (UOTpb 
(THT) T (A, T; Ho, ce) Ho 
AT 
0Tpb(A, oo; H0, a) 
b=B g2 + (/_, B)2 (we again assume that the quantity under where pp+ V/12(r - b)o, 2 
+ (pB)2 
is positive). The value (QOTpb (THT) is given in corollary 2.2 by simply replac- T 
ing the r in p OTP with (r - b), since the new numeraire is the infinite maturity 
OPT' claim. 
Proof. The proof is via integration of the first passage time density to zero, 
f' (xO, t), for the process Xt defined in the proof of lemma 2.1 or by direct appli- 
cation of lemma 15 provided in Ericsson & Reneby (1998) appendix: 
T 
rn-n Xo (Urn ( rHT» e-"f'(xo, s)ds :-e '7A 
10 
T 
where y' Vý-2ZO, 
2 + (/_Ln)2 noting that: 
T 
OTpb (A, T; Ho, a) 
Jo 
e -(r-b)s f' (xo, s) ds 
the result easily follows. EJ 
0T 0T 
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Lemma 2.11. Exponenhal Down-and-Out Digital Strearn 
An Exponential Down-and- Out Digital Stream on underlying A, maturity T, (ex- 
ponenhally increasing) barrier H and is a claim that continually pays exp(b t) 
until the underlying does not touch the barrier, up to the claim maturity. As soon 
as the barrZer has been touched, the claim pays zero thereafter (see Figure 2.4) 
Its value Zs gZven by: 
DbbT pb SDO(A, T; Ho, oz) 
rIb 
(I-e EDDO(A, HT, T; Ho, a) - OT (A, T; Ho, a)) 
for r >, b, where the EDDO and OTpb expressZons are gZven in premous lemmata. 
Proof. An Exponential Down-and-Out Digital Stream is a portfolio of Down- 
and-Out European Digital EDDO spanning the time period [0, T] and paying 
exp(bt): 
T 
DSDb 
O(A, T; Ho, oz) 
10 
eb 'EDDO(A, HT, s; Ho, a) ds 
T 
(r-b)s(QB(-f Hs )ds 
Tf B(Xo, 
S (QB (T HS)IO )ds 
r-b 8 r-b 
b 
(I _ ebTEDDO(Al HT, 0, T; Ho, a) - OTpb (A ý T; Ho, 
where OTP'(. ) has already been defined in the previous lemma. El 
We will mostly use the exponentially-increasing version of the above claims, 
yet the formulee provided can also be used for the exponentially-decreasing cases 
(negative b) as we do in the Leland (1998) model. 
2.1.5 L inearly- decreasing claims 
For modelling some corporate securities, we also need OTP and EDDO payoff 
types that are linearly decreasing in time. The later the default (first time that 
the asset value touches the barrier), the lower the payoff: see Figure 2.5 for 
examples of payoffs. We now provide the expressions of these two claims, which 
were not provided in Ericsson &-- Reneby (1998) and (2003b). 
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1 I 
Figure 2.5: Linearly-decreasing claims: potential payoffs. 
Lemma 2.12. Linearly-decreasing One Touch Put Option 
A Linearly- decreasing One Touch Put Option on underlying A, Matunly T and 
(exponentially increasing) barrier H is an option that pays I- -r1T as soon as 
the underlying touches the (down) barner at time -r. Its payoff size depends on 
the default time (see Figure 2.5) and is given by: 
_40TP+IIB 
T pLinDec 
O'A [(Ao or2 OTP (Ho )) d OTP(Ho (A, T; Ho, a) 
A0TP V/T- Ho 
A N(dT 
Ao T AO) 
OTP B Ao 
) (dýTP(Ho))dOTP(Ho)] NTT (Ho 
Ao r Ao 
where all notahon has been already presented in previous lemmata, but d"n(x): t 
dm (x) = 
In (x) - , '-n 
07A V/t 
which is like dTn(x) except for the different sign between the two addenda in the t 
numerator. 
Proof The proof for the constant barrier case is in appendix A of Leland & Toft 
(1996) paper: their claim J(T) is indeed our linearly-decreasing OTP above but 
under the assumption of a=0. By integration by parts, it is simple to prove 
(see for example the proof in lemma 2.13) that: 
OTpLinDec (A, T; Ho, a) -TTT8 -r sfB 
(Xo, s) ds 
flo 
IT 
n T0 
OTP(A, s; Ho, a)ds 
01 0T 
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Our extension is obtained by adjusting the drifts p. El 
Lemma 2.13. Linearly-decreasing Down-and-Out Digital Stream 
AL in early- decreasing Down-and-Out Digital Stream on underlyMg A, maturity 
T, (exponentially increasing) barrier H and is a claim that continually pays 1- 
sIT until either maturity or the underlyZng touches the barrZer. As soon as the 
barrZer has been touched the claim pays zero (see Figure 2.5). Its value is given 
by: 
D SDLinDec 
1 
pLinDec 
0 Ho, a) =- (A, T7 (I -I DSDO(A, T; Ho, a) - OT (A, T; Ho, a)) rT 
where the EDDO and OTPLinDec expressions are given in previous lemmata. 
Proof A Linearly-decreasing Down-and-Out Digital Stream is a portfolio of 
Down-and-Out European Digital EDDO, spanning the time period [0, T] and 
paying I- sIT: 
DSLinDec (A, T; Ho, a) =Ts EDDO(A, H, s; Ho, a) ds DO 
Jo 
T 
T 
= 
10 
EDDO(A, H, s; Ho, a) ds - 
T 
T 
jo 
s EDDO(A, H, s; Ho, a) ds 
integrating by parts the second addendum: 
DSDo (A, T; Ho, a) - 
T 
([s DSDO (A, s; Ho, a)] T- DSDo (A, T; Ho, a) ds T0 
Jo 
jT 
T0 
DSDO (A, T; Ho, a) ds 
and replacing into DSDO its expression given in lemma 2.7, we have: 
0 
IT 
EDDO(A, H, s; Ho, a) - OTP(A., s; Ho, a) ds Tr 
III fT 
T0 T0 
D ýDO(Aý T, Ho, a) --- OTP(A, s; Ho, o. )ds 
OTpLinDec(A, T; Ho, a) 
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This concludes the proof. 0 
2.1.6 Linearly- decreasing exponential claims 
We now combine together the payoffs shown in the previous two subsections. We 
start with the One Touch Put option where the exponentially increasing payoff 
multiply the linearly decreasing one: 
br T -r ýf 
7-, <Tl T 
The value of such claim is given in the following lemma. 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
Figure 2.6: Exponential & Linearly-decreasing claims: potential payoffs. 
Lemma 2.14. Exponential + Linearly- decreasing One Touch Put Option 
An Exponentially M/de-creastng and lZnearly-decreasZng One Touch Put Option 
on underlying A, maturity T, (exponentially increasing) bam*er H is an option 
that pays exp(b -r) (I - -r1T) as soon as the underlying touches the (down) barrier 
at time T. Its payoff size depends on the default time (see Figure 2.6) and the 
clai'm value (at time zero) is given by: 
pb+LinDec 07A Ao 
A 
OTpb +AB 
OTP6(Ho))dTOTpb Ho OT (A, T; Ho, a) (-) 'T, N 
(d 
OTpb T 
VT I- Ho Ao Ao 
OTpb B 
Ao ) OTpb 
Ho))jOTP" Ho 
N 
(jT 
T 
0 
HO T Ao Ao 
where all notation has been already presented in previous lemmata. 
or T 0rT 
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Proof The proof follows straight from the linearly decreasing OTP option value 
in lemma 2.12. We only need to change the driftpOTP with p OTpb as done for 
the Exponential OTP option in lemma 2.10. EJ 
Lemma 2.15. Exponenhal + Linearly-decreasing Down-and-Out Digital Stream 
An Exponentially Zn/de-creasZng and Linearly-decreasing Down-and-Out Digital 
Stream on underlying A, maturity T, (exponentially z'ncreasing) barrZer H is a 
clazm that continually pays exp(b s) (I - s1T) until either maturity or the un- 
derlyMg touches the barrier. As soon as the barrier has been touched, the claim 
pays zero (see Figure 2.6). Its value zs gmen by: 
DSb+LinDec (A, T; Ho, aI(, - 
I 
DSb 0 (A, T; Ho, oz) - DO rbTD 
OTpb+LinDec (A, T; Ho, a)) 
for r >, b, where the ED 
b pb+LinD" are gZven zn prevzous lemmata. Do and OT 
Proof. An Exponential Linearly-decreasing Down-and-Out Digital Stream is a 
portfolio of Down-and-Out European Digital EDDO, with strike K equal to zero, 
spanning the time period [0, T] and paying exp(b s) (I - sIT): 
Ts 
b+LinDec 
Jo 
bsT DSýo (A, T; Ho, a) e EDDO(A, 0, s; Ho, a) ds 
T 
eb 'EDDO(A, 0, s; Ho, a) ds - 
ebs s EDDO(A, 0, s; Ho, a) ds T 
10 
- DSDbo (A, T; Ho, a) -- oz)] 
T 1 ([s DSDbo (A, s; Ho, 0 T 
fT 
D (Zb IDO(A, T; Ho, a) ds) 
0 
jT 
Sb D Do (A, T; Ho, a) ds T 
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replacing into DSb its expression given in lemma 2.11, we have: DO 
jT (I_ebT 
pb EDDO(Ai 01 T; Ho, a) - OT (A, T; Ho, a) ds T0rb 
Sb OTpb (A, s; HO, oz)ds r-b T(r-b)D DO(A, 
0, T; HO, a) -r-bT0 
10 
OTpb+LinDec(A, T; Ho, a) 
This concludes the proof. El 
2.2 Structural Models 
In this subsection, we review different structural models using the building blocks 
presented in the previous lemmata: Merton's (1974), Black & Cox' (1976) , two 
Leland's ((1994) and (1998)) and Leland & Toft' (1996) models. In addition, we 
also extend this last model to the case of exponential barriers. 
We do not deal with intensity-based, or reduced-form, models since our fo- 
cus is on the firm's capital structure arbitrage and, in particular, in linking a 
firm's securities to its driving process, the asset value. We also ignore extensions 
presented in the literature to account for credit spreads underestimations that 
have nothing to do with the capital structure, like for example the introduction 
of stochastic interest rates. An extension to jump-diffusion processes will be 
presented later. 
All models are re-derived using a martingale approach (building blocks), 
whilst some were originally derived using PDE methods. Our presentation re- 
sults in much shorter and clearer formulae; our use of the modular approach - 
an extension of Ericsson & Reneby framework - greatly enhances the economic 
interpretation of structural models, making further extensions straightforward. 
2.2.1 Merton 1974 
Merton (1974) was the first to formally expose the link between a firm's securities 
and its asset values. The firm asset value represents, from an economic point of 
Nriew, the present value of the expected future cash-flows of the firm's activities: 
its process follows the SDE (2.1) with 0=0. From the liability side, the firm's 
activities are assumed to be financed by one equity share, E, and a zero-coupon 
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bond with face value D and maturity T. The capital structure of such model is 
therefore very simple, consisting of a single equity share and one zero bond. 
Default is triggered by the limited liability of shareholders: if the equity is 
worth less than the debt face value at maturity T, the firm becomes insolvent. 
In other words, if the value of the firm's assets A is less than the face value of 
its debt D at maturity T, the shareholders will walk away, unwilling to commit 
more capital. 
There are, however, no possibility of intermediate defaults (i. e. defaults before 
maturity); there are also no taxes (or, equivalently, taxes are zero) and no absolute 
priority deviations (equity holders receive no recovery in case of default). 
The presence of the limited liability - an essential feature for the development 
of the modern capitalism - makes the equity value higher (and, consequently, the 
debt value lower) than it would be otherwise. The separation of shareholders' 
own assets from the firm's ones is equivalent to the purchase of insurance: the 
debt holders have written a put option on the assets in favour of the shareholders. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the equity of the company is a European call on 
the assets A of the company with maturity T and strike D, i. e. ET := max[AT - 
Dý 0] = AT- min[AT, D] : -- AT- D+ max[D - AT) 01- 
Assuming that the capital structure of the firm does not change (no share or 
debt buy-backs and issue of new securities) and a constant risk-free interest rate 
r, the equity is a call option on the assets: 
Theorem 2.16. The equZty value - Zn Merton's model (1974) - Zs a European call 
ophon on the asset value A, wZth the face value of debt as str2ke D and maturdy 
T: 
B(Ao) -rT B(Ao) EO C(A, D, T) = AON (dT D+ 
07A V/T) DN(dT 
D 
1*ýý 
di d2 
where dB 
(_j. ) was _qZven above. T 
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Proof Using 15 market standard martingale methods: 
Eo = -rT EB [(AT- D)'] 
= e-rT [E B [ATýf AT>, -D}l - DE 
B [ýJAT, 
>Dfl] 
-rT [EB (AT)(QA (ýfAT>, Dj)- D(QB (AT 
Ao (QA (AT, >, D) _ e-rTD(QB (AT, >, D) 
Given that the asset process under B is: 
Aoexp ((r -a2 /2) T+ O-AWTB) 
-11--ol 
AB 
we have 
(QB (AT 
->- 
D) = (QB (In AT >ý In D) 
=B (In 
AT 
-(InAo + (r -a2 /2)T) 
UAV/'T 
N( 
ln(Ao/D) + (r 072 /2)T) 
O'AV/T 
InD - (InAo + (r -a2 /2)T) 
ITF 
UA -1 
It is now easy to obtain (Q' from (Q'. By a special case of Girsanov's theorem, 
we know that dQA AT/Ao 
- .1 Or2 
T+O'A WB 
dQB erT11 
=e 
and therefore WB WA TT+ 9AT. Inserting this into the asset process above, we 
get that the drift under A is: 
A=1, B 2T 
P+ UA 
Replacing the drift in Q' (AT>, D) we have the result also under measure A. El 
Following the equity case, the debt value at maturity 
DT= min [D, AT] =D- max[D - 
ATi 01 
15t I nder the money market account B= exp(r t), we find a measure Q' such the discounted 
asset value is a, martingale. Then we have a replication strategies for our call claim and its 
va, lue is given by the expectation exp(-r T) EB [AT - D]+. See Baxter & Rennie for more 
details (1996). 
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is the difference between the value of a default-free bond and a put option - the 
insurance bought by equity holders - on the firm's assets. Obtaining the value of 
the put using put-call parity, we have the risky zero-coupon value: 
Do - e-rTD - put value 
-rT D-[, -rT DN(-d2)- AoN(-di)] 
AoN(-di) + e-rTDN(d2) (2.4) 
Classical implementation 
We can define a leverage ratio L- 
e-rTD 
and rewrite the equity equation as: Ao 
Eo = Ao[N(di) - LN(d2)] 
where 
2 
A In(L) + 
O'AT 
2 di 
UAVT 
d2 di- UAVFT 
(2.5) 
We can similarly rewrite equation (2.4) and, by combining the two equations, we 
can get the simple economic identity AO = EO + Do. In other words, we can verify 
that the Modigliani-Miller theorem (1958) holds also in the presence of default: 
while both equity and debt clearly depends on the leverage, their sum does not. 
However, in this simple model, we are assuming that there are no bankruptcy 
costs (lawyers, courts .... 
) in case of default and there are no taxes advantages in 
issuing debt. We will relax some of these assumptions in the following models. 
Since the equity value - dEt- PEEdt +07EEdWt - is a function of the assets 
value, Et -f (At) where .4 follows a GBINI, we can apply It6 lemma to f 
(At) and 
write: 
df (A) ... )dt +O'AAo 
OE 
d1l't 
(9 A 
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It follows that the diffusion terms in the two equations must be equal: 
UEEO = O'A 0 
OE 
OA 
= O'AAoN(di) 
That is, substituting equation (2.5) into Eo above and rearranging: 
N(di) 
UE ý UA 
N(di) - LN(d2) 
(2.6) 
We can finally proceed with the classtcal implementation of the Merton's model: 
using equations (2.5) and (2.6) above and as inputs E0,07E, L and T, we obtain 
the assets value AO and the asset volatility UA Now the two outputs of the model 
can be used to get the rtsk-neutral probability of default and the credit spread 
implied by Merton's model: 
Risk-neutral probability of default 
This refers to the (model implied) probability that shareholders will not exercise 
their call option on the assets since the equity is zero, i. e., AT< D: 
Pr(AT< D) =I- Pr(AT> D) = N(-d2) (2.7) 
The probability depends on L, 07Eand T (see equation for d2 above). 
Implied Credit Spread 
By re-writing equation (2.4) in terms of L and substituting into it the following 
value Do = De-YI, where y is the implied yield to maturity, we get: 
De -yT - Ao 
(N(-di) + LN(d2)) --> 
e-yT - _Ao -rT 
(N(-di) + LN(d2)) Dýý 
11L 
-yT -rT +I In 
(N(-di) i- N(d2)) TL 
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s: = y-r 
I In (N(-di) + N(d2)) (2.8) 
, %ý TL 
credit spread 
Like the default probability - equation (2.7) - also the implied credit spread" - 
equation (2.8) - depends only on L, UE and T. 
As an example, we present in Figure 2.7 the calibration of Merton's model to 
France Telecom. It is evident that - as stated before - Merton's implied credit 
spreads severely underestimate observed CDS spreads for most of the period, 
while they overshoot during period of volatility spikes. This last effect may be 
due to the fact that implied spreads are driven by both share price and implied 
volatility that compound during period of high uncertainty. 
Rance Telecom 
Observed CIDS Spread (LHS) Implied Credit Spread (RHS) 
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Figure 2.7: France Telecom: Observed CDS spreads vs Merton's model implied 
ones. 
16A more compact expression for s is -I- In (D T Ao-Eo 
Dec-01 Jun-02 Dec-02 Jun-03 Dec-03 Jun-04 Dec-04 
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2.2.2 Black& Cox 1976 
Black & Cox (1976) extend the Merton's model by allowing a bond to default 
not just at maturity but also during its lifetime. By doing so they incorporate 
into the model safety covenants features common" in obligations: debt holders 
can force a reorganisation under certain conditions. Black & Cox express such 
conditions with the event of the firm touching a lower barrier level. 
Contrary to Merton's model, the asset payout 0 is not zero, default can occur 
before maturity and is triggered by an exponential barrier. Yet taxes are still 
zero and there is no deviations from absolute priority (i. e. equity holders receive 
zero on default). On the other hand, we can think of Merton's as a special case 
of Black & Cox with a zero payout rate and a zero starting level for the barrier, 
i. e. O=Ho =0. 
Security payoffs are: 
ET 
= [AT- D]' 
ET=O 
for equity and 
DT 
= min [D, 
AT] 
= D- [D- AT]+ 
D, = H, (= HoeaT) 
for debt. Since there is nothing left for equity holders in case of default, the 
implicit assumption here is that: 
D, =: Hoe" <, De 
In other words, this condition ensures that the payoff to debt holders never ex- 
ceeds the face value of debt, discounted at the risk-free rate. 
Note that in the original article the default barrier was defined as equal to 
K exp(-a(T - t)) for 0<t<T 
'70r maybe not so much anymore: see, for example, the recent worries expressed by financial 
conimentators regarding watered-down versions known as covenant-lite used in private equity 
deals. 
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We re-express the equation above by using the constant at time zero, HO, instead 
that at maturity time K", and add that the default barrier is D at maturity T 
for consistency with models below 19 - 
From the payoff, equity can been seen as a call on the assets with strike at 
debt face value D that knocks out in case of default (i. e. a Down-and-Out call) 
plus 0 times the asset stream claim which also knocks out upon default (0 times 
a Down-and-Out asset stream): 
Theorem 2.17. The equZty value in Black & Cox' model is: 
Eo = CDo(A, D, T; Ho, a) +0 ASDO(A, T; Ho, a) 
Proof. Expressing security's source values with relevant building blocks. F-I 
Note that the assets payout, 0, is wholly allocated to equity holders since 
there are no bond coupons to be paid. 
The debt value at time zero can be simply derived as the difference between 
assets and equity value: 
Theorem 2.18. The debt value in Black & Cox' model is: 
Do (D) = Ao - Eo 
= Ao-CDo(A, D, T; Ho, a) -ý ASDo (A, T; Ho, a) 
Proof By complementarity. EI 
or alternatively - as we did for the Merton's model - the Do can be calculated 
by subtracting the value of a Down-and-In Put from the (risk-free) discounted 
face value. 
The two formulae for equity and debt are surprisingly simple and easy to 
interpret if compared to the usual long and confusing expressions given in the 
original article, most textbooks (see for example Bielecki at al. (2004) page 44) 
or research papers. 
The debt formula above can be easily extended to value senior and junior 
(discount) bonds, as shown by Black & Cox. Assuming a face value of D for 
"A possible choice - used in the original article - is K= pD where p C: 10,11. 
"The resulting formulae in both cases are substantially the same. 
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the senior and J for the junior obligation, a senior bond is given by the formula 
Do (D) and a junior debt is simply the difference between two senior bonds with 
face values D+J and D, i. e. Do(D + J) - Do(D). This means that while a 
senior bond is always convex in A, a junior bond can become concave for larger 
values of A; moreover, unlike senior bonds, junior ones are an increasing function 
of the riskiness of the firm - 07A -for asset values close to the barrier: senior and 
junior debt holders may have conflicting interests about shareholders changing 
O'A. Another conclusion - found also by Leland (1994) - is that any restriction to 
sell assets to pay coupons and dividends increase the values of (perpetual) bonds. 
2.2.3 Leland 1994 
Leland (1994) introduces taxes, bankruptcy costs and a bond that pays a con- 
tinuous coupon into Black & Cox context. The barrier, however, is constant and 
- mostly for mathematical convenience - securities are restricted to an infinite 
maturity. 
There is an implicit assumption on the barrier that may imply cases where 
the debt holder receive more than the value of defaulted bond (since it is assumed 
that the equity holder receive nothing upon default), which is not economically 
sensible 20 . 
Debt value can be thought to be composed of two mutually exclusive parts: 
(i) the value of the firm in default, i. e. A, = H, net of proportional bankruptcy 
costs ý and (ii) an infinite stream of coupons that ceases upon default: 
Theorem 2.19. The value of debt Zn Leland's model is: 
Do = (1 -, ý)H OTP(A, c>o; H, 0) +C DSDO(A, c>o; H, 0) 
Proof. Expressing security's source values with relevant building blocks. 
2OThere are very few cases when this may actually happen, but they have all to do with 
stochastic interest rates. Since, interest rates are deterministic in this model, such rare situa- 
tions should be simply excluded. 
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Which can be re-expressed - expanding the building blocks - as: 
Ao)- 0-0 
Do (I - 4; )H ( 
A+ C (Ao) A 
HrH 
cC Ao) _ 2r- .7 
r+ r](H 
A (2.9) 
where in the second line we use the following identity: 
p02 /2) + V/2raA2 + 
(r 
- uA/2)2 2r O'A 
a2a2a2 AAA 
We note that equation (2.9) is exactly equation (7) in Leland 94. 
The value of equity is given by a Down-and-Out call struck at zero and a 
(negative) Down-and-Out continuous coupon stream partly financed by the gov- 
ernment through tax deductibles (, d and C are, respectively, the tax rate and 
coupon amount): 
Theorem 2.20. The value of equity Zn Leland's model is: 
Eo = CDo(A, 0, oc; H, 0) - (1 - i9)C DSDO(A, oc); H, 0) 
Proof. Expressing security's source values with relevant building blocks. El 
The above formula can be re-written as follows: 
Eo = Ao 
[(QA(-rO )] - (1 - z9)C [1 (1 - OTP(A, cc; H, 0» 
] 
00 r 
Ao 2p A2 Ao IUA -"2 )] 
= Ao[1-( )_ ) -0 HrH 
Noting that: 
A2 
21L 2 
r+ 07A/2 
- 
2r 
07 2a2a2 
AAA 
we can express equation (2.10) as done in the original paper ((1994), eq. (13) at 
page 1221): 
(1 19) c (i -, d)c 
- 
Ao) _ 2r 
Eo = Ao --+[ H] H 
7A 
BY adding the debt, Do, and equity, E0, values together we can check the 
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value of the levered firm given in Leland (1994): sum of asset value and tax value 
deductions less the value of bankruptcy costs. 
We can easily incorporate violations of the absolute priority rule in the above 
equations. Suppose that equity holders receive a fraction OE of the assets upon 
default, then the new debt value is the one in equation (2.9) but with the first 
RHS addendum multiplied by the additional factor (1 - OE); the new equity value 
is equation (2.10) with an extra addendum equal to the first RHS addendum in 
eq. (2.9) multiplied by OE. 
Later in the paper, the model is extended to account for the situation when 
0 :ý0. We just need to add the following term to equation (2.10) to obtain the 
new value for equity: 
1 
OASDO(A, oo; H, 0) = 0[-(Ao-HOTP'(A, c)o; H, 0»] 0 
Ao P-C( - U-T Ao-H( H)A 
The barrier H is a very important variable in determining the equity value. 
If H is exogenously determined - i. e., debt is 'protected' by covenants fixing an 
exogenous barrier - equity may also become a concave function of the assets A; 
if H is endogenous - i. e., debt is 'unprotected' (or Junk') since the barrier is 
determined to maximise the equity value 21 : 
OE 
OA 
LH 
then equity can only be a convex functions of A. 
Unprotected debt has some surprising behaviour if (i) bankruptcy costs 
and/or tax rate are positive and (ii) assets value gets closer to the endogenous 
barrier: debt values become a negative function of coupon paid and a positive 
function of risk-free interest rate r and firm riskinessO'A (yield spreads 22 can also 
become a negative function0f UA) . Equity instead - being always convex in A- 
has the expected behaviour. 
Protected debt has no surprising effects. However, if bankruptcy costs are 
positive then protected debt may be worth less than unprotected one since H is 
2 'Equity holders - if not constrained by external covenants - will declare default when debt 
cannot be serviced (coupon payments only since debt is perpetual) even by issuing more equity. 
22 That is CIDO - r. 
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higher and bankruptcy probability increases with its associated costs. In addition, 
with exogenous barriers equity is concave in A: this means that not only debt 
but also equity decreases in value whenO'Araises. The conventional wisdom that 
equity holders will wish to increase the firm riskiness after debt issuance is not 
true if (perpetual) debt is protected. 
Leland finds that deviations from absolute priority rule, dividends and no 
tax shield below a certain asset value (if profits - and asset value - fall not all 
tax benefits can be realised) help bring yield spreads, leverage ratios and equity 
volatility predicted by the model around empirical observed values. 
2.2.4 Leland& Toft 1996 
In this model, Leland and his co-author extends the above model (1994) by 
allowing debt to have a finite maturity. A sZngle debt issue with finite maturity 
S and principal p, which pays a continuous coupon c, has the following value: 
D single (S) -,; )H OTP (A, S; H, 0) 0 
EDDo (A, Hs, S; H, 0) +c DSDo (A, S; H, 0) 
which is the finite-maturity version of equation (2.9): oo has been replaced by a 
finite time S< oc and an extra-term has been added to account for the principal 
reimbursement in case of no default. However, if there was only a single issue 
then debt service payments would be time-dependent: there are only coupon pay- 
ments before maturity and only then a substantial final payment is due (principal 
reimbursement). 
To keep the stationary capital structure and have time-independent payments 
for debt servicing, the firm is assumed to continually issue a constant (principal) 
amount of new debt with same maturity T and constant coupon rate c= CIT 
per year: at each time t, new debt is issued at a rate p= DIT and the same 
amount retired; the total outstanding amount of debt is therefore D at any time. 
For simplicity, (I - ý)IT per year is distributed upon default". 
Theorem 2.21. The value (at time zero) of all outstanding debt in Leland & 
23 This implies equal seniority for all issues. Such an assumption can be relaxed by simply ad- 
j ust I ng the recovery rates for the different classes of debt yet leaving the total amount recovered 
unchanged. 
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Toft' model is: 
T 
Do D single (s) ds 
10 
0 
= (I - (; ) H OTpLinDec (A, T; H, 0) 
oD 
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D 
DSDO(A, T; H, O)+C DSLinDec (A, T; H, 0) 
T DO 
where OD is clearly the recovery value of debt (and C Zs the coupon as before). 
Proof. By using relevant building blocks. El 
The modular approach makes possible to offer an interpretation for the above 
formula. Indeed, the value of all outstanding debt can be decomposed into: 
e the value of the defaulted firm, Le. A, = H, net of bankruptcy costs ý 
(assumed proportional to the defaulted value) linearly declining overtime; 
*otherwise (in the 'solvency' case), the payoff is made up of two sub- 
components: (i) a constant stream of principal reimbursement in [0, T] 
(from the stationary capital structure assumption) and a linearly declining 
coupon stream (since the principal of previously issued debt is constantly 
being repaid). 
As shown in the previous model (Leland (1994)), the value of the levered 
firm (aggregate sum of its securities, i. e. the liability side) is equal to the asset 
value net of the claim to bankruptcy costs plus the tax benefit from paying debt 
coupons: 
Eo + Do = Ao + 79C DSDO(A, c)c; H, 0) -, ýH OTP(A, oc; H, 0) 
The value of equity EO can be obtain by difference between the value of the firm, 
above equation, and the value of debt given in equation (2.11). 
Note that the levered and un-levered firms can be different because of taxes 
and bankruptcy costs, contrarily to Merton's and Black & Cox' models (and like 
Leland (1994)). It is also worth noting that only the tax benefits entered the 
equation of the levered firm value: future debt issues and relat, ive debt servicing 
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will exactly cancel out since issues are assumed to be sold at fair prices (and 
redeemed at par). 
The authors then continue to derive the endogenous (equity-maximising) bar- 
rier level and focus on its implications; no exogenous barrier case is analysed. 
Some findings of their paper worth mentioning are that: (i) whereas for long- 
term debt triggers are below the debt face value, in the short-term debt triggers - 
DI(I - -ý) - exceed the face value because of positive bankruptcy costs, (ii) credit 
spreads are humped for moderate to high leverage levels (yet they are virtually 
zero for short maturities), (iii) Macaulay duration is negative for higher credit 
spread firms (risky bonds increase in value as risk-free rates increase) (iv) in pres- 
ence of bankruptcy costs (and with endogenous barrier), equity holders do not 
have an incentive to raiseUAsince their 'vega' (i. e, the derivative of equity value 
with respect to asset volatility) is negative 24 contrary to conventional wisdom 25 . 
2.2.5 Exponential Leland& Toft 
This model extends Leland & Toft (1996) model by introducing an exponentially 
increasing barrier, along the lines of Black & Cox (1976). 
As already stated in the introduction, an exponential barrier is necessary to 
avoid leverage (debt/asset) ratios declining to zero making defaults less likely in 
the long-term. Ericsson & Reneby introduced in (2003b) an exponential increas- 
ing barrier and also assume that debt - at aggregate level - grows at the same 
rate of the barrier; however they also assume an infinite maturity (total) debt. We 
extend their model as well. 
Assumptions are like in Leland & Toft (1996) with the main difference being 
- besides the exponentially increasing barrier with growth rate a- that debt also 
grows but at a rate b not necessarily equal to a. Note that Ericsson & Reneby 
(2003b) assume that both grow rates are equal: this means that the amount 
recovered, in case of default, is kept constant throughout time to a percentage 
recovery rate. 
The debt is, unsurprisingly, very similar to equation (2.11). Now, however, 
the building blocks account for both exponentially increasing barrier and debt: 
24 Expect for low levels of A when both equity and debt holders hax, -e an incentive to raise 
Note that here debt is of 'junk' status. 
2 "However if -; = 0, then equity 'vega' is always positive whilst bond 'vega' always negative. 
UM 
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Theorem 2.22. The debt value in the Exponential Leland & Toft' model is: 
Do = (I - (; )Ho 
OTpb+LinDec (A, T; Ho, a) 
D 
I)Sb b+LinDec (A T; Ho, a) +C DSýO (A, T; Ho, a) +T DO ii 
Proof. Expressing security's source values with relevant building blocks. 
Same changes for the building blocks are needed for the levered firm value: 
Sb Eo + Do = Ao + VC D DO(Al CýG; HO, 
- (; Ho OTP 
b (A, oo; Ho, a) 
Once again the equity value E0 can be obtained by a simple subtraction. 
2.2.6 Restricted Leland 1998 
In this model Leland (1998) introduces the explicit modelling of issuance costs: ki 
for initial debt, i. e. kjD, and k2 for new one, i. e. k2mD (where m is the proportion 
of newly issued debt). Default, as before, happens if the asset value crosses a 
(constant) down-barrier H; however, if before default happens, an additional 
upper-barrier U is hit (theoretically this can happen an infinite amount of times) 
then all debt is retired at par and new debt issued; all new values for debt, 
coupons and both barriers are obtained by scaling up (based on the new asset 
value) the old respective values. 
For simplicity, we ignore the upper-barrier state: such model can therefore 
be seen as a version of Leland & Toft (1996) with a different capital structure. 
Indeed, the repayment of debt is not linear with respect to time - as in Leland & 
Toft (1996) - but exponential. At time zero, debt is issued with face value D and 
coupon C and continuously repaid over time for an amount equal to mD; this 
means that at each period there is an outstanding debt face value of exp(-mt)D 
and a relative coupon payment for exp(-mt)C with an average maturity of I/m. 
The debt repaid is replaced by newly issued debt with the same face value and 
coupon, meaning that the capital structure remains unchanged. 
As in Leland & Toft (1996) the value of debt is equal, in case of default, to 
the value of outstanding debt, i. e. exp(-mt)H, net of bankruptcy costs ý., that 
is (1 - (ý)(-`H. Hon-ever, in case of 'solvency', the debt payoff is made up of an 
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exponentially decreasing stream of principal reimbursement and coupon stream 
(since the principal of previously issued debt is being repaid at an exponential 
rate): e-mt(mD + C). We can now state the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.23. The value of debt in the (restricted) Leland is: 
Do = (1 -ý)H OTP-'(A, c)o; H, 0) 
(mD + C) DSDO (A, oo; H, 0) 
Proof. Expressing the security's source values using the relevant building blocks. 
0 
As before, the value of the levered firm is equal to the asset value net of the 
claim to bankruptcy costs plus the tax benefit from paying debt coupons - first 
line below; contrary to the previous model, there are also the costs of issuing debt 
(second line below): 
Eo+Do = Ao+i9CDSDO(A, c>c; H, 0)-, ýHOTP(A, oc; H, 0)- 
- k, D-k2m D DSDO (A, oc; H, 0) 
2.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we introduce the modular approach of Ericsson & Reneby which 
makes possible the evaluation of complex corporate securities using simpler claims 
with closed formulae. We extend some of their claims - working in an exponential 
barrier framework - and provide new ones. 
We are able to nest most classical structural models, including the most so- 
phisticated ones like the Leland & Toft model and a restricted version of the 
Leland model. The approach also provides an easier economic interpretation of 
the resulting formulae - e. g. the total debt outstanding for Leland & Toft. Finally, 
we derive an exponential barrier extension of the latter model. 
Chapter 3 
Option Pricing in Structural 
Models 
In this chapter, we derive pricing formulae for plain-vanilla call (and put) options 
for five of the structural models presented in the previous chapter. We start again 
from the foundations laid out by Ericsson & Reneby (2003a) and extend their 
results. 
Whilst most finance literature uses an exogenous equity price process for de- 
riving option prices, in our approach we assume a value process for the firm's 
assets and derive all securities - equity, debt and options on these - as contingent 
claims on such assets. All security values - which are ultimately related to the 
same real activities of the firm - are based on a common set of primitive assump- 
tions that create consistent prices precluding any possible arbitrage. In other 
words, our equity option prices are consistent with both equity and debt values. 
This theoretical justification is also confirmed by empirical research. Toft and 
Prucyk (1997) - who extend Leland (1994) model in order to price equity options - 
find indeed that capital structure is an important determinant of option prices: M 
equity volatility skew' is a positive function of leverage (ii) the higher the default 
barrier (because of protective covenants) the steeper the skew. In addition, even 
if structural models do not always provide results that have the same magnitude 
of observed ones, they still obtain the right ranking order between the value 
of different securities by treating them consistentIv- this feature makes them 17 
particularly suitable for relative value strategies which can be successful exploited 
'Please refer to the first section of Chapter -4 for more details. 
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either outright in capital structure arbitrage trades or incorporating them through 
ad-hoc indices in structured products. Finally, recent research by Hull et al (2005) 
seem to support both claims and propose a calibration based on option prices 
that can circumvent the calibration problems of structural models which have to 
rely on quarterly balance sheet data. 
The idea is to use the barrier technology along the lines of Toft and 
Prucyk'(1997) and Ericsson and Reneby (2003a). These latter authors extend 
the insight of Ceske (1979) and value a call on a corporate security (bond or eq- 
uity) as a compound option: using the expression for a generic corporate security, 
which we also employed in the previous chapter: 
CS =: a OTP(-) +Z ci EDDO 
(*) +Z Ci CDO (») 
ii 
the problem of finding European option prices on such underlying (e. g., either 
equity or debt value) reduces to value the above building blocks conditional on 
* no default up to the option maturity, T1, and 
* assets value being above - for calls - or below - for a put -a critical value 
at TI. 
The critical value is the asset value that makes the underlying equal to the strike 
of the option at time TI. 
We have already defined and found - in the previous chapter - the probability 
of the event encompassing both conditions above (for the calls case): the event 
TT",. We need to find the probability of another event that incorporate the event 
above and a further condition: the asset value being above a certain level at a 
different time than T1. In the next section, we first derive this event probability - 
lemma 3.1 below - by extending the corresponding lemma I in Ericsson & Reneby 
(2003a) to the case of exponential barrier. We then value the conditional building 
blocks using such extension; in addition, we derive the conditional counterpart for 
the extra claims presented in the previous chapter. Using these simpler securities, 
we are able to nest the two option pricing extensions of Merton's and Leland's 
models - due, respectively, to Geske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk (1997): we 
2Toft and Pruc , yk 
do not actually include any proof for their call option formula. They only 
state that they applied "techniques similar to those used to price barrier options". 
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also derive option extensions for three more structural models presented in the 
previous chapter: Black & Cox (1976), Leland & Toft (1996) and this latter 
exponential barrier extension. 
3.1 Conditional building blocks 
In this section, we derive the building blocks that mimic the payoffs of a call 
option on equity for different capital structures of the firm. 
In the previous chapter, we derived the price of corporate securities - debt 
and equity - using simple building blocks; we exploited the fact that, assuming 
absence of arbitrage, two claims - the one we want to price and a portfolio of 
replicating building blocks - must have the same price. Hence an option on a 
corporate securities can be interpreted as an option on a portfolio of relevant 
building blocks; moreover, since a portfolio is a linear claim, an option on a 
portfolio is like a portfolio of options on its components. 
The problem of valuing an option is reduced to pricing the conditional versions 
of (the corporate security's) building blocks. We show this first with an example. 
Suppose we want to price a call C on equity with strike K and maturity T1, where 
equity E itself is an ordinary European call on the firm's assets A with strike D 
and maturity T2(> Tj): 
C(Eo, K, Ti) = -rTlEB [(ET, - K)'] 
= -rTi EB [(ET, - 
K)ýjAT, 
>A, -r>Tijl 
= -rT IE B [ETlýjATj>A, 7->Tljl 
- e-rTlKE 
B (RIAT1>A, 
7->Tll) 
where A is the asset value that makes the equity E equal to the strike of the 
option at time T, and -r > T, means that the barrier has not been hit before (and 
uP to) time TI. Noting that: 
Bp=E B(-f K) 
fAT1>. 4, -r>Tll) T, 
which AN, -e found in the previous chapter, we just need to find the value for the 
third line above or, in other words, the value of the conditional building blocks 
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for equity. In this particular simple case, the building blocks can be further 
simplified to: 
, -rT IE B [ETifffAT, >Ä, -r>Tl}] e`TIE 
B [AT1 UIAT, 
>Ä, 7->Tl, A7-2 >DI] 
e-rT'EB [e-r(T2-Ti )DU{AT1>Ä, -r>TAT2>D}] 
= COT2A0 (UA 
(, 4T2 > D, AT, > A, -F > T2) 
- e-'TD 
(QB(AT2 > D, AT, > Ä, -F> T2) 
K1 2 
where we need the probability of the event TT,, 2 := 
JAT2 
> K2, AT, > Ki, 7- 
T21 under two measures. 
More generally, the call price on a corporate security is: 
C(CSo, K, TI) = e-'TE 
B [(CSTJ 
- 
K)Elcs,, 
>K, T>Tll] 
and by replacing the corporate security CS with its building blocks: 
CSt =a OTP(-) +Z ci EDDO 
(') +Z Ci CDO (*) 
ii 
we see that the option C(CSO, K, Tj) can be indeed valued as a sum of conditional 
building blocks. As done in Ericsson & Reneby (2003a), we also assume that - 
in determining the payoff for call and put options - corporate securities have a 
post-default value of zero: in case of default, a call is worth zero and a put is 
worth the maximum, i. e. the strike price. 
In the following subsections, we first derive the probability for the event T 
K1,2 
T1,2 
and using this result and the previously found probability for the event T', we T 
obtain the price (at time zero) for a series of conditional building blocks. 
3.1.1 Relevant event probabilities 
In this section, we present the probabilities we will need for the building blocks 
below. We first reinstate below - for convenience - the probability given in the 
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previous chapter: 
(Qm(TK) Q'(AT> K, min At > Ht) T t<, T 
_2 
n2 
Ao Ao 0 HO2 N (d, » =N 
(dT' 
Ke-aT 
»-( 
Ho 
)AT( 
AoKe-cT 
where d' and it' have been already defined (or see theorem below). T 
We now extend an event probability presented in Ericsson & Reneby (2003a) 
to the case of exponential barriers. As done earlier, we derive the probabilities 
under three different martingale measures: B (the classical risk-neutral proba- 
bility having the money market account Bt = exp(r t)), A (with asset value as 
numeraire) and OTP (the One Touch Put option as the numeraire). 
K1 2 Lemma 3.1. TT1,2 := fAT, > Kj, AT2 > K2, mint_<T2At > Htj 
Let A be the asset value in equation (2.1), and Ht and exponentially increasing 
barrZer - i. e. Ht = Hoe't - with Ao > Ho (down- barrZer), then the pro babZlZtZes for 
the event fAT, > KI, AT2 > K2, mint-<T2At > Htj under different measures - B, 
A and OTP - are: 
Qm (T 
K1,2 
N dm ( 
Ao 
d' ( 
Ao T, 
T1,2 T, Kle-OT' 
T2 K2e-ozT2 TO 
22 Ao 0 dm 0 
L' 2 H02 Tl m -ýA ); V 
C: 
) 
N (d' 
Hý 
-T -01ý e-OIT2 Ho T' AoKle 1 
T2 (AOK2 
2 
2 Kle-'T' Hý2 Ao) 
'-ýA N dT, d' 
e-aT2 
(Ho 
Ao T2 AoK2 T12 
(AoK, e-O'T'. 
Ao XT, 
+ N(-dm . --)- dm (- ); -v T, H2 I T2 K2e-CeT2 0 
T2 
where N is the bivariate cumulative normal distribuhon (with the third argument 
being the correlation term), m Cz (B, A, OTP) and, as defined in the previous 
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(x) 
ln(X) + n 
07A N/t 
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2 
B O'A 
2 
2 
AB2+ 17A 
2 
OTP 
ýr2rUA2 + (11B) 2 
We also set K, = 
HT, and K2= 
HT2 if, respectively, K, < HT, and K2< 
HT2. 
Proof We follow Ericsson & Reneby (2003a) - appendix B in their paper - and 
extend their result to include the exponential barrier; most steps are similar to 
the ones shown in lemma 2.1: (i) re-express the asset value A as log-distance to 
default X and remove the drift using the process measure Q', (ii) expand the 
probability by complementarity to four event probabilities in order to apply the 
reflection principle to three of them, (iii) rewrite probabilities in term of densities, 
multiply by the Radon-Nykodym derivative and change the integration variable 
from standard normal x to the realisation of an incremental Wiener process dw 
starting from zero (iv) complete the squares and rechange variables from X to 
A. More simply we can use the result for the constant barrier case in Ericsson 
& Reneby ((2003a) 
, lemma 1) and noting that an exponential 
barrier is similar 
to the case of an asset value e -I'At with constant barrier, extend the result for 
the exponential barrier by multiplying the K's in the formula (i. e., ýD and F in 
(2003a)) with e-'Tk,, where k is either 1 or 2 like the subscript of K, and adding 
-a to the drift pB. El 
3.1.2 Conditional basic claims 
We now define the conditional basic claims that will be used for deriving the 
extni building blocks below and expressing the equity option values in the next 
sections' models; again, prices will be provided for the exponential barrier case, 
since the constant barrier one is nested in these (simply putting a= 0). 
Lemma 3.2. Conditional Down-and-Out European Call 
.4 
Conditional Down-and-Out European Call on underlyZng A with strZke K2, 
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maturity T2 and (exponentially McreasZng) barrier H is a derZvatZve that pays 
off as a regular down-and-out call - CDO(A, K2, T2; HO, ce) - conditional on such 
claim being in-the-money at an earlier time Tl(< T2). Its value (at time 0) is 
given by: 
CDo(A, K27T2; H0, Cel-f Ki Cý3T2Ao (QA(yKl, 2) _ e-rT2K2(QB 
K1,2 
T, TI, 2 
(T 
TI, 2 
where QA, B(TK1,2 ) values are given in lemma 3.1. TI, 2 
Proof. The proof is based on standard martingale arguments and similar to the 
unconditional case: 
-, rT2]EB -rT2 EB CDO e (AT2 -K2)LfK2 RrKl [(AT2 -K2)R^f K1,2] 
T2 
ý 
Tj T1,2 
PaYOff [CDO (A, K2 Z; HO Xe)l 
-rT2 [IE B (AT2)(Q A Ki 2B (-f 
K1,2 
T'Tl, 
2 K(Q T1,2 
e-/3T2AOQA (, f 
K1,2) 
- e-rT2K(QB 
(T 
K1,2 
T1,2 T1,2 
F-1 
Lemma 3.3. Conditional Down-and-Out European Digital Option 
A Conditional Down-and-Out European Digital Option on underlyZng A with 
strike K2, maturzty T2 and (exponentially increasing) barrier H is a derivative 
that pays as a Down-and- Out European Digital Option (i. e. it pays I at maturdy 
if (i) the underlyZng Zs above the strike at maturity and (ii) Zt never touched the 
barrier up to maturity) condffional on such a claim being in-the-money at an 
earlier tZme Tl(< T2). Its value is given by: 
2; H, OZITK1 e-rT2(QB (T 
K1,2 
EDDO(A) K2, T 0 T, T1,2 
where Q'(T 
K1,2 
) value is given in lemma 3.1. T1,2 
Rroof. The proof is simply the second addendum of the previous lemma 3.2, like 
for the unconditional case. 
Lemma 3.4. Conditional One Touch Put Option 
r-i 
.4 
Cond,? 'Nonal One Touch Put Option on underlying A ', maturity 
T2 and (expo- 
nentially increasing) barrier H is a derivative that pays as an ordinary One Touch 
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Put Option (i. e., it pays 1 as soon as the underlying touches the barrier, before 
maturity) conditional on no barrier touching at times earlier than T, (< T2). More 
sZmply, this claim pays I if the barrier is only touched in the perZod (Tj, T2] , zero 
otherwise. Its value is given by: 
HO, Ce I -f Ki 
Ao -4 ((QOTP(-rHT1) _ (QOTP( 
HI, 2 OTP (A, Ti, T2; T, O'A T, T T1,2 
OTP(A, c)o; Ho, a) 
QOTP(-rHT, (QOTP(-f 
H1,2)) 
where T, ) ts gzven by Corollary 2.2 or eq. (3.1) TI, 2 is in 
lemma 3.1 and: 
AB+ ý/2raA + 
(/_tB)2 
We assume that the quantity under is positive. 
Proof. The proof for the constant barrier case is provided in Ericsson & Reneby 
(2003a). The exponential barrier case works along the same lines. A finite matu- 
rity claim can be obtained as the difference between two infinite maturity claims: 
one that starts at time T, and the other at time T2 conditional on no previous 
touching of the barrier at their respective starting times: 
OTP(A, T1, T2; Ho, a) e, -rTlE 
B [OTPTý (A, oc); Ho, Cf)RI f HT, I 
T, 
-rT B 2E [OTPT2(A, oc; Ho, Cf)ýflHj, 2}] 
T1,2 
-rT'E B [OTPTý ((A, oc); Ho, a)] E 
OTP [ff 
IYHT1 1] 
T, 
-rT2EB [OTPT2(A, oc; Ho, a)] E 
OTP [ff 
lyI-Il, 21] 
T1,2 
The last two lines derive from a change of measure. Noting' that the (classical) 
risk-neutral return for an OTP claim is r: 
e-rtE B [OTPt (A, oc; Ho, a)] = OTP (A, oo; Ho, a) 
3As in the previous chapter, by OTPt we indicate the claim that starts at time t rather than 
at time 0. 
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and 
E OTP [RI THT1 I (QOTP (T 
HT1 
T, 
Tj 
E OTP [RITH1 (QOTP (T 
H1,2) 
, 21 T1,2 T1,2 
we finally have the result. El 
3.1.3 Conditional stream claims 
The price of conditional stream claims are derived from the conditional basic 
claims presented above since they are portfolios of those. 
The conditional prices below are not provided in any of Ericsson & Reneby' 
papers. As before, we present their more general version involving exponentially 
increasing barriers. 
Lemma 3.5. Conditional Down-and-Out Digital Stream 
A Conditional Down-and- Out Digital Stream on underlyZng A, startMg Zn T, and 
ending in T2, and (exponentially increasing) barrier H is a derMative that pays 
as a regular Down-and-Out Digital Stream claim (i. e. it continually pays I as 
long as the barrZer has not been touched and up to maturity), conditional on such 
claim still being in-the-money at an earlier time Tl(< T2). In other words, this 
claim continually pays 1 in the period (TI, T2] as long as the barrZer continues not 
to be touched. Its value is given by: 
H 
DSDo (A, Ti, T2; Ho, al^fTT 
1 (EDDO(A, HT, Ti; Ho, oz) 
r 
EDDO(A, HT, T2; Ho, al -f 
Hi) 
T, 
1, OTP(A, Ti, T2; Ho, alT T, ')) 
and the EDDO and OTP(. I. ) expressions are given in previous lemmata. 
Proof. The finite maturity claim is simply the difference between two infinite ma- 
turitv claims: one that starts at time T, and the other at time T2both conditional 
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on no previous touching of the barrier at their respective starting times: 
DSDO(A, Ti, T2; Ho, alT 
HT, 
DSDO(A, Ti, o-o; Ho, aITH 
T) 
T, T, 
DSDo (A, T2, oc; Ho, alT 
H T, 
T, 
where the first term in the RHS collapses to its unconddional building blocks: 
DSDO(A, Ti, oo; Ho, aIT 
HT, 
exp(-rT, )E 
B [DSDO(A, T, --> oc; Ho, Cf)R,, HT, T, Tj 
exp(-rT, )E 
B (1 - OTPT, (A, oo; 
Ho, a)) ff HT, 
r Tj 
I(EDDO(A, 
HT,, T,; Ho, a) 
r 
- OTP (A, oo; Ho, Ce)(QOTP 
(-f "'T' )) 
T, 
OTP(A, oo; Ho, a)-OTP(A, Tl; Ho, a) 
The second term in the RHS is: 
DSDO(A, T2, oo; Ho, alTHT) exp(-rT2)E 
B [DSDo (A, T2 --+ oo; 
HO, OZ)ff 
f TH1,2}] T, 
T1,2 
exp(-rT2) EB OTPT2(A, oc; 
HO, OZ))ffllHj, 2j] 
r TI, 2 
exp(-rT2) [(, B (^f H1,2) 
r 
T1,2 
EB (OTPT, (A, oo; Ho, Ce)ff,,, Hl, 2, 
)] 
TI, 2 
(EDDO(Al HT, 
r 
HT2) T2; HOiCeITT, 
OTP(A, T2, oc; Ho, alTTH') 
) 
where the last step above is due to lemmata 3.3 and 3.4 above. M 
The next lemma provides the price of a claim which will be used for expressing 
continuous dividends subject to default risk and no default before its starting 
time, i. e. a conditional down-and-out stream of asset payments subject to default. 
Lemma 3.6. Conditional Down-and-Out Asset Stream 
A Conditional Down-and-Out Asset Stream on underlying A, which starts in T, 
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and matures at T2, with (exponentially increasing) barrier H is a derZvative that 
pays as an ordinary Down-and-Out Asset stream (i. e., it continually pays the 
asset value At until this touches the barrier) in the peHod (TI, T2], conditional on 
the barrZer not being touched before T1. Its value (at time = 0) Zs given by: 
ASDO(A, Ti, T2; Ho, OZ I 
^fHT 1) 
(CDo 
(A, 0, Ti; Ho, a) T, 
H0, Ce I -f Hi - CDO(A, 0, T2; T, ) 
- Ho OTP'(A, Ti, T2; Ho, alYTH' 
where the expressions for CDO and OTP' are given, respectively, in lemmata 3.2 
and 3.7. 
Proof. A Conditional Down-and-Out Asset Stream can be derived - as done for 
the conditional finite maturity stream and OTP claims - like the difference be- 
tween two infinite maturity equivalent claims. Indeed, it is a portfolio of Down- 
and-Out Call Option CDDO , with strike 
K equal to zero spanning the time period 
(TI, T2] conditional on the barrier not being touched before Ti: 
7 
ASDO (A, Ti, T2; Ho, a IT 
HT, 
e-rT'E 
B (IT2 CDO (A, 0,8; Ho, a) 
dsUtyK1 
T, 
Tl Tl 
-rT IE B 
00 
-rT 2E B (JT2 
c 
CDO (A, 0, s; Ho, a) 
dsU{ýrK1 
1) 
Tl 
CDO(A, 0, s; Ho, ce) 
dsff{, 
rK1,21) 
T1,2 
Starting from the second term in the RHS above which is a little more involved: 
H B( ASDO (A, T2, oc; Ho, a 
l'rTý7" e -T2E CDO (A, 0, s; Ho, oz) 
dsfflrK1,2}) 
1T2 
T1,2 
cýO C 
e-rT2 EB [AT2Uý, rK1,21 
T1,2 
HOOTPT2(A, c)o; Ho, Ce)UfrK21] ds T1,2 
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where the two addenda above are, respectively, 
-rT2 EB (AT2ff, ýfK1,2 
T1,2 
and 
-rT2 EB (AT2)E A (H {-rK1,21) 
T1,2 
, -rT2 (r-ß)T2Ao(Qý, 4(-rK1,2) T1,2 
1 
CDo (A, 0, T2; H. ' 
CelrK1) 
0 T, 
e-rT2 B Hoe -rT2 B 
Ce)] (QOTPI (-f 
K1,2) 
E [HoOTPT2(A, oc; Ho, a) ff ly Tj 
1,211 -E [OTPT2(A, oo; Ho T1,2 
,20 
Ho 
-OTP'(A, oc; Ho, oz)(QOTP" 
(-f K1,2 
0 Tl, 2 
Ho 
OTP'(A, T2, oc; Ho, oz I -f 
Ki) 
0 T, 
The first terin is actually easier; proceeding as above: 
cI (CDO 
(A, 0, Tj; Ho, a) e -rTl EB (IT10" CDO(A) 0, s; Ho, a)ds ff ITT'll 1) -::::: 0 
Ho OTP'(A, Ti, oo; Ho, a IT 
K')) 
T, 
Note that the OTP' is an exponentially increasing OTP with growth rate a like 
the barrier's one; its expression is provided in Section 3.1.4 below. El 
3.1.4 Conditional exponentially in-/decreasing claims 
We now extend two claims provided in Chapter 2 to the conditional case. 
Lemma 3.7. Conditional Exponential One Touch Put Option 
A Conditional Exponential One Touch Put Option on underlying A, for the fi- 
nite period (TI, T2]. with (exponentially increasing) barrier H is a derMahve with 
payoff as an ordinary exponenhal OTP option (i-e., it pays exp(b T) when the 
underlying touches the (down) barrier at time TE (T,, T2])ý conditional on the 
barrier not beZng touched before TI. Its payoff size (besides its time value) depends 
on t1w default time (as for its unconditional counterpart); its value (at time 0) is 
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b 
0 pb 
HT Ao - -S- T (A, Ti, T2; Ho, ce JTTý 
(-) O'A 
Ho 
OTpb(A, C)O; Ho, a) 
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[(QOTpb (, f HT 1 (QOTpb (T 
H1,2)] 
T, T1,2 
where pb=AB+ý, /2(r - 
b)Or2 + (pBý (we agazn assume that the quantity under 
Zs positive). The values QOTpb (. ) is given in corollary 2.2 and lemma 3.1 by 
sZmply replacing the r Zn p OTP with (r - b), sZnce the new numeraire is the infinite 
maturity OTpb claim. 
Proof. The formula above is, once again, given as a difference between two infinite 
claims: a long position in an infinite maturity OTP claim starting at time T, - 
conditional on no barrier touching before such starting time T, (i. e. conditional 
on the event TH T) - and a short position in an infinite maturity OTP claim T, 
starting in T2 - conditional on the event T 
H1,2 
. 
The long position is worth: T1,2 
OTpb (A, T1, oc; Ho, aIT 
HT, 
e-rT'E'5[OTPTbl (A, oo; Ho, a) ff {f HT1 T, Tj 
0 pb CC; H, oz)(QOTpb 
(THT, T (A, 0-T, 
which collapses, as expected, to its unconditional counterpart value; whilst the 
short position value is: 
oTpb (A, T 
HT, 
-'T2E2[OT pb (A, 00; Ho, C)UfrH1 2, oo; Ho, ce 1T 211 T, -L T2 T1,2 
OTpb (A, oc; Ho, 01)(QOTpb 
(T 
H1,2 
T1,2 
This concludes the proof. El 
Lemma 3.8. Conditional Exponential Down-and-Out Digital Stream 
A Conditional Exponential Down-and- Out Digital Stream on underlyZng A, start- 
ing at tZme T, and ending at time T2, wzth (exponentially tncreasZng) barrzer H 
and is a derivative that pays off as zts unconditional counterparty, conddional 
on no barrier beZng touched before T, (event fHT1 (that is, it continually pays T, 
exp(b t) as long as the underlyZng does not touch the barrZer Zn (Tj, T2]. Its value 
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Sb rHTI) b 
DO(A, Ti, T 
TEDDO(A, HT, Ti; Ho, D 2; Ho, cel- T, 
rb 
(e 
b -rHi) e T2EDDO(A, HT, T2; Ho, cel T, 
0 pb H T (A, Ti, T2; Ho, aITT, ')) 
for r >, b, where the EDDO and OTpb expressions are given in previous lemmata. 
Proof. The time zero value of stream claim for the period (Tj, T2] is given by 
the difference between two infinite stream claims: a long position in an infinite 
starting at T, and conditional on the event T 
HT, 
, and an infinite maturity DSDbO T, 
maturity DSb starting at T2 and conditional on the event T 
HI, 2 
. The long DO T1,2 
position is given by: 
DSD6O(A 7 Ti, oo; 
HO'CelfHTI) -rTEB [DSDbO(A T, T, -+ oo; Ho, Ce)R,,, HT, T, 
-rT, EB (ebT, pbl (A' CC; H, Ce)) ff =e- OT T0 ITHT, I b T, 
e -rTi EBe bTl(QB(THTi) 
r-bIT, 
EB pbl (A' CC; H, Ce)) 
QOTpb (, rTHT, (OT T01 
(e b TlEDDO(A) HT1 
7TI; HO) Ce) r-b 
OTpb(A, Tl, oo; Ho, celT 
H T, 
T, 
similarly for the short position claim we have: 
b HI, 2 rT B DSDO (A, T2, oo; Ho, aIT 
2E [DSDbO(A, T2-*oc; Ho, Ce)ff I_f H1,2 T1,2 
T1,2 
-rT BI I Ho, a)) R, _, Hl e 
2E [(-(ebT2- OTPTb2(A, oc 2 
r-b T1,2 
1 
e6 T2EDDO(A, 
HT2 
, T2; Ho, 
alTHT, 
r-bT, 
OTpb (A, T2, oo; Ho, aIT 
HT' 
T, 
which terminates the proof El 
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3.1.5 Conditional linearly- decreasing claims 
For pricing vanilla options, we also need conditional OTP and EDDOpayoff types 
with linearly-decreasing payoff in time. The later the time the asset value touches 
the barrier, the lower the payoff. We now provide the conditional expressions of 
two claims given in the previous chapter for the unconditional case. 
Lemma 3.9. Conditional Linearly-decreasZng One Touch Put Option 
A Conditional L in early- decreasing One Touch Put Option on underlying A, with 
a life period of (TI, T21 and (exponentially increasing) barrier H is a derivative 
that pays (T2 - T)/(T2- Tj) as soon as the underlying touches the (down) barrier 
at timeT, where Tc (Ti, T2], conditional on no barrier touching before Ti. Its 
value (at time zero) is given by: 
OTP(A, c)o; Ho, a) 
pLinDec (A' T, T 
HT, Ao OTP (-f HTI OT 1 2; Ho, aITT, 
(-) 'A 
T, Ho 
7 
T2 
QOTP (-f Hý, )ds 
s T2 -Tl Tl 
where all components have already been gZven in prevzous lemmata. 
Proof. 
OTpLinDec(. 1. ) e-rTlE 
B 
JT2 
OTPT, (A, s; Ho, a) dsR, HT T2 -Tl 7 11) Tl Tj 
-rTi 
EB 
'2 
[OTPT, (A, oc; Ho, a) (1 Hs 1)] 
fflfHT ds) 
T2 -TI 
fTT 
ffITS 
i 
T, 
-rTl 
EB 
T2 
OTPT, (A, oc; Ho, a) (ff rHT 
ff 
. H,,, 
)ds 
T2 -Tl 
J7Tl 
I Tj 
Irs 
e-rTlE 
B (OTPT, (A, oc; Ho, oz)) (QOTP 
(-f 
HT1 
T, 
-rT, 
EB (OTPT, (A, oc; Ho, a)) 
IT2 
(QOTP (-f H, )ds 
s T2 -TI Tl 
Note that we used the following notation: 
Hs HT1 
s T, I min At > Htj T, < t, <_ s 
El 
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Lemma 3.10. Conditional L in early- decreasZng Down-and-Out Diptal Stream 
A Conditional L in early- decreasing Down-and-Out Digital Stream on underlying 
A, starting at time T, and ending at T2, with (exponentially increasZng) barrier 
H is a claim that continually pays (T2 - s) I (T2 - TI) - where sE (Ti, T21 - until 
etther tZme T2 Zs reached or the underlyZng touches the barrier during the claim 
life pertod, condihonal on no barrier being touched before T1. Its value (at time 
zero) Zs gZven by: 
D SLinDec (A' T, T 
HT, 1 
DO 1 2; Ho, aITT, EDDO(A, HT1, Tl; HO, 
I 
DSDO(A, Ti, T2; Ho, alT 
LFTI 
r(T2- TI) 
T, 
I 
pLinDec 
H 
OT (A, Ti, T2; Ho, ceITTT' r 
where the EDDO and OTpLinDec expressions are given in prevzous lemmata. 
Proof. Using integration by parts, we can simplify the payoff as done for the 
unconditional claim - lemma 2.13 - and replacing this latter expression: 
DSLinDec(. 1. ) -rT IE B 
JT2 
DSDO(A, T, --+ S; Ho, Ce)Rf, HT ds DO r, 1 
( 
T2 Tl Tl T, 
e -rTi 
EBf 
T2 
EDDO(A, H, T, --* s; Ho, a) 
(7 
T2 -Tl Tl 
- OTP (A, T, -* s; Ho, a))] 
dsfflý HTl, 
r T, 
) 
1e 
-rTj (QB (-f 
HT1 
r 
T, 
EDDO(A, H,, s; Ho, a) 
DSDO (. I. ) at time Tj 
- 
el -rTl 
EB 
TT2 
, 
-r(s-Tl)ff ds 
r(T2- Tj) 1 EDDO(A, Ti, s; Ho, al. ) 
, -rTl B 
T2 
1/(T2- Tj) E OTPT, (A, oc; Ho, a) 
(ff 
I J'HT, 
ff Hs 
J7Tl 
T, 
OTpTLj, nDec(A, T1, T2; Ho, aj-) 
The final result, follows by recalling previous lenimata. The proof above could 
have also been derived as difference between two infinite DSDO claims starting 
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at thnes T, and s. Fý 
3.1.6 Conditional linearly- decreasing exponential claims 
We now combine together the payoffs shown in the previous two subsections. 
The combined OTP option payoff results by multiplying the OTP exponentially 
increasing payoff with the linearly decreasing one, conditional onT> Tj: 
b -r 
T2 
- 7- 
e T2 -Tl 
Tl <T <-T2 
and its value is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.11. Conditional Exponential + Linearly-decreasing OTP Option 
A Conditional Exponentially in/de-creasZng and 1M early- decreasing One Touch 
Put Option on underlyMg A, starting at time T, and ending at T2, with (expo- 
nentially increastng) barrier H is an option that pays exp(b-F) (T2 - 7-)/(T2 - TI) 
as soon as the underlying touches the (down) barrier at tZMe TE (Ti, T21, condi- 
honal on no prevZous barrier being touched, i. e. T> T1. Its value (at time zero) 
is given by: 
b 
H 2- pb+LinDec (0 ((QOTpb (-f HT) OT (A, TI, T2; Ho, aI 7TýTl -)AT 1 Ho 
OTP6 (A, oo; Ho, a) 
7 
T2 
QOTpb(THs 
. )ds T2 -TI Tl 
where all notations has been already given in premous lemmata. 
Proof. Similarly to the unconditional case in lemma 2.14, the result follows by 
simply changing the drift to the conditional linearly-decreasing OTP option value 
in lemma 3.9.11 
Lemma 3.12. Conditional Exponential +L in early- decreasing DSDO 
A Conditional Exponentially in/de-creasing and L in early- decreastng Down-and- 
Out Digital Stream on underlying A, starting at time T, and ending at T2, 
with (exponentially increasing) bam*er H zs a claim that continually pays 
exp (b s) (T? - s) / (T2 - TI) in the period (Ti, T2] until the underlyZng touches 
the barrier, conditional on no previous touching before T1, i. e. the event T 
HT, 
T, 
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As soon as the barrier has been touched, the claim pays zero thereafter. Its value 
(at tZme zero) is given by: 
D , b+LinDect 
HT, b 5DO kAl Tl) 
T2; HO, a IT T, 
TEDDO (A, HTl, TI; Ho, a) 
Ib 
IXT 
(r - b)(T2- Tj) 
D Sýo (A, Ti, T2; Ho, ce I' T, 
OTP b+LinDec (A, Ti, T2; Ho, Ce I -f 
HT, 
T, 
Proof. 
Dsb+LinDec(. e-rTlE 
BI 
T2 
DSb 0 (A, T, ----> s; Ho, ce)dsff,,, H DO TD 
Tj 
2 -Tl 
f7 
Tj T, 
and proceeding as per lemma 3.10 we have: 
1e 
bTi 
e- rTi (QB (-f 
HT1 
rb I- - 
T, 
EDDO(A, H,, s; Ho, a) 
ebs EDDO (A, Ti, s; Ho, a 
, -rTi B 
T2 
-- 1/(T2- Ti) E 
OTPTbl (A, oc; Ho, a) (E THT, r 
J7TI 
I T, 
0 pb+LinDec TT1 (A, Ti, T2; Ho, cil 
DSb 
DO 
H -) at time Tj 
-rTi 
EB 
T2 
-r(s-TI) e 
bsff 
H., ds 
T(T2 -Tl) 
J7Tl 
%--, 
ITS 
F-1 
3.2 Option extension of Structural Models 
In this section, we extend the structural models in Chapter 2 by deriving formulae 
for plain-vanilla calls (and puts) on equity, i. e. compound options, by using the 
building blocks presented in the lemmata above. We recall that, as stated earlier 
(and as per Ericsson & Reneby (2003a)), we assume that - in determining the 
payoff for call and put options - corporate securities have a post-default value of 
zero; that is, in case of default, a call is worth zero and a put is worth the strike 
price. 
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We first re-derive two extensions - one for Merton (1974) and one for Leland 
(1994) - due, respectively, to Ceske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk (1997). We again 
use a martingale approach (above conditional building blocks), whilst they were 
originally derived using PDE methods. Our presentation results, once again, 
in much shorter and clearer formulae which are also easier to be economically 
interpreted. 
We also provide - for the first time in the literature - call option prices for 
two other structural models: Black & Cox (1976) and Leland & Toft (1996). 
Finally, we provide option prices for the exponential Leland & Toft presented in 
the previous chapter. 
In all the above models, equity implied volatility becomes an endogenous 
variable rather than a constant quantity: a changing equity price changes the 
leverage of the firm which, as a consequence, changes the equity option implied 
volatility. The firm capital structure becomes therefore important to price option 
prices as suggested by empirical research. Also delta-hedging is impacted. 
3.2.1 Merton 1974 option extension (Geske 1979) 
Geske (1979) extends the Merton's (1974) model by providing a simple compound 
option price by PDE methods. We derive the same result using the conditional 
building blocks presented above. 
The capital structure is, in this model, very simple: the firm's activities are 
assumed to be financed only by one equity share and a zero-coupon bond. More- 
over, there is no intermediate default, no taxes, no coupon payments, no divi- 
dends, and equity holders receive nothing in case of default (no deviations from 
the absolute priority rule). The equity price is therefore a simple European call 
on the asset value A, with the face value of debt as strike D and maturity T2- 
see (2.16). A call option in this model is a simple compound option (a call on an 
European call): 
Theorem 3.13. Call Option in MeTton's model (Geske 1979) 
A Call Option prZce Zn Aferton (1974) with maturity T, and Strike K is a (Euro- 
pean) call on an European call on the asset value A, with strike gZven by the face 
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value of debt D and maturity T2 - Eo := C(A, D, T2). Its (time zero) value is: 
CM(Eo, K, TI) AoN dA (Ao ); dA (Ao); 
Tl 
Tl ý T2 AD T2 
e-rT 2D dB (Ao ); dB (Ao T, TI ý T2 AD T2 
e-"TIKN dB (Ao) 
( 
T, A 
where A is the (critical) asset value at time T, for which equity (i. e., the under- 
lying option) zs equal to the strike K: 
C(A, D, T2- TI) =K 
Proof. Using the martingale approach': 
CM(EO, K, Ti) = e-'TIE 
B [(ETý - K)+] = e-rTIE 
B [(ETJ 
- K)R{AT, >All 
-rTjEB [(AT, (QA (AT, > D) 
e-r(T2-T')D (QB (AT2 > D)) ýJAT1 >Aj 
e-rT'K(QB (AT, >A) 
Ao (QA (AT2 > D, ATI >A) - e-rT2D 
(QB (AT2 > D, AT, 
e-rTl K(QB (AT, >A) 
The above probabilities are just a particular case, HO 0, of probabilities 
given in equation (3.1) and lemma 3.1: 
K1,2 Ao 
m 
Ao); T, 
QI(AT2 > D, AT, > A) (Ql(T )= N(dT, (ý); d" Tl, 2A T2- 
(D 
T2 
(QB(ATJ > A) = (QB 
A) 
= N(dTBý (Ao)) 
('f 
TA 
F-1 
Note that we could have written the equation in the above lemma in a more 
'Note that the following event equivalence JAT, > Al = JET, > KI holds. 
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succinct way: 
,0 
j-rA ) Cm (Eo, K, Ti) = CDo (A, D, T2; 0 T, -K EDDO(A Ä, Tl; 0,0) 
by using the definition of conditional call. Moreover, note that the conditional 
yK, event is simpler than the usual one T, ; in other words, since HO =0 the 
conditional call is a plain-vanilla (i. e., a no barrier) compound option. 
3.2.2 Hull, Nelken and White 2005 
In the previous chapter we presented the classical implementation of a Merton's 
model. One of the parameter inputs is the leverage ratio L, which - being not 
directly observable - needs to be estimated using balance sheet data: this is 
unfortunate since (i) such data are only published every quarter (at the very 
best) and (ii) off-balance sheet information would be missed (or could only be 
crudely accounted for). 
An alternative implementation 5 of the Merton's model - that circumvents the 
need to estimate of L- has been introduced by Hull et al. (2005): using equity 
option prices to infer Merton's model parameters. 
We saw in the previous section that an option on the equity of the firm is, 
within Merton's framework, an option on a call or a compound option. Using 
Geske (1979) formula for a put option 6: 
-rT2 BAt1B) N -d , di; - 
ý)+Ke-"TN(-d 
(3.2) De (-dT d2; -1 )-AoN( T, 
T. 
T, 
T TI 
2 
;2 
where 
In(-AQ) + (r + ý! ')Tj ln(AoerTl + 
(UA)TI 
dAA2A2 T, /FF- UAV -L 1 07A NIT-1 
dBdA- 07A V/Tl T, T, 
'Another possibility is to employ Maximum Likelihood estimation techniques using share 
price time series, see Duan (1994). 
6We show in Section 3.3 how to obtain it. 
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and d, and d2 are the same as in Merton's model E0. Let us define: 
option moneyness: 
implied strike level: 
K_ K 
FE EoerTi 
AA 
ce FA - AoerTi 
option strike price (3-3) 
forward equity price 
( critical asset price (3.4) 
forward asset price 
If we assume that the market prices are determined by Merton Model, then the 
implied volatilities can be obtained using the following equation: 
equation (3.2) = B&S put equation --> 
K e-rTj -Eo Eo 
AB B L) + N(-d De-'T2N(-d T, d2; -1 AoN(-dT,, di; - KEO T, T2 T, 2 
nEoN(-d2*) - EoN(-d*, ) 2 
where 
In(K) + (' 
2 
)Tj 
d*j 
v VT-l 
2 
2 
In(ce) +( 
OrA ) Tl 
dA -- 
2 
T, 
O'A V IT1 
v V'T-j 
dA- O'A VrTl T, 
and v is the Black & Scholes implied volatility of the put at time zero. 
Substituting the expression for EO (equation (2.5)) into the equation above we 
get: 
De-IT2 BAT, AoN(-dT, d2 AON(-d T, di - 
L) 
+ 
T 
rT2 
Ao 2 
Eo 
I- -N B 
+N Ao [N(di) - LN(d2)] N(-d 
[rN(-d; ) - N(-d*, )]Eo T, 2 
which simplifies to: 
TI B) AL B AT (- d, di; -)+r, 
[N(di) 
- LN(d2)] N(-d T, LN(-dT,, d2, - T2 T, T2 
=[K N(-d*2) - A, (-d*, )] [N(di) - LN(d2)] (3.5) 
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From equation (2.5) , we can estimate 
(using, for example, Newton-Raphson 
approximation) the 'implied strike' a: 
r, Eo e'T' = A[N(d,, Tl) -L 
N(d2, Tl)l 
oz 
K 
Substituting in EO equation (2.5) and remembering that a= AI(e'r"Ao) we have 
that 
A [N(d,, Tý) 
L N(d2, Tl)] ce 
e, rTlAo [N(di) - LN(d2)] 
aN(d,, Tl) - 
LN(d2, Tl) 
(3-6) N(di) - LN(d2) 
where 
dj, Tý = - 
ln(L/a) + '2A(T2- Tj) 2 
UAVT2 -Ti 
d2, Tl = dj, Tý T' - UAV'Yýý -T, 
From (3.5) and (3.6), we get an implicit relationship between implied volatility, 
v, and moneyness, K, given L, O'A, T2 and T1. By defining equity options as a 
compound option, we were able to introduce a volatility smile without the need 
for any jump process. 
Credit Spread and Equity Volatility Skew 
in Hull, Nelken and White model 
In this subsection, we present an (approximate) closed-formula of the relationship 
between implied volatilities and credit spreads in the Hull, Nelken and White 
model. 
Rearranging equation (3-5) we get: 
LN(-d , 
d2; N(-d A, di; - +K[N(di) - LN(d2)] N(-d 
B BfTT, 
T, T2 T, 2 
t;, N(-d*) = 2 N(di) - LN(d2) 
+N d*, ) 
;: t-Aput 
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Solving for d*: 2 
BAL 
(LN(-dT,, 
d2; - ýýTT2 
)- N(-d T, , di; - 1) 
ý -T2 
d* = -N-1 2 N(di) - LN(d2) 
+KN(-d BA (3-7) T, put 
)I 
From equation (2.8) we obtain that: 
Le- (y OTI N(-di) + LN(d2) 
-1 + 
Le-ST2 
-N(di) + LN(d2) 
I- Le-IT2 N(di) - LN(d2) 
Substituting the above equation into (3.7), we finally get: 
LN(-d B d2; - 
P-TTT2) 
- N(-d 
A dl; -PTT 
) 
d* = -N-1 
T, T2 T, 2+ 
N(-d B) _ 
'ýkPut 
2 
K(I - Le-sT2) 
T, 
n1 
(3.8) 
Now, since 
d* d* -v 
VT-j 
21 
InK 
v VIT, 
v VT-j 2 
Rearranging, we have a quadratic equation for the implied volatility v: 
1 
2T, +V - v -, ýIT, d* + ln K=0 22 
2d* In r, 
v2+v2 +2- -0 
VIT-1 T, 
whose solutions are: 
itot, 11 -d*±Výi 
F2-21nr, 
1,2 
2 for K 1: OTM vols 
týatm -2dý for K 1: ATM vol 'IT, 
Substituting into the above equations the expression for d* - i. e.. equation (3.8) 2 
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- we finally have the out-of-the-money (r,: ý 1) volatilities: 
I 
vIT, 
LN(-d B d2; N(-d A dl; -PTT 
) 
votm N-1 
T, T, 2+ 
KN(-d 
B Aput 
1,2 Le-8T2 T, 
LN(-d B d2; N(-d A, di; IAT-l (I(T, -V T2 T, 
Fý r- 1 (1 - Le-sT2) 
- 
rN(-d 
BA 
15, ut) T, 
and the at-the-money (r, = 1) volatility implied by the Hull, Nelken and White 
model (2005): 
-LN(-d B d2; N(-d A, di; 
atm 2 T, 2 T, N 
(I - 
Le-sT) v T, 
+N(-d BA T, put 
3.2.3 Black & Cox 1976 option extension 
Black & Cox (1976) extend the Merton's model by allowing intermediate bond 
default triggered by an exponential barrier and a non-zero asset payout 0. 
Equity is a call on the assets with a strike at debt face value D that knocks out 
in case of default (i. e. a Down-and-Out call) plus 0 times the asset stream claim 
which also knocks out upon default (0 times a Down-and-Out asset stream): 
Eo = CDO(A, D, T2; Ho, a) +ý ASDo (A, T2; Ho, ce) 
Theorem 3.14. Call Ophon in Black & Cox model 
A Call Ophon prZce Zn Black & Cox model with maturZty T, and strZke K is a 
(European) call on the equZty share given by the formula EO above, whose option 
(time zero) value is: 
2; Ho, aITTA) C BC (Eo, K, Ti) CDO(A, D, T2; Ho, aITTA) +0 ASDO(A, T T, T, 
-K EDDO(. 4, A, Tj; Ho, a) 
1171tc, rc A i, ý the (critical) asset value at time T, for whzch the equzty 
(z. e., under- 
lyZng optzon) is equal to the strikc K (scc theorem 3.13). 
-2 In K 
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Pro0f. From martingale approach: 
CBC (Eo, K, TI) e-rTl EB [(ET, - K)'] = 
-rT, EB [(ETJ - K)ff{yA- T T, 
e-rTlE 
B [ETfflrA 
1] _ e-rTl(QB(TA 
T, 
T, 
The result follows by replacing ET, with its building blocks (starting at time Tj) 
and recalling the definitions of the respective conditional building blocks. El 
3.2.4 Leland 1994 option extension (Toft and Prucyk 
1997) 
Leland (1994) structural model incorporates taxes, bankruptcy costs, an infinite 
maturity bond paying a continuous stream of coupons and a constant barrier into 
Black & Cox context. Toft & Prucyk (1997) provide option prices for such equity 
security: 
Theorem 3.15. Call Option in Leland's model (Toft and Prucyk 1997) 
A Call Option prZce Zn Leland (1994) with maturity T, and strike K is a (Euro- 
pean) call on the equity share which is made up - as shown in the previous chapter 
- of three components: (i) Down-and-Out call struck at zero 
(i. e., a Down-and- 
Out asset claim), (ii) a Down-and-Out continuous coupon stream net of tax de- 
duchons and (iZi) a Down-and-Out continuous stream of dividends: 
EO CDO GA 1 0, c)c; H, 0) - 
(1 - z9) C DSDO(Aý oo; H, 0) +0 ASDO(A , oo; H, 0) 
The ophon (tZme zero) value is then: 
CL (Eo, K, Ti) CDO(A, 0, oo; H, OITTÄ) - (1 - i9)C DSDO(A, oo; H, 
OITTÄ 
T, 
H, OITTA +0 ASDO (A, 00; T, 
-K EDDO 
(A, Ä, Ti; H, 0) 
where A is the critical asset value at time T, for which equity (i. e.. the underlying 
option) is equal to the strike K. 
Proof. As per theorem 3.14 but using Leland equity formula (equation EO above). 
F-1 
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Toft & Prucyk provide support for the hypothesis that capital structure ex- 
plain implied volatility skews: they run regressions on option prices for 138 firms 
and find that (i) implied volatility skews indeed depend on leverage (leverage 
effect), (ii) volatility skews are more pronounced for firms financed by debt with 
protective covenants than for firms where shareholders can freely set their opti- 
mal (lower) default barrier (covenant effect), (iii) firms with both high leverage 
ratios and protected debt tend to exhibit the steepest volatility skews (stratified 
covenant effect). 
3.2.5 Leland & Toft 1996 option extension 
This model extend the previous one (section above) by allowing debt to have a 
finite maturity. To keep a time-independent debt servicing, the firm is assumed 
to continually issue a constant principal amount of new debt with same coupon 
and maturity. 
As shown in the previous chapter, the value of equity is equal to the levered 
firm value (asset value net of the claim to bankruptcy costs plus the tax benefit 
from paying debt coupons) less debt value (2.11): 
Eo = [Ao + i9C DSDo(A, c>o; H, 0) -, ýH OTP(A, oo; H, 0)] 
- [(l - ; )H OTpLinDec(A, T2; H, 0) 
D SLinDec + 
T2 
DSDo(A, T2; H, 0)+C D Do (A, T2; H, 0)] 
Contrarily to Black & Cox model where the capital structure is static (i. e., cor- 
porate securities have a fixed maturity 7 since the firm is assumed to have a finite 
life), in Leland & Toft model debt is continually re-issued and equity has there- 
fore a maturity moving in time. This is the reason for the presence of T, + T2 in 
the call price formula below: 
Theorem 3.16. Call Option in Leland & Toft model 
A Call Option price in Leland & Toft model (1996) with maturity T, and strike K 
is a (European) call on the equity value given by equation EO above. The option 
0 We are clearly referring to the first part of Black & Cox paper and our re-phrasing in this 
work (in the second part of the original article debt is assumed perpetual in order to 
defive an 
endogenous barrier). 
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(Nme zero) value Zs then: 
e-13TlAo(QA(yA T, 
CLT (Eo, K, Tj) CDo(A, O, T,; H, OIT A) +79C DSDO(A, Ti, oc; H, oly 
A 
T, T, 
, ýH OTP(A, TI, oc; H, 01-f 
A 
T, 
pLinDec OITT-1 -,; )H OT (A, Ti, T, + T2; H, 
A 
D 
DSDo(A, Ti, T, + T2; H, OITA T, T2 
- 
CDSLinDec (A, Ti, T, + T2; H, 01-f A DO T, 
-K EDDO(A, Ä, Ti; H, 0) 
where A is the critical asset value at time T, for which equZty (i. e., the underlying 
option) zs equal to the strZke K. 
Pro0f. As per theorem 3.14 but using Leland & Toft equity formula (equation EO 
above). Note that - as shown - the first term on the RHS formula above really is 
an unconditional (zero-striked) call option. EJ 
3.2.6 Exponential Leland & Toft option extension 
This model extends Leland & Toft (1996) model by introducing an exponentially 
increasing barrier, along the lines of Black & Cox (1976). An exponential barrier 
is necessary to avoid leverage ratios declining to zero overtime. Moreover, debt 
is assumed to grow but at a rate b not necessarily equal to oz. 
Equity value is similar to its respective counterpart in Leland & Toft (1996): 
Eo [Ao + 79C DS6 0 (A, oc; Ho, a) -, ýHo 
OTpb (A, oo; Ho, a)] D 
[(l 
-,; )Ho OTpb+LinDec(A, T2; Ho, a) 
D SDb+LinDec + DSDbo (A, T2; Ho, a) +CD0 (A, T2; Ho, a)] 
The European call option price for the above equity expression is given by the 
following: 
Theorem 3.17. Call Option in Exponential Leland & Toft model 
A Call Option price for the Exponential Leland C Toft model with maturity T, 
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and strike K is a (European) call on the equity value gzven by equation EO above. 
The option (time zero) value Zs then: 
CELT ITA H0, CeITA (Eo, K, Ti) = 
CDO (A, 0, Tj; Ho, oz TI) + t9C DSDbo (A, Ti, oc; T, 
- (; Ho OTpb (A, Ti, oc; Ho, aI 
TAT, ) OTI 
(I -, ý)Ho OTpb+LinDec (A) T, ý T, + T2; Ho, ajTTAl) OTI 
D Sb 
2; H, Cely A TD DO(A, 
TI, T, + To T, 
2 
b+LinDec +T yA C DSýo (A, Ti, T, 2; Ho, ce T, 
K EDDO(A, A, Ti; Ho, ce) 
where A is the critical asset value at time T, for which equity (i. e., the underlying 
option) is equal to the strike K. 
Proof. As per theorem 3.14 but using the Exponential Leland & Toft equity 
formula (equation EO above). 
3.3 Put option prices 
El 
In the previous section, we derived call option prices for five structural models. 
We now show how to obtain put option prices for the same models. There are 
two ways to do so: (i) an indirect one using put-call parity (ii) a direct one that 
calculates put prices as we did for call ones. For the last method we need to 
derive the probability of an event similar to the one in lemma 3.1. 
3.3.1 Put-call parity in structural models 
As stated earlier (and as per Ericsson & Reneby (2003a)), we assumed - for the 
purpose of determining payoffs for call and put options - that corporate securities 
have a post-default value of zero; in other words, in case of default, a call is simply 
worth zero and a put is equal to its strike price. We note that this assumption 
is equivalent to considering put and call options as securities being issued by a 
default-free counterparty -a stock/derivatives exchange for example. Under this 
assumption, the call-put parity is: 
P(CSO, K, Tj) - C(CSo, K, Ti) +K B(TI) - CSo 
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where the strike price K is discounted using a risk-free bond B(Tj) == -rTi. 
What if equity options were issued by the same firm to which they reference? 
By definition, a firm issuing a call on its own shares cannot default on such 
call; therefore, whether a call is issued by a default-free counterparty or by the 
referencing firm is always worth the same. On the other hand, a put option 
issued by the referencing firm must be worth less than a similar put issued by a 
default-free counterparty since the firm may be in default exactly when the put 
option is worth more. Indicating with the superscript d the call and put issued 
by the referenced firm and discounting the strike with a risky bond Bd (Ti): 
P(CSO, K, Tj) C(CSo, K, Tj) +K B(Tj) - CSo 
P(CSo, K, Tj) Cd(CSOI K, TI) +K B(TI) - CSO since 
C= Cd 
P(CSo, K, Tj) [pd(CSO, K, Tj) -KB 
d(Tl) + CSo] +K B(Tj) - CSO 
P(CSO, K, Tj) pd(CSOIK, Tl)+K(B(Ti)-B d(T 1 )) 
Indeed, the default-free put is worth more than the risky put with the excess 
value given by the difference between risk-free and risky bond prices multiplied 
by the strike. Noting that: 
B(Ti) -B 
d(T 
I e-, Tl E 
B(I 
_ ff 'r, 1) I -<Tl 
rT, (Q(-f 
HTi 
Tý )= EDDO(A, HT, TI; Ho I a) 
we proved corollary 5 (which was only stated) in Ericsson & Reneby (2003a), i. e. 
the put-call parity for risky calls and puts: 
pd(CSO, K, TI) = C(CSo, K, Ti) +K EDDO(A) HT1 Jl; HOi 0) - CSO 
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3.3.2 Direct calculation of put options 
There is also a direct way to obtain put options prices for structural models. 
Suppose, indeed, that we want to price such security as we did for call options: 
-. -rT, EB [ (Eo, K, Ti) (K - 
ETý)'] 
- -rTlEB [(K - 
ET, )fffAT1<A, 
-r>Tll] 
e-rTl K(QB [AT, < A, -r > Ti] 
e-rTIEB 
[ETlýjATl<A, 
-r>Tj}] 
where we need' to find (QB (AT, <A, T> Tj) and, supposing for argument's sake 
that equity is an ordinary call, then: 
-rTi EB [ET1 ýJAT1 <A, T>Tlll e 
-rTi [, -r(T2 -T')D ýJAT, <Ajl 
-rTEB [ATlýfATj<A, 
7->Tj, AT2>Dj] 
e-rT2D (QB (AT, > D, AT, < A, -r > T2) 
e-13T (QA 2Ao (AT2 > D, AT, < A, -F> 
T2) 
we also we need the probabilities of this event f AT, > D, ATý < A, T> 
T21 under 
two measures. The two events above are, respectively, equal to -rK' and T 
KI, 2 
T, TI, 2 
expect for AT, <A (which was AT, > A). We use this similarity in the proofs of 
the next two lemmas: 
Lemma 3.18. fAT < K, mint, <T At> Htj 
Let A be the asset value in equation (2.1), and Ht and exponentially increasing 
barrZer - Z. e. Ht = Hoe't- with Ao > Ho (down-barrZer), then the probabilities for 
the event IAT > K, mint, <T At > Htj under different measures - B, A and OTP 
- are: 
2(p')/0,2 Ao -A (Ho) 
2 
[N (dT' Hoý' 
-aT)) AoKe 
+N (dT (Ao)) Ho 
N (dT ( 
Ao 
))] 
T( 
Ao 
N (dm, Ke-aT 
where notatton is as per corollary 2.2. 
8Note that Nve are implicitly assurning a defaultable put option since T- > T1. 
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Rroof. The proof is by complement arity: 
(Q'(AT< K, min At > Ht) Q' (min At > Ht) - Q' (AT> K, min At > Ht) t, <T t, <T t<, T 
Noting that Q' (mint<, TAt > Ht) = Qm (AT> HT, mint<, TAt > Ht), both RHS 
addenda follow by corollary 2.2. El 
Lemma 3.19. yKl, 2 AT, < K1, AT2 > K2, mint<T2At > Htj TI, 2 
Let A and Ht as per lemma 3.18, then the probabilities for the above defined event 
yKl, 2 
under different measures - B, A and OTP - are: T1,2 
(yKi (Qm(yK2)_ (Qm(yKi (r))m 2) 2) Tl, 2 T2 T1,2 
where all notatton is as per previous lemmas 9. 
Proof. Exploiting the similarity between T 
K1,2 
and previously derived T 
KI, 2 
, we T1,2 T1,2 
have that: 
Qm(AT, < Kj, AT2 > K2, minAt > Ht) t <- T2 
K1,2 
TI, 2 
ff-))M 
Q (AT, > K2, min At > Ht) - (Q' (AT, > Kj, AT2 > K2, min At > Ht) t T2 týýT2 
11 of 
T K2 y 
K1,2 
T2 Tl, 2 
where the two expressions in the RHS have already been given, respectively, 
in corollary 2.2 and lemma 3.1. For simpler cases (e. g. Geske's put option 
probabilities), the above expression can be simplified by recalling identities likelo: 
N(a) - N(a; b; p) = N(a; -b; 
we obtain the result. 
9As before, we also set Ki = HT, and K2 = HTý if, respectively, K, < HT, and K2 < HT, 
loWhere, in this case, a is assumed negative and b is positive. Obviously p is always positive. 
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3.4 Other European equity derivatives 
Using calls and put option prices derived above, we can also obtain the price of any 
other European equity derivative. Exploiting the following well-know result": 
f (ET) -f (k) +f/ (k) (ET- k) + 
10 kf" 
(s) (s - ET)+ds + 
Jk Oo 
f" (s) (ET- s)+ds 
where k is a positive number, we can value any European derivative whose payoff 
is a generic (twice differentiable 12) function f of the share price. The value at 
time zero is: 
, -rT EB [f (ET)] =f (k) B(T) + f(k) [C(k) - P(k)] 
+ f" (s) P(s)ds +f f" (s) P(s)ds 
k k. 
In 
which also provides the replicating portfolio, i. e. the value of the payoff f (ET) 
at time zero is given by the value of following portfolio: 
9af (k) static position in (risk-less) discount bonds paying 1 at maturity T; 
* f'(k) in a synthetic forward position and 
*a f"(s)ds static position in OTM options struck at all strikes s. 
For example, we can replicate the log-contract ln(ET/Eo) and, therefore, be able 
to calculate the fair strike of a variance swap contract which pays (for the long 
position) the realised variance - up to maturity - of the share price over such 
strike 
13 
3.5 Credit and equity default swaps 
In this subsection, , Ae provide a formula for a Credit Default Swap (CDS) that 
extem-Is the one given in Ericsson at al. (2005) by replacing the continuous fixed 
leg with a more realistic discrete one. 
11 The result comes from integration by parts either starting from Dirac delta sifting property 
- see Carr k Madan 
(2002) - or from Breeden & Linzterber density result (1978) - see Catheral 
(2005). 
12There are no assumptions made about the equity process. 
13 This ineans that, despite the name 'swap', a variance swap is really a forward contract. 
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We saw above that structural models with a more realistic capital structure 
(e. g. Leland & Toft) treat debt as an aggregate variable which represents all the 
non-equity liability of a firm. To price a CDS, however, we only need a certain 
class of debt - termed 'reference obligation' - which satisfies given characteristics 
specified in the contract (seniority, maturity range, embedded options, etc. ). For 
simplicity, we assume that this class consists of a single representative bond. 
A CDS is a swap that promises to pay, in exchange for a stream of periodic 
premium payments (fixed leg), the proportion of the (reference obligation) no- 
tional which is lost in the case of a default (default leg). The fixed leg consists of 
two parts: the stream of premium payments up to maturity or default, whichever 
is earlier (payment part) and an accrual premium in case of default for the period 
between the last premium payment and the default date (accrual part). 
The default leg is simply an OTP put option (see lemma 2.5) multiplied by 
the notional loss: 
(I - R) N OTP(A, T; H) 0) 
where R is the (assumed constant) recovery rate and N is the notional. Note 
that the barrier H is constant (i. e., its growth rate a is zero). 
The (discrete) fixed leg consists of (i) n (potential) premium payments: 
vpremium 
n 
cN (ti - ti-1) (I -f '(xo, ti)) 
EDDO(A, H, ti; H, O) 
where c is the CDS spread (or premium") and (ii) a more involved accrual part: 
n ti 
N (ti - ti-1) 
E( e-"(s - ti-I)f '(xo, s)ds) 
i=l 
fti-i 
The inside integral can be split into two parts: 
ti ti 
-r sS fB (XO 
ý s)ds - ti-1 C-r 
sf B (xO, s)ds (3-9) 
In(A/H) [OTPW(O, ti) - OTPW(0, ti-1)] - ti-1 [OTP(O, ti) - OTP(O, ti-1)] OTP 
14\\'hich is- multiplied b'v (t ti in order to have it expressed in annualtsed terms, as per 
normal market conventions. 
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where OTPW(O, t) is like OTP(O, t) but with a minus sign between the two main 
addenda; its expression comes by noting that: 
JT 
o 
e-r sS f B(Xo, s)ds = T(OTP(T) - OTpLinDec (T)) 
Adding up the two parts in equation (3.9), we can rewrite the accrual leg as 
follows: 
ln(A/H) n-I 
N OTP OTPW(O, T) - 
[tn-10TP(O, T) - (ti - ti-1) OTP(O, ti)] 
Vaccrual 
The sum of VP""" and V""' is usually called by practitioners 'risky PV01'. 
The premium c is usually set such that the two legs are zero at inception, giving 
a fair CDS spread : 
CDS (I - R)OTP(O, T) c 
risky PVO 1 
(3-10) 
If we consider - for simplicity - fixed leg payments that are continuous (rather 
than discrete), then recalling our definition : 
T 
DSDO(A, T; H, 0) = 
10 
EDDO(A, H, s; H, 0) ds 
where DSDO is the digital stream claim defined and derived in lemma 2.7, we 
obtain the same equation (2) in Ericsson at al. (2005). 
An Equity Default Swap" (EDS), similarly to a CDS, is a swap that exchange 
a stream of periodic premium payments (fixed leg) against a default leg. However, 
the latter is not triggered by the firm's default (asset value touching the barrier) 
but by the equity share price falling below a pre-agreed level. Moreover, the 
recovery is always fixed at the beginning - typically at 50% of the initial share 
price - and also cash-settled rather than resulting from physical delivery at default 
time (and hence unknow at contract inception) like in a standard CDS. Typically, 
an EDS trigger level is set at 30% of the initial share price level and has a maturity 
of 5 years (like a CDS). From a credit point of view, an EDS is similar to a CDS: 
a drop in the equity price of more than 70% is a good proxy for a default event 
'5For more details, please refer to the next chapter. 
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and it can, therefore, provide investors with a protection similar to that offered 
by CDS. We conclude that an EDS can be valued with the same formula in 
eq. (3.10) by simply replacing the default barrier H with the assets value A 
that makes equity equal to the chosen trigger level at inception. Just as a CDS 
depends on the model implied (endogeneous) default barrier, in the same way 
an EDS value depends on the (structural) model used to link equity and assets 
values' 6. 
3.6 Conclusion 
We provide equity call (and put) options prices for five structural models. All 
option prices are based on the same set of primitive assumptions: starting from 
a value process for the firm's assets, all securities - equity, debt and options on 
these - are priced as contingent claims on the assets making their prices internally 
consistent and precluding, therefore, any possible arbitrage. In addition, our 
formulae make it possible to link option prices (and their greeks) to different 
features of the capital structure: leverage ratios, debt covenants and maturity. 
First, we extend the building blocks presented in the previous chapter. Only 
the conditional basic claims were derived by Ericsson & Reneby (2003a), and 
for the constant barrier case only. We extend the basic claims and derive the 
conditional claims for stream claims, exponential claims, linearly decreasing and 
combination of the latter two. 
Armed with these building blocks, we are then able to nest the option ex- 
tension of two classical structural models - Merton (1974) and Leland (1994) - 
due, respectively, to Geske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk (1997). Our resulting 
formulae are shorter, clearer and easier to interpret economically. 
We also provide call option prices for two other classical structural models - 
Black &, - Cox (1976) and Leland & Toft (1996) - and for our Exponential Leland 
, ý_; Toft model presented in Chapter 2. Moreover, we show how to obtain prices 
for put options (via either put-call parity or direct calculations) and for any other 
option with European payoff (using call and puts as building blocks). Formulae for 
CDS - extending equation in 
Ericsson at al. (2005) - and EDS spreads are also 
16EDS formuhie have been derived by Gil-Bazo (2006) and Medova & Smith (2006) in the 
context, respectivelý-, of Black k- Scholes and structural models. 
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provided. The modular approach makes all these equations easy and sufficiently 
straightforward to be implemented even in simple spreadsheets. 
Our extensions allow us to implement the calibration suggested by Hull et al. 
(2005) for more sophisticated models. In this case, we do not need balance sheet 
data, but only equity option prices, overcoming the major difficulty of structural 
model implementation. 
Chapter 4 
Adding jumps 
Our previous chapters use formulae which were derived assuming a diffusion model 
for the assets value. Such a model, however, severely underestimates credit 
spreads for short-time horizons and, in general, for investment grade firms. This 
underestimation is not linked to a liquidity (or tax) factor, but rather to the dif- 
fusion model itself which can only 'diffuse' to a deterministic (even if increasing) 
barrier'. Since investors can foresee the distance to default, or in other words the 
time to default, for short-periods of time they will be unwilling to pay a (credit 
spread) premium. For example, zooming in the last two years of data for France 
Telecom shown in Chapter 2- reported for convenience here in Figure 2.7 - we can 
see that for simple models, such as Merton's, even 5 year credit spreads can be 
too low. More sophisticated models with intermediate defaults and bankruptcy 
costs perform better, but still significantly underestimate credit spreads. 
As a quick fix, some research papers - for example Leland & Toft (1996) - 
assume that default costs are as high as 50%, in effect, decreasing the recovery 
rates to make up for probabilities of default that are too low. 
There have been a number of more formal approaches. For example, Longstaff 
k- Schwartz (1995) assume stochastic interest rates; however - besides the un- 
necessary complexity - interest rates are empirically negatively correlated with 
default risk, meaning that stochastic rates imply even lower credit spreads, thus 
worsening the problem that they try to solve. Another solution is to introduce 
strategic games between different stakeholders when the firm defaults - see for 
'For a, mathernat ical proof showing that short credit spreads tend to zero, please refer to 
Babbs k Bielecki (2003). 
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Figure 4.1: Observed 5y Spreads vs. Merton's model implied ones. 
example Mella-Barral & Perraudin (1997) - but the effect appears to be negligible. 
More successful ways of solving this underestimation problem involve intro- 
ducing either jumps or stochastic barriers; both of these introduce a 'surprise' 
effect that makes it reasonable for investors to pay a short-term default premium. 
In this chapter we deal only with jumps and refer to the final chapter for future 
research directions regarding stochastic barriers. 
We provide closed-form solutions for debt and equity values introducing jumps 
in the assets value process - similar to Leland (2006). In addition, we also provide 
an option pricing extension of this model. 
4.1 A Structural Model with jumps 
We assume the following process for the assets value: 
dAt 
A(J - 1)) dt + aAdWt + (J - 1)dNt (4.1) A t- 
where, under the risk-netral measure, dWt is a Brownian Motion and dNt is an 
independent Poisson process which is equal to either 1 with probability Adt or 
0 otherwise. The jump parameters are the average number of jumps per unit of 
time (called intensity or hazard rate), A, and the (constant) size of a large 2 jump, 
J. 
2La, rge is defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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We assume the (stationary) capital structure of the Restricted Leland3 pre- 
sented in Section 2.2.6: debt repayment is exponential with respect to time' which 
leads to outstanding debt face value and a coupon payment of exp(-Mt) (D +Q 
The average debt maturity (a simple time-weighted average) is 1/m. 
In case of 'solvency', the debt cash-flow consists of an exponentially decreas- 
ing stream of principal reimbursement and coupon stream, i. e. e-mt(mD + C). 
However, in case of default we distinguish whether a default was due to either a 
barrier crossing - exp(-mt)H, net of bankruptcy costs ;- or to a (single) jump - 
J. Without loss of generality, we assume that the jump size, J, includes default 
costs and issuance costs, Ki and r,,, are zero. We can now state the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. The value of debt Zn the (restricted) Leland with jumps is: 
Do (mD +Q DS- '(A, o-o; H, 0) solvency case DO 
(; )H OTP-" (A, oo; H, 0) barrier crossing case 
Ao)- " '2 72 
AJ 
Zl + Z2 
(Ao 
- H( H 
O'A jump case 
of 
ASfI (A, oo; H, O) DO 
where z, =m+A andZ2 == 
0+ A(J 
- I)- 
Proof. The first two lines of Do are straightforward generalization of theorem 
2.23, with the reimbursement rate m replaced by m+A; this is due to the extra- 
term, exp(-As), which expresses the cumulative probability of no jumps up to 
time s (jump survival probability). For example, for the first line of Do we have: 
00 
e-rs [e-"(D + C)](QB(yHs )e-A'ds 
and recalling the (definition and) value of an Exponential Down-and-Out Digital 
Stream, DSD60 N (lemina 2.11), we have the result. 
The third line is a little more involved. If we assume a jump size such that 
'This is the same capital structure assumed by Hilberink & Rogers (2002). 
4That is, an amount mD is (continuously) repaid each time t. 
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00 
, -rs, -,, EB -f K} [J Asff I, ] Ae A'ds 
rewriting the expectation as E'[J A, ]E 
A [ff 
rH, 
], we have fs 
Oo 
-rs. -ms, tLJs (QA [^fH] JAAo 
Jo 
ese- A'ds 
and recalling the expression for the Down-and-Out Asset Stream - 
ASDO(') 
(lemma 2.9) with 0 replaced byZI + Z2 and a by -z, - we obtain the result. El 
Similar to Section 2.2.6, the value of the levered firm is equal to the asset 
value net of the claim to (diffusion) bankruptcy costs plus the tax benefit from 
paying debt coupons: 
Eo + Do = Ao + i9C DS-A (A, c)c; H, 0) -, ýH OTP-A(A, c)o; H, 0) DO 
Once again the equity value E0 can be obtained by a simple subtraction. If we 
want to recover credit spreads which - contrary to CDS spreadS5 - seem to display 
a liquidity premium, we can simply add a liquidity spread, say 50-80 bp, to the 
risk-free rate in the formulae above. 
4.1.1 Option Pricing Extension 
Using the building blocks derived in Chapter 3, it is straightforward to derive the 
call option price for the Restricted Leland model with a jump: 
Theorem 4.2. Call Option in Restrzcted Leland model with jumps 
A Call Ophon prZce for the Restricted Leland model model with maturity T, and 
strike K is a (European) call on the equity value given by equatton EO above. The 
5 See for example Ericsson & Renault (2006) 
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ophon (tzme zero) value is: 
CRLJ (Eo, K, Ti) CDO(A, 0, Ti; Ho, oz A )S(T2) T, + i9C DSLA (A, T1, oo; Ho, 0 a ITT, ) S(T2) 
- (; Ho OTP-A (A, TI., oc; Ho, Ce 
I ^f A )S(T2) T, 
- (mD+C)DS" (ATi, c)o; Ho, aITTA 
)S(T2) 
DO T, 
- (1-4; )HOTP-"(A, T, 00; HCel-rA)S(T 10, T, 2) 
-A JAS" (A, T1, oc; Ho, Cel-fA 
)S(T 
DO T, 2) 
-K EDDO(A, A, Ti; Ho, a) S(Tl) 
where A is the critical asset value at time T, for which equity (i. e., the underlying 
option) is equal to the strike K and S(t) is the probability of no jUMpS6 Up to 
time t. 
4.2 Conclusion 
Modelling the assets value with aj ump-diffusion processes is not new in structural 
models (for example Hilberink & Rogers (2002)), however we provide - perhaps 
for the first time in the literature -a structural model that features jumps, non- 
trivial capital structure assumptions and closed-form solutions for call option 
prices. The use of our building blocks greatly simplifies the proofs and makes it 
straightforward to incorporate jumps into other sophisticated structural models, 
like for instance the Leland & Toft (1996) one. 
6Tha, t is S(t) = exp(-, \t). 
Chapter 5 
Applications 
In the previous chapters, we derive prices for building blocks and use these to 
obtain prices for equity (and debt) and equity call options. This chapter applies 
them to explore the implications of our two most sophisticated models: keeping 
equivalent (static) capital structures, we investigate the effects of different lever- 
ages, taxes and bankruptcy costs in terms of (Black & Scholes) implied volatilities 
across strikes (volatility smile) and maturities (term structure); we also study the 
impact of debt maturity and debt growth rates which are usually neglected by the 
option pricing literature. The following section analyses the empirical relation 
between CDS spreads, ATM volatility and skew for four interesting companies 
extending the data analysis in Hull et al. (2005). The third section deals with the 
information content of structural models: we test if the simple Merton's model 
is able to effectively rank firms according to their quality and is, therefore, able 
to outperform a benchmark index if used as a stock-picking tool. The fourth and 
final section is on Equity Default Swaps, in particular on their supposed novelty 
(compared to traded OTP options) and their comparison with more established 
Credit Default Swap. 
5.1 Model predictions 
This section investigates the leverage effect resulting from considering equity as 
a derivative (not necessarily a simple call option like in the Merton's model) on 
the firm's assets. We first introduce the volatility smile problem and then explore 
some predictions of the models presented in the previous chapter. 
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It is well known that the Black-Scholes model underprices out-of-the-money' 
(OTM) equity put options (and overprices OTM calls), but instead of using a 
different and more complex model, traders (and practitioners in general) prefer 
to tweak the model' by implying the volatility that will make the Black-Scholes 
put price equal to the put market price. To use Rebonato's words (2004), implied 
volatility is 'the wrong number to put in the wrong formula to get the rZght price'. 
The obvious consequence is that if we plot (Black-Scholes) implied volatilities 
against strike prices, we get a volatility smZle (or smirk) instead of a theoretical 
horizontal line (since Black & Scholes model assumes a constant volatility). If 
we consider the smiles for different option maturities, we then get a volatility 
surface. 
The implied volatility surface is, therefore, a function that links Black-Scholes 
implied volatility to a specific strike and maturity. For a fixed strike, we have 
a term structure of volatility; for a fixed maturity, we have a volatility smile. 
Practitioners tend to express the surface in terms of moneyness (for example one 
of such measures is the ratio of strike over share price, InKIS) rather than in 
term of strike prices in order to make the smile more constant across maturities. 
The rationale to study the dynamics of volatility smile is based on the obvious 
assumption that the underlying process is ultimately responsible for it through 
the option prices dynamics. Indeed, as new information is revealed, both un- 
derlying prices and relative implied volatility surfaces would adjust to a new 
equilibrium. However, from a trader perspective (because of the vega-hedging 
practice), the main reason to study the smile is because we would like any pric- 
ing model we use to be able to reproduce the option prices dynamics, or in other 
words, the volatility surface. 
The volatility smile is not a feature of the equity derivatives market alone, it 
has been observed in FX and interest-rate derivatives markets as well. Moreover, 
its features display clear differences between various markets; for example, it has 
a 4smile' shape for FX options, while it is closer to a 'smirk' for equity markets 
(where we can further differentiate between indexes and single stock smiles). Here 
we will only focus on equity option smiles. 
This phenomenon has, not surprisingly, been widely researched and a number 
'That, is options that have strike below the current equity price. 
2 The reason for this popularity is to be found in the model 'robustness' (against a volatility 
mis-specification) and intuition appeal. 
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of empirical facts have been uncovered about its dynamiCS3: 
Smiles were almost absent before the 'Black Monday' in 1987. It appears 
that, as a result of this event, the market became more aware about the 
possibilities of such crash occurrences. Moreover, the smile slope is much 
steeper going from ATM volatility to OTM puts than to OTM calls. 
,* Short maturities display more pronounced smiles than log-term ones. 
* The smile expressed in terms of (delta) moneyness is more constant across 
maturities (than it would be if expressed in term of strike prices). 
During periods of higher uncertainty, the smile is more pronounced. But 
neither its slope or the convexity changes as much as its level. 
* Stock prices and implied volatility are strongly negatively correlated. 
Since smile asymmetry and convexity are, respectively, associated with 
skewness and leptokurtosis of the option prices risk-neutral distribution, 
we would expect that - supposing a process with independent and identi- 
cally distributed increments (Levy process) for the underlying - the smile 
will flatten in the long-term (as a consequence of the Central Limit theo- 
rem, the risk-neutral distribution will tend to a symmetric and mesokurtotic 
normal distribution). Unfortunately, a study from Carr and Wu (2003)4, 
found that this is not true 5. 
Two main (complementary) economic explanations (for the equity option 
smile) have been proposed in the literature: 
Leverage effect. A drop in the stock price of a firm increases its leverage (mea- 
sured as the ratio of debt per share over stock price), this in turn increase 
its riskiness (the probability that the firm may not be able to repay its 
debt) and causes a further drop in the stock price. This theory is cer- 
tainly appealing for high-leveraged firms, but it cannot justify smiles for 
6 investment-grade firms and index options . We show this effect 
below. 
3We follow the excellent treatment of Rebonato (2004). 
4 They plotted (up to) two--year implied volatility against the following measure of moneyness 
In (F1 K) and, unexpectedly, the smile failed to flatten out as maturities were increased. CT 
A A A possible explanation is that stock prices are simply not driven by Levy processes. 
61f NN, e plot changes in ATNI implied volatilities against changes in the underlying, the neg- 
ative relationship is not always statistically significant. 
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Jumps risk. This view suggests that the smile effect is due to investors pric- 
ing the effect of possible jump in stock prices higher than suggested by 
the log-normal stock price distribution in Black-Scholes. This explanation 
is consistent with the appearance of the smile effect only after the stock 
prices crash of 1987 (crash-o-phobia). Moreover, as a further confirmation, 
the skew is asymmetric (more pronounced for OTM puts than OTC calls) 
and long-term options seem to average down the jump risk over time by 
displaying much flatter skews than short-term ones. We present a simple 
extension of one structural model which incorporates jumps and yet pre- 
serves closed formulae. 
In the following analysis, we use the Leland & Toft (1996) pricing model 
since it nests all the other ones (that is Merton's, Black & Cox' and Leland's 
models), whilst its exponential extension will be used to investigate the effect of 
an increasing debt on option prices. We are therefore able to extend the Toft & 
Prucyk (1997) since debt has now a finite maturity, T2< oc, and can also have an 
(exponentially) increasing growth rate, b>0. Instead of using prices, we employ 
Black & Scholes implied volatilities (implieds) in order to simplify exposition and 
make our discussion in line with market practice (and above empirical findings). 
By volatility skew, we mean the slope of the volatility smile (this is defined as 
the difference between 90% and 100% implied volatilty levels). 
Base case parameters are displayed in Figure 5.1 and the debt face value is 
adjusted in order to achieve different leverage levels' ranging from 20% to 60%. 
The asset payout -0- is defined to imply an annualised equity dividend yield 
of 3% (for a6 month period), which - for our base case parameters - result in 
values of 4.6% and 6% with leverage levels, respectively, of 40% and 60% (in line 
with previous research papers). The implied dividend yield (which is also the 
one input into Black & Scholes formula to make option prices equivalent between 
models) is calculated as suggested in Toft & Prucyk (1997)': 
dividend yield = 
ln(Eo/C(O)) 
T, 
where C(O) is an option struck at zero. All other inputs do not need further 
7 Firm's leverage is defined ýis usual, i. e. Dol(DO + EO). 
8The formula comes from the put-call parity with zero-striked options. 
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The endogenous barrier is equation (11) in Leland and Toft (1996) and it is a 
function of debt maturity and asset volatility, besides the more usual parameters 
(i. e. debt face value, interest rate, asset payout ratio, tax rate, coupon amount 
and bankruptcy costs). The exogenous barrier is a strict net-worth covenant 
and is equal to (D + C)I(I - (; ). Unprotected debt would be a synonym for 
endogenous barriers, which imply lower recovery rates, and protected debt for 
exogenous ones, which instead result in higher recoveries. 
Assuming that the our model represents reality then Black & Scholes implied 
volatilities exhibit a 'smirk' pattern, see Figure 5.1. Using a constant asset volatil- 
Base case parameters 
debt maturity (T2) 7.5 years 
coupon rate r+ 90bp 
debt face value s. t. leverage = 40% 
option Maturity (TI) 0.5 years 
asset values (AO) 100 
asset payout ratio s. t. div yield = 3% 
asset volatility (o) 20% 
Interest rate (r) 7.5% 
barrier growth rate (a) 0-2% 
debt growth rate (b) 0-2% 
tax rate (theta) 25% 
. bankr. costs (csi) 10% 
38% 
37% 
36% 
35% 
34% 
33% 
32% 
31% 
30% 
75% 
Implieds with 40% leverage (exog. barrier) 
80% 85% 909/. 95% 1 00N. 105% 110% 115% 1209/6 1259/o 
ktneyness 
Figure 5.1: Base case parameters and volatility smile in Leland & Toft model. 
ity, we are able to recover the volatility smile observed in practice. The equity 
volatility is now an endogenous variable to the model rather than a constant as in 
Black & Scholes; this behaviour is the result of the leverage effect explained above: 
as the firm value decreases, leverage increases and equity volatility increases as 
well, or in other words OTM puts (and ITM calls) become more valuable; if the 
firm value increases, the reverse is then true. 
Another model prediction - also confirmed by empirical research - is that lever- 
age smiles are more pronounced for highly- leveraged firms irrespective of barrier 
types; Figure 5.2 shows the implied levels for firms which are entirely equiva- 
lent except for their leverage levels. Moreover, levels for firms with exogenous 
barriers (protected debt) have higher implied volatility levels than (the equity- 
maximising) endogenous barriers (unprotected debt). Protected debt (where bar- 
rier is a net-worth covenant), besides showing higher volatility levels, also show 
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Figure 5.2: Volatility smiles with different leverages and barrier types in Leland 
& Toft model. 
steeper skews - see Figure 5.3 - than equally leveraged firms which have no debt 
covenants (i. e., where the barrier is chosen by shareholders to maximise their eq- 
uity value). This is due to lower default barriers for firms with unprotected debt 
which imply lower recovery rates for debt. In addition, an intuitive and empirical 
finding is also confirmed: the more leveraged the firm, the steeper the volatility 
skew. All these predictions are in line with Toft & Prucyk (1997) who employ an 
Normallsed Implieds and Leverage (endog. barrier) 
20% 40% -60% 
115% 115% - 
110% 110% 1 
105% 105% 
'00% 100% 
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90% 90% 
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Figure 5.3: Normalised volatility smiles with different leverages and barrier types 
in Leland & Toft model. 
option extension of the Leland model (1994) which only features perpetual debt. 
For example, similar to Toft & Prucyk, we find that for a 40% leveraged firm 
with protected debt the 90% implied volatility is around 6% higher than that of 
a 110% call. Moreover, the difference between 90% and 100% implied volatilities 
Normallsed Implieds and Leverage (exog. barrier) 
20% 40% -60% 
100 
is also close to observed levels. 
Term structure 
5.1 Model predictions 
Volatility term structure was not analysed in Toft & Prucyk (1997). Besides 
changing across strikes, volatilities also change with maturities displaying upward, 
downward or humped sloping shapes depending on market expectations. 
Impileds Term Structure (endog. barrier) - 40% Leverage Implieds 
Term Structure (exog. barrier) - 40% Leverage 
--- 0.25y 0.5y - 1.5y -- --0.25y 0.5y - 1.5y 
33% 
33% 
32% 
32% 
31% 
31% 
30% 
3 0% 
29% 
29% 
28% 1 
75% 809/6 85% 90% 95% 100% 1051% 110% 115% 120% 125% 
kbneyness 
38% 
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Figure 5.4: Implied volatility term structure with 40% leverage in Leland & Toft 
model. 
Implied volatility levels are again higher for unprotected debt and increasing 
with time for moderately-leveraged (40%) firms - Figure 5.4 exhibits volatiltiy 
smiles for different maturities (0.25,0.5 and 1.5 years) and for both types of 
barrier. Interestingly, for more leveraged (60%) firms - see Figure 5.5 - the term 
structure is instead declining for unprotected debt (i. e., endogeneous barriers): 
this feature is very similar to the one observed in the credit market where spreads 
for risky names decline over time. 
Additionally, highly-leveraged firms with unprotected debt also present - Fig- 
ure 5.6 - volatility skews which decline in time. However, such effect 
is relatively 
small. It seems that volatility term structures are better explained by stochastic 
volatility. 
Credit spreads and dividend yield 
We also change the credit spreads assumptions by keeping leverage at 40% and 
implied equity dividend yield at 3%. Recalling that our base case is a coupon of 
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Figure 5.5: Implied volatility term structure with 60% leverage in Leland & Toft 
model. 
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90bp spread over the risk-free rate, we investigate the effect of a zero spread and 
" high 300bp spread on implied volatilities across both strikes and maturities 9. 
Interestingly, a firm paying a high spread (300bp) on its protected debt has 
" higher equity value, due to the tax shield on coupons, than a firm paying 
no spread at all (respectively 66.15 vs. 64.40), and this despite our definition 
of exogenous barrier implies a higher value. A similar effect is observable for 
unprotected debt where the endogenous barrier remain almost unchanged with 
higher spreads'o. Both protected and unprotected debt cases translate into lower 
implied volatility levels for higher credit spread - see Figure 5.7. We can conclude 
that coupon-bearing bonds increase both equity and debt value, and not only the 
latter (as we could have deduced from the obviously lower duration of debt). 
Implieds and Spreads (endog. barrier) - 40%Leverage 
---0 bp 90 bp (base case) -300 bp 
38% 
36% 
34% 
32% 
3". 
28'Y. 
75% 80'/. M 909/6 95% 1009/6 105*/. 110% 115% 120% 125% 
Nbfleyness 
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329/6 
30% 
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Figure 5.7: Implieds and credit spreads and with 40% leverage in Leland & Toft 
model. 
Furthermore, higher spreads imply slightly less pronounced skews (especially 
for protected debt), but such an effect is quite small as can be seen in the left 
chart of Figure 5.8. With respect to term structures, implied volatilities are still 
increasing with time (for both protected debt - right chart in Figure 5.8 - and 
unprotected debt) and the differences in skews are negligible. 
The effect of higher dividend yields is qualitatively similar to assuming higher 
spreads and it is therefore not reported here. Again, from a term structure point 
of view, dividends have hardly any effect. 
9Note that we axe not discussing the effect of time-varying credit spreads for a firm (a 
dynamic view), but the effect on implied volatilities of similar capital structures that differ 
only in credit spreads (a rather static view). 
loThe barrier actually decreases slightly for higher spreads: from 30.49 in case of zero spread 
to 30.48 for 300bp spread. 
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Figure 5.8: Left chart: normalised implieds for different credit spreads; right 
chart: implieds term structure for a 300bp spread. 
Taxes and bankruptcy costs 
For tax and bankruptcy cost rates, we only show our result for the endogenous 
barrier case. 
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Figure 5.9: Implied volatilities with different tax and bankruptcy cost rates in 
Leland & Toft model. 
A higher tax rate leads, unsurprisingly, to higher equity levels both directly 
trough a larger tax shield and also trough lower endogenous default barriers. 
Keeping leverage and implied dividends unchanged, we obtain higher equity and 
debt values (respectively 4.2% and 6.3% up). With respect to our base case 
implied volatility levels are now lower, whilst skew is mostly unaffected (see left 
chart in Figure 5-9). 
Norm. ImPlieds and Spreads (exog. barrier) - 40% lever. 
-- 0 bp 90 bp (base case) - 300 bp 
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As expected, higher bankruptcy costs reduce firm and equity values. The 
implied volatilities are 2% higher around the money and the skew is only slightly 
steeper (see right chart in Figure 5.9). 
Debt maturity and growth rates 
Another variable that has not received much attention in option pricing literature 
- except for a few lines in Ericsson & Reneby (2003a) - is the maturity of debt, 
T2, and its effect on option prices. This is probably due to the fact that such a 
variable does not usually enter any standard equity pricing model. Firms with 
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Figure 5.10: Implied volatilities for different debt maturities in Leland & Toft 
model. 
shorter debt maturity exhibit steeper skews. Both equity and debt values increase 
slightly with longer maturity debt. Moreover, implieds are a decreasing function 
of debt maturity. This effect is more accentuated for highly leveraged firms but 
negligible for lowly leveraged ones. 
An even more overlooked variable is the growth rate for debt. Keeping the 
leverage at 40%", a positive growth rate for debt (assuming the same growth 
rate for the barrier, i. e. a= b) increases not only the value of debt (from 44.36 to 
45.27) but also that of equity (from 66.66 to 67.98). Moreover, since both values 
decline with increasing debt maturity (e. g., equity declines to 67.71 and debt 
to 45.14 if debt maturity increases to 15 years), this means that with positive 
"By combining debt growth rate, b, and debt face value, D, (or alternatively debt maturity 
T2) to keep leverage constant at 40%. 
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Figure 5.11: Normalised implied volatilities for different debt maturities in Leland 
& Toft model. 
growth rate the optimal (unprotected) debt maturity is not infinite as it is the 
case in Leland & Toft (1996) where a=b=0. 
As show in Figure 5.12 higher debt growth rates exhibit steeper skews (left 
chart): interestingly the skew rises by rotating around the ATM volatility level. 
The term structure is - as per the base case with a -- b=0- still increasing 
across strikes (right chart). 
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Figure 5.12: Implied volatilities and term structure for positive debt growth rates 
in the Exponential Leland & Toft model. 
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5.2 Empirical Evidence 
This section will first present a broad overview of the empirical research regarding 
the performance of CDS spreads implied by structural models against actual ones. 
We would then concentrate on the relationship between CDS spreads and two 
market proxies for volatility and jump risk, respectively ATM implied volatility 
and implied volatility skew; in particular we will review two studies - Hull et al. 
(2005) and Cremers et al. (2004) (even if the latter uses credit spreads instead of 
CDS spreads). Finally, we will conduct an empirical analysis on four companies to 
investigate the relationship between CDS spreads and implied volatility surfaces 
and compare our results with the existing literature. 
Review of previous studies 
There is only a limited number of studies on CDS spreads implied by the model 
and this lack is certainly (at least in part) due to the recent development of the 
credit market and subsequent short time series available for testing. Moreover, 
most studies take into consideration credit spreads and not CDS spreads (for 
example Blanco et al. (2003)), even if the main conclusions can be thought valid 
for both spreads. 
One of the very first studies was Jones, Mason, and Rosenfeld (1984); they 
found out that their implemented Merton model consistently underestimate the 
observed credit spreads, moreover the model had an higher explanatory power for 
highly leveraged companies than investment grade ones. However, their approach 
was criticized by Fisher (1984) both on methodological and theoretical grounds 
(for example they did not consider possible liquidity and taxes effects besides 
credit risk to explain credit spreads). 
A more recent study, Lyden and Saraniti (2000), confirmed the result of Jones 
et (1984): the Merton's model produced mean absolute errors around 80-90 basis 
points. Another interesting finding of theirs was that the simple Merton model 
was better than the more sophisticated Longstaff & Schwartz model (1995) (with 
stochastic risk-free interest rates and possible earlier default) in predicting accu- 
racy. 
Eorn et a. l. (2004), tested fi-,, -e different structural models and discovered 
that all of them are imperfect: two of them consistently underestimate spreads 
107 5.2 Empirical Evidence 
(like the previous studies had found), three instead overpredict spreads with the 
exception of low-leveraged companies. For financial institutions all the models 
perform very poorly, confirming again previous studies. Ericsson and Reneby 
(2003b) proposed a refinement of Merton model and then tested it; their model 
performs well compared to other structural models and is also superior to reduced 
form models too. 
Gemmill (2002) made an interesting analysis using a unique database of zero- 
coupon corporate bonds issued by closed-end funds in UK. Each fund had only a 
single issue with no coupon bonds that was to be liquidated simultaneously with 
the fund itself. There is a perfect correspondence with the assumption of the 
simple Merton model in this case and, contrarily to previous studies, predicted 
and observed spread were - on average - very close. Still, predicted spreads were 
much smaller than actual ones for bonds close to maturity - due to the diffusion 
assumption on the asset process - or for very low leveraged/low volatile funds. 
In general, we conclude that the structural model underpredicts" spreads" 
and, for very short-term maturities, they are almost zero when reality suggests 
otherwise: even a few days maturity CDS spreads are positive and well above 
zero. This can be due to a variety of reasons: the underestimation of observed 
spreads and their tendency to approach zero as maturity shortens are due to the 
underlying assumptions of the model itself (diffusion model with no jumps and 
no default allowed before maturity); some depend on the fact that credit spreads 
are simply not explained by credit risk alone (it is not a case that the Merton 
model behave well for high leveraged companies where credit risk accounts for 
most part of the spreads) but also by taxes, uncertainty about interest rates and 
liquidity risk (already noticed by Fischer (1984)). 
With respect to the relationship between CDS spreads and volatility skew the 
research studies are even fewer (almost inexistent). We found two main studies. 
The first one, Hull et al. (2005) suggests the following linear regression: 
CDS =a+ OATM + -ýSKEW 
121n a recent lecture, Leland questioned the implementation of Leland & Toft model and the 
consequent conclusion of spread overestimation in Eom et al. (2004): he finds instead that 
the model - similarly to other structural models - underestimates rather than overestimates 
spreads. 
1%, hich we have also shown in Figure 2.7. 
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The dependent variable is the CDS spreads that is explained by both ATM im- 
plied volatility and skew 14 - The authors 
find a positive and strong relationship 
between credit spreads and at-the-money (ATM) volatility and a milder positive 
one with volatility skew. The relation for the latter is stronger when the ATM 
volatility is high. Given the correlation between ATM and skew, the authors 
orthogonalise the independent variables in order to control for collinearity. How- 
ever, they do not test for any possible spuriousness due to the nonstationarity 
nature of the time series. 
The second study - by Cremers et al (2004) - analyses data for 524 corporate 
bonds spanning over 351 weeks of 69 firms. Their findings confirms those of Hull 
et al. (2005) with respect to the high significance of ATM implied volatility (and 
to a lesser extent) implied skew 15 in explaining credit spreads (not CDS spreads). 
In line with previous studies, the authors find that long-maturity credit spreads 
are easier to explain than short-term ones (liquidity effects? ). Differently from 
economic theory, however, they found that as the historical return distribution 
- calculated using the past 180 return observations - becomes more negatively 
skewed, credit spreads decrease instead of increasing (the regression coefficient 
of skewness has positive sign instead of the expected negative one). Finally, the 
study find positive indications about the robustness of their findings, or in other 
words, that implied volatilities are not simply proxies of other credit spread deter- 
minants (past stock returns, level and slope of interest rates, liquidity 16 , general 
trend of credit spreads). Their most interesting results - for our research - are 
that in a theoretical structural models with jumps: (i) ATM implied volatility 
is not as much sensitive to jumps (intensity and size) as to default boundaries 
(proxied by credit ratings); (ii) implied skewness is (not surprisingly) very sen- 
sitive to jumps intensity and size; surprisingly, the skew first increases and then 
decreases as the firm approaches the default boundary, in the end it even turns 
negative. 
"Skew is defined as the difference between OTM and ATNI puts option implied volatilities. 
15Differently from Hull et al. (2005), the skew is defined as the slope of the volatility smile 
and is corrected for the mechanical and periodic pattern as approaching expirations. 
16Jf options traded on an issuer are illiquid (wide bid-ask spreads), we would expect (short- 
term) credit spreads to be higher in order to compensate for the higher cost of hedging bonds 
in equity markets. 
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Empirical Analysis: 
CDS spreads and Implied Volatility Surface 
We analyse equity and credit empirical relationships for four major European 
companies belonging to different industries and compare our results with the two 
relevant studies cited above (Hull et al. (2005) and Cremers et al. (2004)). 
The charts in Figure 5.13 show a very strong relationship between equity 
volatility and CDS spreads in the years 2001 to 2003, whilst the following years 
display a continuing tightening of CDS spreads and a reduction in volatility (in 
reality, a general trend of the market) which has been only interrupted by the 
outburst of the sub-prime crisis from mid 2007. All the four companies have 
ratings around AA/BBB which exhibit empirically strong relationships between 
CDS and equity volatilities (such rated companies are the ones usually targeted 
by hedge funds active in capital structure arbitrage). 
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5.2 Empirical Evidence 
One of the main problems for researchers investigating the linkage between credit 
and equity markets is the collection of data, especially CDS spreads. For example 
Cremers et al. (2004) collected data on credit spreads instead of CDS spreads. 
We therefore decide to focus on four specific and liquid cases: 
* France Telecom S. A., a provider of telecommunication services; 
Daimler A. G., a manufacturer of automotive products (mainly passengers 
cars); 
* Bayer A. G., a producer of healthcare and agricultural products; 
* Vivendi S. A., a media conglomerate with operations ranging from music to 
video games. 
We have weekly observations for CDS spreads and equity implied volatilities 
from April 2001 to March 2008. CDS are expressed in basis points and implied 
volatilities are multiplied by 100, e. g. a volatility of 40% is expressed as 40 17 . 
We use 5-years CDS spreads since they are the most liquid among credit 
derivatives instruments. The CDS data we use are averages of mid bid-ask spread 
quotes (on unsecured senior debt) submitted by 12 banks and collected by Markit. 
With respect to option implied volatilities, we use the average implied volatil- 
ity for shorter-term (I year) call and put equity options. Ideally, we would like 
to have implied volatility consistent with the CDS maturity -5 years - but un- 
fortunately options are not very liquid for such longer maturities and the 1 year 
maturity appears to be the best in term of trade-off between consistency and 
liquidity. Skew is defined as the difference between OTM volatility and ATM 
volatility where the OTM volatility is the implied volatility of an option with 
a. moneyness 18 of 90% - similar to Hull et al. (2005) and in accordance with 
market conventions - while the ATM volatility, obviously, has a moneyness of, or 
as close as possible to, 100%. 
W'e use as software both Microfit (an econometric package) and Mathematica. 
17 The data has been provided by Dresdner Kleinwort. 
18Ratio of the strike over current stock price, KISO. 
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Description 
CDS spreads - see Figure 5.13 - seem to move jointly with ATM volatilities, yet 
CDS spreads appear more volatile during the higher volatility periods, like for 
example in the summer of 2002. Moreover, we can observe in Figure 5.14 that 
the SKEW fluctuates substantially more than the relative stable ATM volatilities 
(and CDS spreads). We would expect, therefore, that the SKEW has a lower ex- 
planatory power for CDS spreads with respect to ATM vol. This does not appear 
surprising considering Hull et al (2005) and Cremers et al. (2004) evidence. 
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Figure 5.14: France Telecom: ATM volatility, implied skew and CDS spreads. 
Descriptive statistics for the time series levels are presented in Figure 5.15 
and the scatter plots for France Telecom 19 are in Figure 5.17. Considering the 
bubble burst period only (first 2 years), means and standard deviations would be 
obviously higher. 
Unsurprisingly there is a high degree of correlation between between CDS and 
ATM implied volatility, Figure 5.16. Correlation between ATM volatility and 
SKEW is instead relatively low, which means we do not need to accommodate 
for possible collinearity effects if we wanted to regress them against CDS spreads 
(like Hull et al. (2005)). 
More than in the positive relationship of the variables (like Cremers et al 
(2004) and Hull et al. (2005)) and the relative running of regressions, we are 
more interested in possible causality relationships between the three variables. 
We want to be able to test if CDS spreads can give us any relevant information 
19Similar results can be observed for the other three companies and are here omitted for 
brevity. 
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France T elecom Daim ler 
CDS _ ATM SKEW CDS ATM SKEW 
Mean 111.84 34.66 1.25 Mean 89.44 29.16 1.35 
St. Dev. 121.65 15.29 0.47 St. Dev. 41.51 6.88 0.40 
Min 18.00 19.05 0.28 Min 19.00 16.76 0.32 
Max 711.00 80.40 2.83 Max 206.00 49.33 2.54 
CDS ATM SKEW CDS ATM SKEW 
Mean 43.73 28.63 1.33 Mean 159.76 32.75 1.30 
St. Dev. 27.26 6.75 0.32 St. Dev. 202.32 12.91 0.61 
Min 12.00 17.89 0.43 Min 35.00 19.10 0.23 
Max 236.00 56.12 2.50 Max 1265.00 80.95 3.27 
Figure 5.15: Descriptive Statistics. 
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Figure 5.16: Correlations between CDS, ATM and Skew. 
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Figure 5.17: Rance Telecom: Scatter plot of CDS vs. ATM and SKEW. 
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about the implied skew level and/or variations. 
Long-term relationships: cointegration 
Simply looking at the two figures before - Figures 5.13 and 5.14 - we would expect 
each series to be non-stationary (at level). More formally, we apply a statistical 
test for unit roots - known as Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) - whose null 
hypothesis is the non-stationarity of the time series. The table below report the 
ADF statistics for both level and first differences " for the three series. 
Variables FT Daimler Bayer Vivendi 
CDS -1.4262 -2.1968 -2-5419 -2-0154 ATM -1.3865 -1.9207 -1.6902 -1-5222 
SKEW -2.7730 -2.5244 -2-5851 -2.7429 
95% critical value for ADF statistic: -2.8651 
Table 5.1: ADF table for the variable levels. 
As expected, we can reject the null hypothesis (non-stationaritY) once the 
three series are differenced, but we cannot reject the null hypothesis for the level 
series of ATM volatility, SKEW and CDS spreads. We say that these time series 
are integrated of order one, I(l). For the implied skew, the ADF test seems 
to suggest that the variables may be stationary already at level, 1(0). We run 
therefore a complementary test for stationarity - the KPPS test" - with the null 
hypothesis being stationarity (instead of non-stationarity) of the time series. The 
results confirm our findings with the ADF statistics: we reject the stationarity 
hypothesis for the level series (skew statistics are around 1.32 against a 95% 
critical value of 0.463). 
Variables FT Daimler Bayer Vivendi 
ACDS -10.0413 -17.2995 -11.2445 -15-6903 
AATM -16.2260 -18.8705 -16.1596 -20.6163 
, ASKEW -18.2949 -26.8625 -14.0586 -17.1539 
_9.5% 
critical value for ADF statistic: -2.8651 
Table 5.2: ADF table for the variable first differences. 
2"The values of the series differenced with their one-lagged values. 
21NN-C, calculated the KPPS statistics by modifying a freely available Mathernatica notebook 
found on Internet. 
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We move on in order to test if there is a linear combination between pairwise 
couples of our three variables (e. g., between CDS spreads and implied Skew) that 
is stationary, 1(0). This means that the two variables have common stochastic 
trends, or in other words, they are cointegrated. Loosely speaking, while cor- 
relation (see table 5.16) indicates a short-term linear relationship between two 
variables, cointegration represents the long-term equivalent between the the vari- 
ables' levels (see Alexander (2001)). 
We use the elegant approach of Johansen that essentially corresponds in our 
case to an extension to the bivariate case of the ADF test. The test is performed 
using Microfit that outputs three different statistics. Here we report only one 
of them, the trace statistic that gives less clear-cut results in order to comment 
them: 
Trace 
statistics FT 
r =0 vs r >I 
Daim Bay Viv I 
r <= I vs r= 
FT Daim Bay 
2 
Viv 
CDS - ATM 21.87 11-85 27.21 33-67 __ 3.38 3.74 3.17 2.72 
CDS - SKEW 18.62 22.08 28.41 40-00 3.29 5.11 7.51 3.93 
ATM - SKEW 14.33 14.21 20.69 30.61 2.69 4.88 3.50 2.18 
95% critical values 20.18 9.16 
90% critical values 17-88 7.53 
Table 5.3: Cointegration table: Trace Statistic for level series. 
We cannot certainly reject - except for Daimler - the null hypothesis (of no 
cointegration) for the relationship between CDS spreads and ATM volatility. The 
results for ATM and SKEW seem more mixed with possible cointegration only for 
two companies, whilst there is strong evidence that CDS and SKEW are indeed 
cointegrated. 
Granger non-causality 
We say, for example, that the CDS spreads (CDS) do not Granger-cause the 
implied skew (SKEW) if the past information about the first variables (CDS) 
does not improve the prediction of the latter ones (SKEW); in formula, using the 
same example, we can write: 
E(SKEIVtjCDSt-i, SKEIVt-j) - E(SKEIVtjSKETVt-j) 
Our definition of 'causality' is therefore not to be interpreted in ternis of its 
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everyday meaning, but of forecasting implications. 
The ADF and KPPS stationarity tests show the non-stationarity nature of 
our three series. Since the Granger non-causality test may give misleading results 
if the variables in the (bivariate) VAR models contain unit roots, we are bound 
to use the VAR in first differences (e. g., between ATM and SKEW for Daimler) 
or cointegrating VAR models if the underlyings are cointegrated (between SKEW 
and both ATM and CDS). 
We first select the optimum lag for the bivariate VAR representation and then 
use a log-likelihood ratio statistic for testing the extent to which the lagged val- 
ues of a variable, say ATM volatility, can help predicting the other one, say CDS 
spread, once lagged values of the latter are also included. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no such causality. Table 5.4 summaries the results for our four com- 
panies where 'D' means that the test has been performed on the first differences 
of the variable rather than its levels. 
Null Hypothesis FT Daimler Bayer Vivendi 
CDS 
No ATM 47-52** 4.49D 16-95** 32-68** 
ATM No + CDS 24.32** 25-73D** 27-34** 6.45* 
SKEW 
No 
CDS 8.62 9.83** 3.01 1.76 
CDS 
No 
SKEW 17.64** 9.04* 9.34** 27.05** 
ATM 
No 
SKEW 20.10D** 10.67D* 7.69* 18-83** 
No 
SKEW ATM 3-69D 8-16D 1.40 0.53 
Table 5.4: Granger non-causality test results indicate, respectively, test 
significance at 10% and 5% level). 
We observe that AATM and ACDS both Granger causes each other with 
one-way exception only for Daimler; in particular, as expected, the LR statistic is 
very supportive of a strong causality of CDS by ATM. There is a clear indication 
that SKEW is of minor importance in predicting CDS spreads, while there is 
evidence that SKEW may be lead-lagged by CDS spreads. Our results confirm 
the findings of Hull et al. (2005) and Cremers et al. (2004) - which were based 
on contemporaneous terms only - that the relationship between 
CDS spreads and 
ATM is indeed strong and, in addition, we shed light on the mild link between 
CDS and SKEW. 
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5.2 Empirical Evidence 
We now move on to analyse price discovery, that is which market is the one where 
4smart money' (informed traders as opposed to noise ones) trade most. Previous 
studies found evidence that the equity option market leads the credit derivatives 
one. Three reasonable explanations are that traders tend to prefer equity options 
over credit ones because: 
The credit derivatives market is simply younger and less established than 
its equity equivalent. 
2. Contract sizes in equity option markets are lower than CDS ones (trading 
is easier and more frequent). 
3. CDS spreads trading is an OTC market, while equity options can be traded 
on exchanges: different counterparty risks are therefore attached. 
We represent the error correction of our series by using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach. The main advantage is that - contrary to 
the classical Johansen's approach - estimation is possible whether variables are 
I(I) or 1(0) and does not require any pre-testing; which is quite handy for our 
potentially fractional integrated SKEW series. 
The procedure is done in two steps. First, we test for the existence of a 
long-run relation between the variables: the significance for the lagged levels of 
the variables is checked in the error correction of the ARDL model. This is done 
through the F-statistics whose non-standard critical bounds have been calculated 
by Pesaran et al. (1996). If the calculated F-statistic falls outside such bounds, 
a decision can be made otherwise the test, is inconclusive. 
Since the observation are weekly, we select 8 (2 months) as the maximum lag 
order for the ARDL model: 
888 
tt 
ATA 
-j+Ebj-ACDSj-i ASKEW =o+ bi ASKETV-j + 
1: b, It 
+a SKEII't-, +0 CDSt-, + -ý ATMt-, + ct (5.1) 
NVe first test the null hypothesis of 'no long-run relationship' 
Ho: a=3--ý, =O 
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against the alternative that these parameters are different from zero. We de- 
note the statistics as F(SKEWICDS, ATM) in table 5.5. We also calcu- 
late equation (5.1) by changing the dependent variable, ASKETI't. to _ýCDSt 
and then to AATMt; the resulting F-statistics are indicated, respectively. as 
F(CDSISKEW, ATM) and F(ATMISKEW, CDS). 
Since the F-statistics for SKEW are above the 95% upper bound of the critical 
range(3.793 , 4.855) - except for FT whose statistics is however above the 90% 
upper bound - we can reject the null of no (long-run) realationship between the 
three variables, irrespective of their order of integration". The F-statistics for 
ATM and CDS are (with two exceptions) below the lower bound of the 95% range 
and hence we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the level variables do not 
significantly enter in the equations for AATM and ASKEIV; the two exceptions 
- ATM for FT and CDS for Bayer - also imply, along with SKEW, a cointegration 
with the other variables. The bound tests seem to suggest that exists a long-run 
relationship between the three variable and that ATM volatility and CDS spreads 
can be treated as 'long-run forcing' variables in explaining the implied skew. 
Bound tests (F-values) FT Daimler Bayer Vivendi 
F(SKEWICDS, ATM) 4.23 5.26 7.65 7.05 
F(CDSISKEW, ATM) 1.72 2.65 8.95 2.67 
F(ATMISKEW, CDS) 8.70 1.51 2.00 2.28 
Table 5.5: Bound test results (critical ranges at 5% and 10% level are, respec- 
tively, (3.793,4.855) and (3.182,4.126)). 
The error correction terms - reported in table 5.6 - are statistically highly sig- 
nificant, have the correct (negative) sign and indicate a relatively fast convergence 
between the variables. 
The estimated long-run coefficients - Table 5.7 - show the effect of Ibp 
23 
increase in CDS spreads and of one vega increase in ATNI volatilities on the 
implied skew (the dependent variable). 
Higher CDS spreads appear to lead to steeper volatility smiles (higher skews) 
and, confirming practitioners' intuition, higher volatilities 
(high ATTNI levels) im- 
22\\re have already checked that we are not dealing with variables that present an order of 
integration higher than one. 
2"That is one basis point, or 0.01%, which explains tfie 
low absolute values for the Cl), 
coefficients in Table 5.7. 
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EC parameters FT Daimler Bayer Vivendi 
estimate -0.1093 -0.1431 -0.1399 -0-1859 
standard error (0.0254) (0.0356) (0-0310) (0.0341) 
T-ratio (prob) -4-2771 -4.0183 -4-5069 -5.4477 
Table 5.6: Error correction parameter estimates for ASKEI V. 
Long-run coefficients FT Daimler Bayer Vivendi 
CDS coeff. 0.00424 0.00733 0.00847 0.00731 
standard error (0-00178) (0.00253) (0-00443) (0.00491) 
ATM coeff. -0.01446 -0-00728 -0-00892 -0-00917 
standard error (0.01374) (0-01492) (0-017465) (0-01089) 
Intercept coeff. 1.3604 0.94431 1.25370 0.82783 
standard error (0.32448) (0.33674) (0.35201) (0.27035) 
Table 5-7: Long-run coefficient estimates for SKEI 1'. 
ply flatter smiles (lower skews). Finally, unlike previous studies, our results 
suggest that with respect to OTM put options the price discovery happens in the 
credit market. 
5.3 Information content of structural models 
Most empirical research findings on structural models boil down to the fact that 
even if these models tend to underestimate credit spreads, they are still able to 
correctly rank companies according to their (credit) risk. In order to test the 
extent of this conclusion, we use the simplest structural model - the Merton's 
model - as a stock-picking device to assess whether it is able to generate any 
excess performance when compared to a benchmark. 
Our universe consists of all European companies (including UK but excluding 
Greece) that have a minimum market capitalisation of Eur 5 million; we also 
group them in 10 different sectors, according to the '., \ISCI categorisation24 . NN-e 
exclude all companies that show a3 month (total) performance that lies outside 
the (- 100%, 150%) range; this is mainly a control filter to avoid possible corrupt 
24 That is Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples. Energy, Financials, Health Care, In- 
dustrials, Information Technology, Materials. Telecommunication Services and Utilities. 
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data. We obtain a number varying between a minimum of 419 (in the first 3 
quarters) to a maximum of 919 eligible companies in the final periods (after 13 
quarters their number is already around 700), this behavious is due to our chosen 
database which grows overtime. 
Performance Comparison 
Best 20 -Worst 20 Stoxx 60OR 9 
8 
Figure 5.18: Performance for the 20 Best and Worst (Merton's model ranked) 
companies vs. DJ EuroStoxx 600 (all expressed in Euros). 
The Merton's model is calibrated using the classical implementation - see 
Subsection 2.2.1 - to obtain (quarterly estimated) asset values, A0, and asset 
volatilities, O'A for each available company. We then calculate the distance to 
default statistics (DtD) - i. e., (Ao - D)I(UAAO) where D indicates the balance 
sheet value of liabilities - and rank the companies accordingly2'. We finally select 
the 2 best ranked companies per each sector (for a total of 20) and combine them 
in an equally-weighted basket computing its quarterly performance; we do the 
same for the 2 worst ranked ones. Figure 5.18 compares the two baskets against 
each other and against a pan-European stock market index of 600 companies 
(Dow Jones Stoxx 600): it is evident that the safest basket (20 Best) outperforms 
the riskiest one (20 Worst) as well as the index. Riskier companies are extremely 
sensitive to bear markets as investors rush to sell them, whereas good quality ones 
usually suffer less. It is also true that, during bull market, poor quality companies 
25Thc higher the distance to default, the better the company. 
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tend to outperform (in relative terms) with respect to both good companies and 
the index. It is also worth noting that the Best 20 companies exhibit less volatility 
- see left chart in Figure 5.19 - and their outperformance seems being the result 
of avoiding downward markets. 
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Figure 5.19: Left chart: quarterly returns for the 20 Best and Worst (Merton's 
model ranked) companies (2 companies per sector) vs. EuroStoxx 600. Right 
chart: quarterly returns for the 20 Worst Companies vs. VDax and lBoxx BBB 
Corporates. 
Excluding Utilities and Financials - two sectors usually disregarded when 
using Merton's model - does not substantially change our results (also because 
our ranking is not absolute but within sectors)- 
The Worst 20 basket performance - right chart in Figure 5.19 - appears (not 
surprisingly given our previous analysis) to be strongly correlated with equity 
volatility (VDax) and credit (iBoxx BBB Euro Corporate index) returns. 
The adoption of the simple Merton's model as screening tool is able to generate 
extra-performance over long holding periods and ranking companies according to 
their risk; structural models seem, therefore, to pass out test regarding their 
information content. 
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5.4 Equity default swaps 
We introduced Equity Default Swaps (EDS) in Section 3.5 26 
. 
In this section, 
we use the Black & Scholes model to study EDS price sensitivity to different 
parameters ('greeks') and then compare CDS and EDS price for some European 
firms using a Constant Elasticity of Variance (CEV) model. The latter model 
is chosen since it incorporates an exogenously leverage effect as opposed to the 
endogenous one in structural models (see for example Figure 5-1); moreover, 
Albanese and Chen (2004) have showed that actual EDS prices are consistent 
with CEV models 27 . 
An EDS is an interesting example being an hybrid product. From a credit 
point of view, an EDS is similar to a CDS28 since its trigger -a 70% price drop of 
a share initial value - can be considered a proxy for a default event and, therefore, 
assume to provide investors with a similar CDS protection. Yet, it also has two 
important differences: (i) the trigger for the contingent payment is an equity 
event rather than a credit default of the reference entity (the two events can be 
proxies for each other, but they do not necessarily happen together as we will 
see below) and (ii) in contrast to a CDS that has a recovery rate which remains 
unknown until default, an EDS has a recovery amount fixed at inception (which 
is usually equal to 50% of the initial share price). From an equity perspective, 
an EDS looks like a traded One Touch Put option but with lower triggers, longer 
maturities and a premium paid over the life of the option rather than upfront. 
5.4.1 EDS value 
Since most objections about the disputed novelty of EDSs are their being just 
OTP options, we start analysing the impact of their swap feature and repeat, 
therefore, some of the analysis in Gil-Bazo (2006) after correcting his formulae 29. 
The swap value consists of two different parts: (i) instead of a single upfront 
"EDS pricing formulae were first derived by Gil-Bazo (2006) in a Black & Scholes framework 
and by Band Medova & Smith (2006) in the context of structural models. 
27The authors deem such consistency inappropriate and propose, instead, their own model 
which unfortunately fails to reproduce market prices. 
28 Indeed, some suggested pricing models (like structural ones) are borrowed from the credit 
derivatives literature. 
29There is an error in the formula, for the cumulative first-hitting time probability which 
affects the EDS va, lues. For example the c EDS price given at page 72 in his article is too low: 
the error ranges from 0.25% to 4.5% depending on volatility. 
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premium payment of an OTP option, EDS payments are periodically made over 
the whole maturity (time value of money) and, in addition, (ii) payments stop 
when the barrier is hit and only an accrual payment is due by the EDS buyer 
(stopped payments) - 
To assess both swap components, we can compare an EDS spread -c EDS _ 
against an otherwise identical OTP option expressed in spread terms by simply 
multiplying it for the fixed recovery value and dividing this product by the time 
to maturity 
30 : 
_no swap 
R) OTP(O, T) no swap 
T 
We also shows the effect of interest rates and different trigger values. Finally, to 
assess the value of stopping the payment after a default occurs, we multiply the 
OTP option premium for the fixed recovery rate and divide it by the rtsk-free 
PVOI. This is like an OTP option where the premium is paid periodically - like 
in an EDS - but with no possibility of stopping payments in case of default: 
no stop R) OTP(O, T) 
PVOI 
where the PV01 can be expressed as follows since it is a simple geometric series: 
PVOI(O, T, r) = 
QTIA+l 
Q 
where Q= exp(-rA) 
Figure 5.20 shows both the swap payment feature (swap feature value) - 
-C 
no swap /C EDS _ and the value of stopping future payments due under the 
swap (accrual value) -1-c no stop /C 
EDS _ under different volatilities and maturi- 
ties. Unsurprisingly, both the swap feature and the accrual values are increasing 
in time and volatility. For example an increase of volatility from 30% to 40% 
translates into a swap feature value rise from 10% to almost 17% of the total 
EDS value; the effect is relatively stronger for the accrual value which goes from 
2.75% to almost 10%. The difference is negligible if EDS premia are paid semi- 
annually or quarterly. Indeed, semiannual premia are only around (or below) 
3'The OTP option is obviously for a unit notional. Model parameters are - with the usual 
notation -T= 5y, trigger = 30%, r= 3%, div yield = (q =)I%, recovery rate R= 50% and 
o, = 35%. If not otherwise specified, premium payments are quarterly. 
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Figure 5.20: Black & Scholes Swap feature and Accrual values as percentage of 
EDS premia for different volatilities and maturities. 
0.38% higher than respective quarterly premia across different maturities (1 to 
10 years), volatilities (10% to 50%) and trigger levels (5% to 90%). In Figure 
EOT Reuter Stock (23/06106) Rating 
Interest 
Rate 
Dividend 
Yield 
CDS 
spread 
CDS Volatility EDS Volatility EDS (bsp) 
France Telecom FTE. PA 16.33 A- 3.43% 6.1% 39 70.929/. 36.5% 318.35 
BNP Paribas BNPP. PA 72.60 AA 3A3% 4.3% 7 60.68% 40.2% 363.91 
ENI ENI. MI 22.41 AA 3.43% 5.6% 9 61.359/. 32.2% 209.07 
ST BT. L 2.29 A- 4.81% 5.3% 46 73.8V/6 32.5% 180.94 
Allianz ALVG. DE 120.05 AA- 3.43% 2.1% is 66.229/6 46.4% 463.99 
Siemens SIEGn. DE 67.90 AA- 3.43% 2.2% 14 65.73% 35.0% 202.11 
Royal Bank of Scotland RBS. L 17.24 AA- 4.81% 5.0% 8 61.90% 37.6% 284.42 
Barclays 
I 
BARC. L 5.97 AA 4.81% 4.6% 10 63.33% 35.6% 231.95 
Figure 5.21: EDS prices using the market volatility smile. 
5.21, we report EDS prices for different names using the volatility smiles interpo- 
lated from actual market prices (see Figure 5.22); these are the prices we would 
get using Bloomberg function (CDS volatilities are obtained by using numerical 
inversion of the EDS formula with a 1% trigger). We note that the difference 
between EDS and CDS prices seems dependent on a firm's particular industry. 
In the next section, we investigate this characteristic using a better model. An 
increase in the dividend yield and in the trigger both lead to higher EDS values. 
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Figure 5.22: Examples of two volatility smiles. 
The effect is stronger for the latter (see Figure 5.23): for trigger levels above 65% 
the EDS reach almost 1,000 bp and increase by around 33% for a 75% trigger, 
in addition, the Cno swap and Cn, top values become very close (approaching 50% 
of the EDS value) implying that the value is mostly given by the possibility to 
stop payments after default. Perhaps the most interesting chart is the left one in 
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Figure 5.23: Black & Scholes EDS premia with, respectively, different values of 
interest rates (net of dividend yields) and trigger levels. 
Figure 5.24: only after a 20% volatility the vol component of an EDS becomes 
relevant, for lower volatilities its value is indeed very close to a CDS (default 
component3l); note that in Black & Scholes a CDS is worth zero (see next sec- 
tion for more details) . The right chart in the same figure shows that EDS is more 
3' Recall, however, that the loss rate is fixed at 50% for an EDS and is (on average) around 
65% for a CDS. 
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concave in maturity than an equivalent OTP option (c"'P), this is mostly due 
to the swap feature (see also right chart in Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.24: Black & Scholes EDS premia with respect to various volatility levels. 
5.4.2 CDS vs. EDS 
This subsection applies the work of Atlan & Leblanc (2006). The Constant 
Elasticity of Variance (CEV) model is an ancestor of local volatility models and 
features volatility skews and heteroskedastic stock returns: it accounts for the 
'leverage effect' (a decrease in the stock price increases the leverage (debt-equity 
ratio) of a firm and, therefore, its equity volatility) in an exogenous way32 . The 
share price E follows the process: 
dEt (r q) Etdt + oEt'dg't 
which remains at zero in case of default33. 
A very important feature of this model, over the Black & Scholes one, is the. 
non-zero probability of hitting zero'. Intuitively, when the stock prices moves to 
zero the absolute volatility in Black & Scholes (i. e. Ea) decreases (since the a is 
constant) causing the process to diffuse less. On the contraxy, in a CEV process 
when the stock prices decreases the relative volatility increases. 
321n Figure 5.1, we show that structural models produce an endogenous volatility skew. 
33That is a stopped CEV diffusion (EtAT)t>O- 
34For example, the price of a put has an a-dditional term to account for the case of default. 
See any finance textbook. 
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To calculate the (CEV model) EDS fair spread we need the OTP option value 
(for the numerator) and the probabilities to touch the barrier at payment times 
(for the denominator). We use the following result'5 assuming that a<1: 
0. \ (Eo) (5.2) 
0, \(H) 
where OX(Eo) = Eo'-1/2 e-, " Wk,,,, (Iltlz) and 
2(1-a) 
z 
E8 
or2(l Cj) 
M 4(l a) 
k= sgn(p)(m -- 2m 
A 
2 RAI 
Wk, m(x) is the Whittaker function that we define in terms of a confluent hyper- 
geometric function and -rH is the first time the share price E hits a lower barrier 
H. 
The expectation in equation (5.2) can be financially interpreted as the price 
of a perpetual security that pays I in case of default or, in other words an infinite 
maturity OTP option. To obtain a finite maturity(T < oo) OTP, or in mathe- 
matical terms a truncated Laplace transform, E[e-"*HIT,, <, T] , we apply Fubini's 
theorem and obtain its Laplace transform in closed formula: 
r+ 00 
e-A'Efe -rTH Ri-H <Tlds = 
E[e-( 
A 
A)7*lf ] 
To get the fixed leg of an EDS, we also need the probabilities to touch the barrier 
whose Laplace transform is (by integration by parts) equal to: 
e-'\sQ(, rH < s)ds = 
E[e 
A 
AIHJ 
The inversion of Laplace nansforms 
We have closed formulw in terms of Laplace transforms, all we have to do is to 
find the best method to invert them and get the prices we need. 
35 Which is stated in Atlan & Leblanc (2006). 
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There are over 100 algorithms available, most of them approximate the in- 
version integral with an infinite Fourier series (Fourier series expansion). A very 
popular approach is based on Gaver functionals as proposed in Stehfest (1970) 
where, in order to accelerate the convergence for the discrete analog of the con- 
tinuous Post-Widder formula, a Saltzer summation is used. A better alternative, 
also based on Gaver functionals, makes use of the Wynn rho algorithm as sum- 
mation method, see the GWR algorithm in Abate & Valko (2004). 
We try to use the GWR algorithm to invert the CEV Laplace transforms, 
but we obtained unexpected results: increasing (instead of decreasing) survival 
probabilities as maturity increases and, sometimes, even negative probabilities. 
The convergence was not good enough given the presence in the formula of the 
confluent hypergeometric function. This function gives rise to a number of sin- 
gularities, not addressed explicitly by GWR, since this algorithm involves only 
real arithmetic. We then employ a different algorithm, called the Talbot method, 
which is based on deforming the standard contour B in the Bromwich integral: 
et'f(s)ds 27rý 
fB 
where f (s) is the Laplace transform we have close formulas for. Talbot's contri- 
bution was to replace the contour B with the a carefully chosen path 36: 
S(O) = ro(cot 0+ i) 
with 0E [-7r, 7r] and r is fixed to be equal to 2M/(5t), where M is the numbers 
of terms to be summed (usually 32). Using the trapezoidal rule with step 7r/M 
to approximate the resulting integral with step 37 7r/M, we get: 
f(t, M) =r1 
M-1 
S(Ok) 
M .2 
e`j(r) +E Re[e' 
i(S(Ok)) (1 + iO(0k))]] 
k=l 
where 0(0k) :: -- Ok +A Cot Ok - 1) Cot Ok- Increasing M, increases the precision of 
the inversion. 
We tested this (fixed-Talbot) method and we found it works quite well. It 
36 We follow the exposition in Abate & Valk6 (2004). 
37 This means that Ok , in the approximated formula, is equal to k 
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takes less than 30 seconds in Mathematica to calculate the price of an EDS: we 
need a first inversion for the contingent leg and 20 (4 times each year for 5 years) 
inversions to get the probabilities for the premium leg. The method fails for 
values of a above 0.65 and it takes, unsurprisingly, longer for small values of a. 
Data 
We use daily I year OTC implied volatilities for 4 different strikes around the 
money (i. e., 110% to 80%), share prices and I year swap interest rates. The 
dividend yields were estimated using historical paid dividends divided by current 
daily stock price". The assumption we made on the OTC surface was that 
between traders' updates the vol would move along the curve". 
Calibration 
The simplest calibration is to fix a such that the absolute vols for both B&S and 
CEV models are equal: 
9 : -::: UBS 
sl-a 
We are left with calibrating just oz. This approach makes the pricing of EDS and 
CDS Mdependent of the share price level, similarly therefore to B&S prices. We 
choose instead to calibrate both parameters'O. The calibration was performed 
on each trading day by using a grid search algorithm: we look for the two CEV 
parameters that minimise the following square errors sum: 
III(Cmkt) - 
ln(CýEV) 
2 
between a minimum and maximum of, respectively, -0.95 and 0.6 for oz and 
0.25 and and 4 of that day historical stock prices for O-CEV. Estimates are very 
noisy, which is reflected in the model prices; however, the price trends seem to 
38An alternative, and more theoretically sound approach would have been to use the put-call 
parity in order to get implied dividend yields, but we have no times series for closest-to-the 
money I year call and put prices (only their average implied vols). 
391n other words, it would satisýy the sticky-strike assumption: as the stock price moves 
the ATNI implied vol would move accordingly on the smile. Simply put, we are trusting that 
traders' updates reflect changes in the surface, which is not always the case. 
40Even if we intend to price 5-year instruments, we choose 1 year implied volatilities as a 
trade-off between liquidity and relevance. 
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Figure 5.25: A calibration example: AXA. 
be reasonable. Smoothing techniques could have been applied, but we decided 
against further data distortion. 
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Figure 5.26: Calculated EDS and DDS values (right-hand side scale) and CDS 
prices (left-hand side scale) for France Telecom. 
Results 
We investigate 10 European liquid names (see Figure 5.29) in the DJ Stoxx 50 
index and calculate EDS and Digital Default Swap (DDS) prices. The latter 
contract is a CDS with a zero recovery rate, in other words it pays 100% of the 
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notional in case of default, and it is faster to calculate since it does not involve 
any Laplace transform inversionS41 . Below, we report only relevant results. 
It is interesting to note that even if we calibrated our model to equity market 
data, the EDS and DDS price seem to move together with actual CDS prices - 
Figure 5.26. EDS prices seem only slight higher than DDS ones, but the two 
products have also different recovery assumptions (respectively, 50% vs. 0%) 
besides different triggers. More importantly, DDS (and EDS) prices are increasing 
with respect to CDS spreads in the last two year of data; this behaviour is common 
to all our 10 observed names (except for Daimler): with hindsight we can say 
that the equity derivative market was pricing in the correction we had in February 
and August 2007 (or that financial analysts were correct when stating the CDS 
spreads were too low). 
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Figure 5.27: EDS/CDS and DDS/CDS ratios for two names. 
In the previous subsection, we already mention the difference between EDS 
and CDS prices for different industries. Figure 5.27 confirms that the two sources 
of value of an EDS -a default and a volatility one - seem to be indeed industry- 
specific: our other financial names show a similar feature. Albanese and Chen 
(2004) find an average ratio of EDS to CDS spreads around 5, similarly to Daimler 
but too low when compared to financial firms. 
Figure 5.28 helps clarify the extent of the volatility component: an EDS on 
Allianz would have been exercised in March 2003 (as well as in the AXA case), 
41jtS price, like a CDS spread in the CEV model, is function of a cumulative (complementary) 
gamma distribution - see Proposition 8 in Atlan & Leblanc (2006). We expect a DDS to be 
worth 1.66 times - 1/(1 - RCDS) -a CDS. 
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however, even if the CDS spread jumped to an higher level, it was not high enough 
to imply an imminent default of the company. 
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Figure 5.28: CDS and Stock prices for Allianz: March 2003. 
We can also calculate - using DDS prices and CDS actual prices - the recovery 
rate (see for example Berd & Kapoor (2003)) Mplied by our CEV model: 
Ri,,, p =I- CDSIDDS 
However, as expected with other models (e. g., Credit Grades in Yu (2006)), we 
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Figure 5.29: Implied Recovery Rates. 
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obtain unreliable estimates: the recovery rate is (for senior but unsecured debt) 
too close to 100%; Figure 5.29 shows the implied recovery for Daimer-Crysler and 
the average recovery rates implied by our calculated DDS values for all 10 names. 
One reason for this behaviour is our (trade-off) calibration to I year (rather than 
5 years) volatility smiles, since OTM volatilities decline with maturity we are 
clearly overpricing 5 year EDS and DDS contracts. It is worthy of the note that 
the jump of the Daimer-Crysler CDS spread in April 2005 42 which pushed the 
implied recovery rate to extremely low levels (around 6%-10%) was a move that 
was almost uncorrelated to the share price that remained above $30 when the 
average share price in the previous 2 months was around $35. This is a clear 
example when a structural model (actually any model) would fail to capture 
the relationship between two securities of the same firm (implied volatilties were 
higher, but not enough to justify the CDS spread). 
We conclude by noting that our structural model EDS price - see Section 
3.5 - which incorporates an endogenously generated equity volatility leverage is 
actually easier and faster to calculate then the corresponding CEV model price 
where leverage has been exogenously introduced. 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter we explore the implications of the equity options prices derived 
in the previous chapter. We confirm Toft and PrucYk (1997)s findings using a 
more realistic capital structure with a finite maturity for debt: implied volatility 
skews are linked to leverage and are more pronounced for firms financed by debt 
with protective covenants (exogenous default barriers). Moreover, we find that 
the volatility term structure is mostly increasing except for highly-leveraged firms 
with unprotected debt (endogenous barrier) which instead display declining and 
less steep smiles. Interestingly, higher coupon spreads reduce implied volatility 
levels for both types of barrier and, for unprotected debt, slightly decrease the 
steepness of the skew. Taxes, bankruptcy rates and debt maturity have expected 
effects, whilst surprisingly higher debt growth rates seem to decrease the volatility 
skew. 
42 GAI and Ford debt was downgraded by two rating agencies to junk status in the same 
period. 
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We then present a case study to analyze the empirical relationship between 
CDS spreads and at-the-money (ATM) volatility and skew. We support Hull et 
al. (2005) findings of a strong relation between ATM volatility and CDS and a 
milder one between CDS and skew, these are also confirmed by Granger non- 
causality tests (and impulse response functions) that indicate a strong causality 
between CDS and ATM but very weak one between CDS and skew. We also 
study which market (equity or credit) leads the other and find that, contrary 
to some studies, with respect to OTM put options (skew) the price discovery 
happens in the credit market (CDS). 
A test of the information content of the simple Merton's model is also per- 
formed: we use the model as a screening tool to select good quality companies 
and, despite its simplicity, we are able to generate extra-returns with lower volatil- 
ity. We can confirm that structural models are indeed able to rank companies 
according to their credit risk. 
The final section is about Equity Default Swaps. We study that impact of 
their swap feature and their relative value with respect to more established Credit 
Default Swaps; we conclude that they are indeed different from traded binary 
options and their volatility component is relevant and industry-specific. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
The subject of our thesis is to describe how both credit and equity securities can 
be priced in a consistent way so we can enlarge the information set of one market 
using the information set of the other. 
We assumed a set of primitive assumptions on the assets value process' which 
are similar to the standard ones of the Black & Scholes framework. Using and ex- 
tending the modular approach (building blocks) pioneered by Ericsson & Reneby 
(1998) and (2003a), we are able to derive simple formulae for corporate securities 
and derivatives on them. Our option prices are consistent with the firm's corpo- 
rate securities values and the resulting equity implied volatility is endogenous to 
the model and linked to the firm capital structure. 
Chapter 2 derives the building blocks assuming an exponential barrier (rather 
than a constant one - like in Ericsson & Reneby (1998)) to avoid that the positive 
growth rate of the firm would compress the leverage to zero as time passes by. 
These building blocks are then used to derive a number of equity and debt values 
under different capital structure assumptions: we are able to nest most clas- 
sical structural models, including sophisticated ones like Leland & Toft (1996) 
model, with the advantage to make formulae easier for economic interpretation 
and straightforward to implement in spreadsheets. An extension of Leland & 
Toft model - featuring exponentially increasing barrier and debt - is also pre- 
sented. 
The subsequent chapter provides the option pricing extension for five classical 
'Contrarily to a still common misconception, the assets value does not need to be a traded 
security - see Section 2.1 
for a discussion. 
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structural models presented in the previous chapter. Following again Ericsson & 
Reneby (2003a), we first extend their basic conditional building blocks to the 
case of the exponential barrier, then present a set of new simple claims which 
extend their corresponding unconditional claims in Chapter 2. This allows to 
nest the option extensions of two classical structural models - Merton (1974) and 
Leland (1994) which are due, respectively, to Geske (1979) and Toft and Prucyk 
(1997) - and provide call option prices for two other classical structural models - 
Black & Cox (1976) and Leland & Toft (1996). We also extend our Exponential 
Leland & Toft model. A Credit Default Swap spread expression - extending the 
one in Ericsson at al. (2005) - is also provided. Our option formulae are, again, 
easy to interpret and make the calibration suggested by Hull et al. (2005) easier 
to implement for more sophisticated models than Merton's one (1974). This 
calibration - based on equity option prices - overcomes one of the major difficulty 
of structural models: relying on infrequent and not always reliable balance sheet 
data to estimate liabilities; with our option formula-, we can, instead, easily imply 
them from the market. 
In Chapter 4, we derive a simple structural models with jumps - similarly to 
Leland (2006) - which can also incorporate a liquidity risk: by using our building 
blocks, we are able to provide closed-formulae for debt and equity values as done 
for the models in Chapter 2. Moreover, we provide an option pricing extension 
that is probably the first jump-diffusion structural model that features closed- 
formula-, for equity options. 
In the following chapter we study the effects of capital structure specifica- 
tions on equity option prices using the two most sophisticated models derived 
in the previous chapters. By using a more realistic model, we confirm Toft and 
Prucyk (1997) findings that implied volatility skews are linked to the firm lever- 
age and that taxes, bankruptcy rates and debt maturity have indeed the expected 
effects. Interestingly, higher coupon spreads reduce implied volatility levels for 
both types of barrier and, for unprotected debt, slightly decrease the steepness 
of the skew. Moreover, higher debt growth rates seem to increase both equity 
and debt value and decrease the volatility skew. We then analyse the empiri- 
cal relationship between CDS spreads and at-the-money (ATM) volatilities and 
skews: cointegration and Granger non-causality tests seem to support Hull et al. 
(2005) findings of a strong link between ATM volatility and CDS, and a very mild 
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one between CDS and skew; in addition, contrary to some studies, we find that 
with respect to OTM put options (skew) the price discovery appears to happen 
in the credit market (CDS). We also test the information content of structural 
models in order to corroborate their ranking ability: using the simplest model 
- Merton's one - we succeed in outperforming a benchmarking index over long 
periods of time. Finally we study the swap feature of Equity Default Swaps that 
make them different from traded binary options and find that their relative value 
with respect to more established Credit Default Swaps (volatility component) is 
relevant and industry-specific. 
Further Research 
Our research can be extended in a number of ways, we only suggest some of 
them here. First, the most sophisticated models can be fitted to actual call/put 
option prices and, for example, used to investigate the viability of capital struc- 
ture arbitrage (i. e., taking advantage of possible price misspecification within a 
firm's corporate securities). Second, our simple jump extension can be applied to 
other models, like Leland & Toft (1996). Third, the formulaý in Chapter 2 and 3 
can incorporate a stochastic, rather than deterministic, barrier and still probably 
achieve closed-formulge for equity and debt values. Such an extension is partic- 
ularly interesting when pricing barrier options or Equity Default Swaps (EDS) 
since the presence of jumps tend to yield the same price for OTP options which 
have different triggers; in other words, reaching low barrier triggers is equivalent 
to hitting zero in a jump-diffusion model, this is why EDSs with different triggers 
will have the same model price. 
A stochastic barrier can instead solve this problem and replace, at the same 
time, the need for jumps. One can define the default time as in Black & Cox 
(1976 )2: 
-F= inf ft >0: At <D B(t, T)J 
where B(t, T) is a stochastic zero-coupon bond whose dynamics under the (for- 
ward) risk-neutral measure is: 
dB(t, T) = rB(t, T)dt - allB(t, T)dlll, ', -, t 
2See Section 2.1 for a, discussion. 
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where dWtH is a Brownian Motion (BM) correlated to the asset value BM in 
equation (2.1), i. e. dWB - dWI1 = Odt. Surprisingly, using the Dambis-Dubins- 
Schwarz theoreM3 I it seems possible to 
derive closed-form formula-, for some of 
our (unconditional) building blocks; see for example Section 2.2 in Bernard et al. 
(2007) where similar claims have been obtained in a different context. 
3Which states that a, continuous local martingale, Al. can be represented as a time-changed 
Brownian Motion, i. e. Alt = IV<Ai>, where 11' is a Brownian Motion and < Al >t is the 
inartinga-le quadratic variation. 
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